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Executive Summary

This document presents eleven case studies of virtual schools

personnel describe their organisation, its pedagogical approach,

views on the future. Student assessment,

regimes are also described.

Eight case studies, each from a different European country,

reports are provided on four virtual initiatives from New Zealand, Australia and Canada

decided not to include a case study of a US virtual school as these are already extensively covered in

the research literature.

The case studies were selected to illustrate

target audiences and a variety of political and social contexts. The

development of a set of common criteria for

and an interview grid to collect further details through discussions with key personnel

study template and interview grids were used in full for all the European case studies, which are

presented in template format.

For the shorter reports a smaller case study grid was used, but in the case of the two Australian mini

case studies, it was necessary to present these as narrative reports.

adopted to understand how virtual school initiatives have evolved over time and

conditions.

The set of case studies was used in the development of Critical and Key Success Factors for European

virtual schools (D.4.2 and D.4.3) and provided important evidence in developing policy

recommendations to the Commission (D.3.9) an

Finland and Portugal (D.3.9 A-D).
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Executive Summary

case studies of virtual schools and one of a virtual college.

personnel describe their organisation, its pedagogical approach, the technology they use and their

. Student assessment, performance, qualifications available and inspection

, each from a different European country, are described in depth

reports are provided on four virtual initiatives from New Zealand, Australia and Canada

decided not to include a case study of a US virtual school as these are already extensively covered in

to illustrate different approaches to virtual schooling, a range of

target audiences and a variety of political and social contexts. The methodology

set of common criteria for the gathering of information, using a common templ

further details through discussions with key personnel

study template and interview grids were used in full for all the European case studies, which are

smaller case study grid was used, but in the case of the two Australian mini

case studies, it was necessary to present these as narrative reports. A longitudinal approach was

adopted to understand how virtual school initiatives have evolved over time and

was used in the development of Critical and Key Success Factors for European

virtual schools (D.4.2 and D.4.3) and provided important evidence in developing policy

recommendations to the Commission (D.3.9) and individual governments in England, Estonia,
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and one of a virtual college. Key

the technology they use and their

performance, qualifications available and inspection

described in depth, whilst shorter

reports are provided on four virtual initiatives from New Zealand, Australia and Canada. It was

decided not to include a case study of a US virtual school as these are already extensively covered in

different approaches to virtual schooling, a range of

methodology involved the

the gathering of information, using a common template

further details through discussions with key personnel. The case

study template and interview grids were used in full for all the European case studies, which are

smaller case study grid was used, but in the case of the two Australian mini-

A longitudinal approach was

adopted to understand how virtual school initiatives have evolved over time and in changing

was used in the development of Critical and Key Success Factors for European

virtual schools (D.4.2 and D.4.3) and provided important evidence in developing policy

d individual governments in England, Estonia,
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1. The brief

This is Deliverable 3.7 of Work Package 3. The Deliverable title is:

The Work Package Title is: Analysis and Recommendations.

Deliverable 3.7 is summarised in the work plan as follows:

This is the one deliverable from Task 4 of WP3, led by P5 MENON. Each partner will write one case

study (with the exception of EFQUEL and Leeds)

the ground in whatever typology is derived. Thus it is hard to give firm examples now but likely ideas

are a pure virtual school, a “notschool”, an ICT

service, a laptop school, a US charted school, Kunskapsskolan, a distance coll

Following discussions at partner meetings, it was

Europe, relying on common tools and templates to carry out the interviews and report on the

information collected. Furthermore a set of fou

EU countries, namely New Zealand, Australia and Canada.

studies of US virtual schools as there are many existing examples in the literature.
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This is Deliverable 3.7 of Work Package 3. The Deliverable title is: Case Studies

Analysis and Recommendations.

ised in the work plan as follows:

This is the one deliverable from Task 4 of WP3, led by P5 MENON. Each partner will write one case

study (with the exception of EFQUEL and Leeds) – thus 8 case studies. The case studies should cover

ypology is derived. Thus it is hard to give firm examples now but likely ideas

are a pure virtual school, a “notschool”, an ICT-imbued community college, a homeschooling support

service, a laptop school, a US charted school, Kunskapsskolan, a distance college like NKI, etc.

Following discussions at partner meetings, it was decided to develop eight full case studies from

Europe, relying on common tools and templates to carry out the interviews and report on the

collected. Furthermore a set of four mini-case studies were developed focusing on non

countries, namely New Zealand, Australia and Canada. It was decided not to include any case

studies of US virtual schools as there are many existing examples in the literature.
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thus 8 case studies. The case studies should cover
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2. Introduction

Whilst significant numbers of Virtual Schools

for a number of years, and there is a growing body of research literature

about virtual school and college education in Europe

and what makes them grow and succeed

aimed at advancing the current knowledge base

European perspective so to understand how

challenges and opportunities in education.

During its first year of activity, the project

(and the world), considering also projects and initiatives offering distance education for school

students aged 14-21. Extensive desk research activity

people – was carried out in order to provide an overview o

the world as a starting point for analysis and recommendations for policy making.

The large set of data collected (available on the project wiki at

http://visced.referata.com/wiki/Main_Page

European experiences to be investigated in depth

The aim of such activity was to analy

exploring their organisational, institutional, pedagogical, technological dimensions, using a

longitudinal approach to understand why the

needs it seeks to meet) and how it has evolved along time.

selected for case study analysis following partner discussions of the range of virtual schooling

initiatives identified through desk research (WP2).

• geographical distribution across E

• different target audiences

• different social and political contexts

• evidence of effectiveness and sustainability.

Case studies were completed using both desk research and interviews with key

establish relevant information and col

evolution, current opportunities and

studies were then approved by the stakeholders involved in the process and quality reviewed

internally by project partners.

In order to ensure homogeneity of data collected and their comparability, a common template for

reporting was developed by the WP leader, together with an interview guide (both are

this deliverable as Annexes).

7, WP3 Case studies
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Virtual Schools have been established in North America and Australia

for a number of years, and there is a growing body of research literature on these, little is known

about virtual school and college education in Europe - both its extent and geographical distribution

what makes them grow and succeed - or fail, in a small number of cases. The VISCED project was

current knowledge base of virtual school and college education from a

European perspective so to understand how these developments could contribute to current

in education.

During its first year of activity, the project identified and analysed existing virtual schools in Europe

, considering also projects and initiatives offering distance education for school

xtensive desk research activity – complemented by ad hoc consultation of key

as carried out in order to provide an overview of the state of play of virtual schooling in

the world as a starting point for analysis and recommendations for policy making.

The large set of data collected (available on the project wiki at

isced.referata.com/wiki/Main_Page) has provided the basis for the selection of a set of key

European experiences to be investigated in depth using a case study approach.

The aim of such activity was to analyse examples of European virtual schools and colle

, institutional, pedagogical, technological dimensions, using a

longitudinal approach to understand why the virtual schooling experience had been created (the

to meet) and how it has evolved along time. Eight European virtual schools were

following partner discussions of the range of virtual schooling

identified through desk research (WP2). Key criteria for selection included:

geographical distribution across Europe

different target audiences

different social and political contexts

evidence of effectiveness and sustainability.

Case studies were completed using both desk research and interviews with key personnel in order

relevant information and collect insights and perceptions on the school

evolution, current opportunities and barriers to development and future sustainability. All case

studies were then approved by the stakeholders involved in the process and quality reviewed

In order to ensure homogeneity of data collected and their comparability, a common template for

reporting was developed by the WP leader, together with an interview guide (both are
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personnel in order to

lect insights and perceptions on the schools' inception,

and future sustainability. All case

studies were then approved by the stakeholders involved in the process and quality reviewed

In order to ensure homogeneity of data collected and their comparability, a common template for

reporting was developed by the WP leader, together with an interview guide (both are attached to
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In addition to the eight European cases, a set of four mini

Canada and New Zealand) were developed

analysis. It was decided not to undertake any case studies on US v

already a substantial body of research literature on them.

This document provides the full set of case studies from Europe and mini

world, followed by some brief conclu

Virtual school

BEDNET

Ensina a Distância para a Itinerância

InterHigh

iScoil

Nettilukio ( Otava Folk High School)

Rīgas Tālmācības Vidusskola 

Sofia Distans

Wereldschool

Credenda Virtual High School

Open Polytechnic of New Zealand

The Brisbane School of Distance Education

Open High School Sidney
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In addition to the eight European cases, a set of four mini-cases from outside Europe (Australia,

Canada and New Zealand) were developed to provide comparative references for the European

It was decided not to undertake any case studies on US virtual schools, since there is

already a substantial body of research literature on them.

This document provides the full set of case studies from Europe and mini-cases from the rest of the

world, followed by some brief concluding remarks.

Table 1 VISCED case studies

country Responsible partner

Belgium ATiT

Ensina a Distância para a Itinerância Portugal MENON

Wales Sero

Ireland ATiT

Nettilukio ( Otava Folk High School) Finland TIEKE

Latvia EITF

Sweden Ross Tensta Gymnasium

Netherlands Sero

Canada Lambrakis Foundation

Open Polytechnic of New Zealand New Zealand Sero

The Brisbane School of Distance Education Australia Sero

Australia Sero

SCIENTER

Status: PU
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cases from outside Europe (Australia,

for the European

irtual schools, since there is

cases from the rest of the

Responsible partner

Ross Tensta Gymnasium

Lambrakis Foundation
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3. Case Studies from Europe

3.1 Bednet (Belgium)

General Information

Name of the case
(School):

BEDNET

Website http://www.bednet.be/

Address (town, region,
country):

BEDNET vzw

Bondgenotenlaan 134 bus 4

3000 Leuven

Belgium

References http://www.european
People-

Other links to online
materials (videos,
photo’s,
documentation, etc.)

The last annual report is available from Bednet in Dutch.

Contact name and role
of the interviewed
person(s)

Els Janssens, Director

VISCED Partner/author: ATiT (Sally Reynolds)

Type of school

x

It is important to point out that BEDNET is not a school, but rather
provides sick children with access to their normal school. Bednet does not
therefore define itself in any narrow sense as being a virtual school.

Bednet describes itself as being “Public” in that children availing of their service
do not ha
funding.

Description

Background
- When was the

school established?

- What was/were the

reason/s for

establishing a

virtual/distance/onl

ine school?

- What specific

need(s) was it

BEDNET was first established in 2005 and started to provide a service to children
in March 2007.

BEDNET is a regional project in Flanders, Belgium, in which children who are
suffering from long term an
with their own class through videoconferencing (mostly from home).

The reason for setting it up was to create a child
long-term ill child can resume his/her lessons in the clas
as stay in touch with their teachers and class mates.

The special needs it aims to address are those of making sure children can keep

7, WP3 Case studies
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from Europe

(Belgium)

BEDNET

http://www.bednet.be/

BEDNET vzw

Bondgenotenlaan 134 bus 4

Leuven

Belgium

http://www.european-agency.org/publications/ereports/ICTs
-With-Disabilities/ICTs-in-Education-for-people-with-disabilities.pdf

last annual report is available from Bednet in Dutch.

Els Janssens, Director

ATiT (Sally Reynolds)

Public

Private

Result of a Public/private partnership

It is important to point out that BEDNET is not a school, but rather
provides sick children with access to their normal school. Bednet does not
therefore define itself in any narrow sense as being a virtual school.

Bednet describes itself as being “Public” in that children availing of their service
do not have to pay for it although their funding is a mix of public and private
funding.

BEDNET was first established in 2005 and started to provide a service to children
in March 2007.

BEDNET is a regional project in Flanders, Belgium, in which children who are
suffering from long term and chronic diseases can follow lessons and interact
with their own class through videoconferencing (mostly from home).

The reason for setting it up was to create a child-friendly environment where a
term ill child can resume his/her lessons in the classroom from home as well

as stay in touch with their teachers and class mates.

The special needs it aims to address are those of making sure children can keep
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agency.org/publications/ereports/ICTs-in-Education-for-
disabilities.pdf

It is important to point out that BEDNET is not a school, but rather a service that
provides sick children with access to their normal school. Bednet does not
therefore define itself in any narrow sense as being a virtual school.

Bednet describes itself as being “Public” in that children availing of their service
ve to pay for it although their funding is a mix of public and private

BEDNET was first established in 2005 and started to provide a service to children

BEDNET is a regional project in Flanders, Belgium, in which children who are
d chronic diseases can follow lessons and interact

with their own class through videoconferencing (mostly from home).

friendly environment where a
sroom from home as well

The special needs it aims to address are those of making sure children can keep
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aimed to address?

- Who were the main

intended

beneficiaries

up with their school work as much as possible and to maintain contact with their
teachers and clas
as possible.

These two aims, the one related to pedagogy and the other to social contact are
equally important to the philosophy behind BEDNET.

The main beneficiaries are 6 to 18 year old childre
term and chronic diseases.

Current situation
How has the school

evolved till now? Have

beneficiaries changed

over time?

In the first complete school year for Bednet, 2007

were coached. In the scho

was 75. In the school year 2009

2011 this number rose to 160 and it is currently stabilised at this number.

The main evolution has been in terms of the

associated increase in the number of staff.

Number and age range
of students today

Bednet is c

18 at all different levels of education.

Profile of students
Are they full-time or is

this number based on

course enrolment

numbers?

What is that make-up of

f/t to p/t?) (Historical

trend?)

All those helped are either chronically or long

the children helped in any one year are cancer patients. Of the total helped each

year usually there are between 5 and 8 which are terminally ill.

Students could be defin

child, the actual school programme they follow with their own school may be

curtailed to a greater or lesser extent.

Number and profile of
staff

Teaching staff? Support
staff? F/t to p/t?)
(Teaching staff:
students caseload)

The number of FTE is 9 although there are in fact 12 people working for Bednet
with several of them working part
they include several coaches who work in the schools and with the c
either in hospital or in school to make arrangements that best suit the needs of
the child and the requirements of the school. The staff also includes 2 IT support
people who prepare and install the computer sets, who manage a help desk
service and
a half time office manager and a full time pedagogical lead person who is
responsible for directing and managing the coaching service.

Staff recruitment and
CPD

Does the school have a

specific staff

recruitment

philosophy/policy? Does

it differ depending on

the category of staff?

How does the school

support staff

development?

Bednet has a very specific recruitment policy related to the sensitivity of the
context
from a human sciences background and include staff with teaching and nursing
backgrounds. All are recruited on the basis of their maturity and ability to handle
the complexity of the emot
they have to work. Staff usually have extensive life experience, are used to listen
to people with lots of challenges and concerns and to have excellent negotiation
skills in order to manage the agreement
between individual school principals and teachers, students and the families
involved. This focus on sensitivity and maturity extends to the IT staff who are
expected to manage the IT support that is provided in a v
making sure that all support given is provided in a very practical way, making sure
to avoid any overly technical explanations.

Staff development is a core concern of Bednet and a one day meeting is

7, WP3 Case studies
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up with their school work as much as possible and to maintain contact with their
teachers and class mates so enabling them to resume normal schooling as soon
as possible.

These two aims, the one related to pedagogy and the other to social contact are
equally important to the philosophy behind BEDNET.

The main beneficiaries are 6 to 18 year old children who are suffering from long
term and chronic diseases.

In the first complete school year for Bednet, 2007-2008, a total of 39 children

were coached. In the school year 2008 – 2009, the total number of participants

was 75. In the school year 2009 – 2010, 158 children used the system. In 2010

2011 this number rose to 160 and it is currently stabilised at this number.

The main evolution has been in terms of the number of children helped and the

associated increase in the number of staff.

Bednet is currently catering for approximately 160 children aged between 6 and

18 at all different levels of education.

All those helped are either chronically or long-term ill, approximately 50% of all

the children helped in any one year are cancer patients. Of the total helped each

year usually there are between 5 and 8 which are terminally ill.

Students could be defined as f/t although depending on the level of illness of the

child, the actual school programme they follow with their own school may be

curtailed to a greater or lesser extent.

The number of FTE is 9 although there are in fact 12 people working for Bednet
with several of them working part-time. None of them are actually teachers but
they include several coaches who work in the schools and with the c
either in hospital or in school to make arrangements that best suit the needs of
the child and the requirements of the school. The staff also includes 2 IT support
people who prepare and install the computer sets, who manage a help desk
service and who provide technical support to the staff. There is also the director,
a half time office manager and a full time pedagogical lead person who is
responsible for directing and managing the coaching service.

Bednet has a very specific recruitment policy related to the sensitivity of the
context in which staff work. Staff members (regional employees) come mostly
from a human sciences background and include staff with teaching and nursing
backgrounds. All are recruited on the basis of their maturity and ability to handle
the complexity of the emotional and often highly charged environment in which
they have to work. Staff usually have extensive life experience, are used to listen
to people with lots of challenges and concerns and to have excellent negotiation
skills in order to manage the agreements either verbal or in writing that exist
between individual school principals and teachers, students and the families
involved. This focus on sensitivity and maturity extends to the IT staff who are
expected to manage the IT support that is provided in a very user
making sure that all support given is provided in a very practical way, making sure
to avoid any overly technical explanations.

Staff development is a core concern of Bednet and a one day meeting is
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they include several coaches who work in the schools and with the children
either in hospital or in school to make arrangements that best suit the needs of
the child and the requirements of the school. The staff also includes 2 IT support
people who prepare and install the computer sets, who manage a help desk
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responsible for directing and managing the coaching service.
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Staff development is a core concern of Bednet and a one day meeting is
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organised every month for all day s
support and exchange opportunities. Topics addressed during these training days
can vary from being highly practical and related to IT issues to training in areas to
do with inter
children.

Pedagogy

Learning site(s)
Where do students do

most of their studying?

(Host school? Home?

Other?)

Where do staff do most
of their teaching?
(School? Home?)

Students are at home when they use the Bednet system

school

The system can also be used in hospital but it’s not always realistic due to
internet problems and security and due to the treatment programme of the child.

There are no teaching staff in

Learning method(s)
What is the main

teaching method? (Fully

online? Blended?

Defining

characteristics/qualities

?)

How is teaching

articulated (by subject,

cross subject through

project work, both)

Are students grouped

into classes? Or are they

all individual learners?

In the latter case is peer

learning promoted? If

so, how?

Are there classes

timetabled? Are

students self-directed

learners?

Bednet is a tailor

long term or chronic disease is registered at Bednet, a regiona

prepares the procedure for this student together with his school, the hospital

school, his/her parents and, if applicable, a charity involved. Belgacom, one of the

Belgian internet providers, installs a broadband internet connection in th

home and in the classroom free of charge for the duration of the course. Bednet

also provides a helpdesk for child and class.

The child is linked to his class via the Internet. A Bednet set consists of 2 laptops

(one with the child, one in the c

and a photo camera focusing on the blackboard. Whenever the teacher places a

document onto the scanner in the classroom, the same document will be printed

at the child’s home after a short time, and vice versa.

from the webcam allow the child to follow the school’s lessons in real time. If he

has a question or an answer to an asked question he can let the class know by

giving them a sound or light signal. This way the ill child is able to fo

lessons as they are happening.

To ensure that the teacher can concentrate on class management, classmates of

the ill student operate the infrastructure at the school site. They receive specific

training and a simple manual to enable them to do this and are encouraged to

use the helpdesk

After school the system can be used to give out homework and tasks or to hand

them in. The child can sit tests and exams under supervision of the teacher at the

same time as or at a different time than the other children. All

enormously increase his chances to succeed. But also the psychological impact is

important because the child is visible again in the classroom and takes part i

social life of the class.

The Bednet employee also builds a regional n
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organised every month for all day staff that includes a training component and
support and exchange opportunities. Topics addressed during these training days
can vary from being highly practical and related to IT issues to training in areas to
do with inter-cultural relations culture and the management of terminally ill
children.

Students are at home when they use the Bednet system to connect to their own

The system can also be used in hospital but it’s not always realistic due to
internet problems and security and due to the treatment programme of the child.

There are no teaching staff in Bednet.

Bednet is a tailor-made system with a personal approach: when a child with a

long term or chronic disease is registered at Bednet, a regiona

prepares the procedure for this student together with his school, the hospital

school, his/her parents and, if applicable, a charity involved. Belgacom, one of the

Belgian internet providers, installs a broadband internet connection in th

home and in the classroom free of charge for the duration of the course. Bednet

also provides a helpdesk for child and class.

The child is linked to his class via the Internet. A Bednet set consists of 2 laptops

(one with the child, one in the classroom), two webcams, two scanner

and a photo camera focusing on the blackboard. Whenever the teacher places a

document onto the scanner in the classroom, the same document will be printed

at the child’s home after a short time, and vice versa. The sounds and images

from the webcam allow the child to follow the school’s lessons in real time. If he

has a question or an answer to an asked question he can let the class know by

giving them a sound or light signal. This way the ill child is able to fo

lessons as they are happening.

To ensure that the teacher can concentrate on class management, classmates of

the ill student operate the infrastructure at the school site. They receive specific

training and a simple manual to enable them to do this and are encouraged to

use the helpdesk should they have problems.

After school the system can be used to give out homework and tasks or to hand

them in. The child can sit tests and exams under supervision of the teacher at the

same time as or at a different time than the other children. All

enormously increase his chances to succeed. But also the psychological impact is

important because the child is visible again in the classroom and takes part i

social life of the class.

The Bednet employee also builds a regional network to enlarge the impact of the
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taff that includes a training component and
support and exchange opportunities. Topics addressed during these training days
can vary from being highly practical and related to IT issues to training in areas to

he management of terminally ill

to connect to their own

The system can also be used in hospital but it’s not always realistic due to
internet problems and security and due to the treatment programme of the child.

made system with a personal approach: when a child with a

long term or chronic disease is registered at Bednet, a regional Bednet employee

prepares the procedure for this student together with his school, the hospital

school, his/her parents and, if applicable, a charity involved. Belgacom, one of the

Belgian internet providers, installs a broadband internet connection in the child’s

home and in the classroom free of charge for the duration of the course. Bednet

The child is linked to his class via the Internet. A Bednet set consists of 2 laptops

lassroom), two webcams, two scanner-printers

and a photo camera focusing on the blackboard. Whenever the teacher places a

document onto the scanner in the classroom, the same document will be printed

The sounds and images

from the webcam allow the child to follow the school’s lessons in real time. If he

has a question or an answer to an asked question he can let the class know by

giving them a sound or light signal. This way the ill child is able to follow the

To ensure that the teacher can concentrate on class management, classmates of

the ill student operate the infrastructure at the school site. They receive specific

training and a simple manual to enable them to do this and are encouraged to

After school the system can be used to give out homework and tasks or to hand

them in. The child can sit tests and exams under supervision of the teacher at the

same time as or at a different time than the other children. All these possibilities

enormously increase his chances to succeed. But also the psychological impact is

important because the child is visible again in the classroom and takes part in the

etwork to enlarge the impact of the
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project for all persons involved (children, parents, school groups, pedagogical

advisory organisations, CLBs (centres for student counselling), hospitals, patients’

organisations, …).

Learning support
What tools are used? If

more than one tool is

used, how are they

combined? (Learning

platform? CD/DVDs?

Tele?, web 2.0?,

mobile?)

What is the role (if any)
of tutors or any other
facilitator?

No further learning support is provided by Bednet, the support given is purely to
ensure the child has as close to a ‘normal’ experience of their own class as their
illness allows.

The role of the Bednet coach is to facilitate the whole process, setting up the
scheme in the best way possible to suit all the parties involved.

The Bedn
system with as simple a user interface as possible. The system that is used is the
same one as was originally developed in the IBBT research project that was
carried out at the onset of
has continued to be used by Bednet since then.

Impact

Learning outcomes
What are the results for

students in terms of

learning outcomes and

how do these compare

with physical schools?

What is the retention

rate of students (or the

other way round- what

is the drop-out rate of

students?

The learning outcomes for the Bednet students are exactly the same as for their

peers in the normal class, although due to their illness the Bednet students may

not follow the full curriculum. The overall objective is to ensure students return

to their own school as soon as they are able and to treat them in as normal a way

as possible until that situation is reached..

Bednet estimates that 90% of their student

alongside their peers.

Qualifications
Are formally recognised

qualifications provided?

Are obtained

qualifications

recognised at

local/national/EU/world

level?

Not applicable as the students essentially study for the

qualifications as their peers.

Examination and
testing features
What are the

examination and testing

regimes and how do

The examination and testing regimes are the same for Bednet students as for

their peers while taking into account the child’s illness and the extent to which

they are able to take exams. All such decisions are made by the child’s normal

teacher in consultation with the parents. The school remains responsible for the

child’s schooling ra
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project for all persons involved (children, parents, school groups, pedagogical

advisory organisations, CLBs (centres for student counselling), hospitals, patients’

organisations, …).

No further learning support is provided by Bednet, the support given is purely to
ensure the child has as close to a ‘normal’ experience of their own class as their
illness allows.

The role of the Bednet coach is to facilitate the whole process, setting up the
scheme in the best way possible to suit all the parties involved.

The Bednet videoconferencing system that is put in place is a fully integrated
system with as simple a user interface as possible. The system that is used is the
same one as was originally developed in the IBBT research project that was
carried out at the onset of the project. It was considered to be a pilot system but
has continued to be used by Bednet since then.

The learning outcomes for the Bednet students are exactly the same as for their

peers in the normal class, although due to their illness the Bednet students may

not follow the full curriculum. The overall objective is to ensure students return

to their own school as soon as they are able and to treat them in as normal a way

as possible until that situation is reached..

Bednet estimates that 90% of their students move on to the next school year

alongside their peers.

Not applicable as the students essentially study for the same exams and

qualifications as their peers.

xamination and testing regimes are the same for Bednet students as for

peers while taking into account the child’s illness and the extent to which

they are able to take exams. All such decisions are made by the child’s normal

teacher in consultation with the parents. The school remains responsible for the

child’s schooling rather than Bednet staff who describe themselves as facilitating
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project for all persons involved (children, parents, school groups, pedagogical

advisory organisations, CLBs (centres for student counselling), hospitals, patients’

No further learning support is provided by Bednet, the support given is purely to
ensure the child has as close to a ‘normal’ experience of their own class as their

The role of the Bednet coach is to facilitate the whole process, setting up the
scheme in the best way possible to suit all the parties involved.

et videoconferencing system that is put in place is a fully integrated
system with as simple a user interface as possible. The system that is used is the
same one as was originally developed in the IBBT research project that was

the project. It was considered to be a pilot system but

The learning outcomes for the Bednet students are exactly the same as for their

peers in the normal class, although due to their illness the Bednet students may

not follow the full curriculum. The overall objective is to ensure students return

to their own school as soon as they are able and to treat them in as normal a way

s move on to the next school year

same exams and

xamination and testing regimes are the same for Bednet students as for

peers while taking into account the child’s illness and the extent to which

they are able to take exams. All such decisions are made by the child’s normal

teacher in consultation with the parents. The school remains responsible for the

ther than Bednet staff who describe themselves as facilitating
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these compare with

physical schools?

the student’s education rather than as providing or being responsible for it.

Inspection regimes

What are the regulation
and/or inspection
regimes? (Are there any
inspection reports
and/or evaluations?
Who carries the
inspection and
evaluation activities
out?)

Not relevant

Organisation and management

The school and the
national education
system
How does the school

stand with respect to

the national education

system?

What is its level of

autonomy (in terms of

funding

search/management

and in terms of

curricula)

This is not relevant for Bednet as it is not of itself a school. It is however a

recognised support service as supported in part by the Flemish Ministry of

Education. It appears to

objective of becoming a fully integrated service of the Ministry of Education and

one which is fully funded by the ministry which will by definition lessen its level of

autonomy.

Funding
How is sustainability of

the school ensured?

(public funding, private

funding, students fees)

How are students

funded? (Public?

Private?)

50% of the funding received by Bednet comes from the Flemish M

Education and the other 50% is pri

sponsors

Students and schools are not charged for the Bednet service.

Financial management
How much does the

school cost annually

What costs the most?

teachers, technological

support, renting of

spaces etc.

The annual turnover of Bednet is

provided, e.g. the Internet service does not feature in this sum as it is sponsored

directly by Belgacom, the original national public service phone provider.

Staff costs represent the
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the student’s education rather than as providing or being responsible for it.

Not relevant

Organisation and management
This is not relevant for Bednet as it is not of itself a school. It is however a

recognised support service as supported in part by the Flemish Ministry of

Education. It appears to be relatively autonomous although it has the strategic

objective of becoming a fully integrated service of the Ministry of Education and

one which is fully funded by the ministry which will by definition lessen its level of

autonomy.

of the funding received by Bednet comes from the Flemish M

Education and the other 50% is private funding coming from a mix of donors and

sponsors

Students and schools are not charged for the Bednet service.

annual turnover of Bednet is €850,000 turnover. Some of the services

provided, e.g. the Internet service does not feature in this sum as it is sponsored

directly by Belgacom, the original national public service phone provider.

Staff costs represent the highest percentage of costs to Bednet.
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the student’s education rather than as providing or being responsible for it.

This is not relevant for Bednet as it is not of itself a school. It is however a

recognised support service as supported in part by the Flemish Ministry of

be relatively autonomous although it has the strategic

objective of becoming a fully integrated service of the Ministry of Education and

one which is fully funded by the ministry which will by definition lessen its level of

of the funding received by Bednet comes from the Flemish Ministry of

om a mix of donors and

Students and schools are not charged for the Bednet service.

€850,000 turnover. Some of the services

provided, e.g. the Internet service does not feature in this sum as it is sponsored

directly by Belgacom, the original national public service phone provider.

highest percentage of costs to Bednet.
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Sustainability and transferability

How is sustainability
ensured and how do
you plan to maintain it?
What are the critical
factors for
sustainability
What are the plans for

the future? (And what

are the barriers

to/enablers for these?)

Bednet has the ambition to offer a service to approximately 500 Flemish students

on an annual basis. Although no hard figures currently exist for the number of

children who need its services

other data.

Bednet is currently working on a strategic plan to reach this number and is also

pursuing its strategy to become a fully integrated

– ministry service. However given the current economic climate, the current

concern of Bedne

provide its services to more children using its current level of resources. This

means that Bednet is currently carrying out a detailed review of its service to see

how it can become more co

the service it provides.

In terms of the Bednet service and the actual technology provided, staff members

acknowledge that the current system may require some updating given that it is

essentially th

ago. However they are insistent that any further enhancements or changes must

remain just as user

well for everyone concerned.

Do you consider that
the experience of your
school could be
replicated somewhere
else?

Bednet is carrying out pioneer

solution for children with long term diseases

time. There are a lot of hospital schools and services that provide peripatetic

teachers for home

taken by Bednet is different given it focus on connecting the s

‘normal’ school in an effort to not only provide pedagogical support to the

student but also the very important social aspect.

Bednet staff members are keen to connect with other similar initiatives and to

share their experience where rel

Additional comments
One of the keys to success in their service according to Bednet staff is to have

good and explicit agreements between everyone concerned. These agreements

need to cover aspects such as exactly what subjects the student will fol

agreements can be either verbal or agreed in simple written contracts drawn up

between everyone involved.

A further key to success is the relative simplicity and ease of use of the system

they use. It is a fully integrated service which also ad
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Sustainability and transferability
Bednet has the ambition to offer a service to approximately 500 Flemish students

on an annual basis. Although no hard figures currently exist for the number of

children who need its services – this is an estimate that Bednet makes bas

other data.

Bednet is currently working on a strategic plan to reach this number and is also

pursuing its strategy to become a fully integrated - and therefore fully supported

ministry service. However given the current economic climate, the current

concern of Bednet is to ensure its own sustainability by improving its ability to

provide its services to more children using its current level of resources. This

means that Bednet is currently carrying out a detailed review of its service to see

how it can become more cost-efficient without damaging the level and quality of

the service it provides.

In terms of the Bednet service and the actual technology provided, staff members

acknowledge that the current system may require some updating given that it is

essentially the same service as was developed in a pilot version almost 5 years

ago. However they are insistent that any further enhancements or changes must

remain just as user-friendly and streamlined as the current service which works

well for everyone concerned.

Bednet is carrying out pioneering work in this field and its highly integrated

solution for children with long term diseases is considered quite unique at this

time. There are a lot of hospital schools and services that provide peripatetic

teachers for home-bound chronically and long term ill students, the approach

taken by Bednet is different given it focus on connecting the s

‘normal’ school in an effort to not only provide pedagogical support to the

student but also the very important social aspect.

Bednet staff members are keen to connect with other similar initiatives and to

share their experience where relevant.

One of the keys to success in their service according to Bednet staff is to have

good and explicit agreements between everyone concerned. These agreements

need to cover aspects such as exactly what subjects the student will fol

agreements can be either verbal or agreed in simple written contracts drawn up

between everyone involved.

A further key to success is the relative simplicity and ease of use of the system

they use. It is a fully integrated service which also adds to its value.
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Bednet has the ambition to offer a service to approximately 500 Flemish students

on an annual basis. Although no hard figures currently exist for the number of

this is an estimate that Bednet makes based on

Bednet is currently working on a strategic plan to reach this number and is also

and therefore fully supported

ministry service. However given the current economic climate, the current

t is to ensure its own sustainability by improving its ability to

provide its services to more children using its current level of resources. This

means that Bednet is currently carrying out a detailed review of its service to see

efficient without damaging the level and quality of

In terms of the Bednet service and the actual technology provided, staff members

acknowledge that the current system may require some updating given that it is

e same service as was developed in a pilot version almost 5 years

ago. However they are insistent that any further enhancements or changes must

friendly and streamlined as the current service which works

highly integrated

is considered quite unique at this

time. There are a lot of hospital schools and services that provide peripatetic

bound chronically and long term ill students, the approach

taken by Bednet is different given it focus on connecting the student with its

‘normal’ school in an effort to not only provide pedagogical support to the

Bednet staff members are keen to connect with other similar initiatives and to

One of the keys to success in their service according to Bednet staff is to have

good and explicit agreements between everyone concerned. These agreements

need to cover aspects such as exactly what subjects the student will follow. These

agreements can be either verbal or agreed in simple written contracts drawn up

A further key to success is the relative simplicity and ease of use of the system

ds to its value.
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3.2 Ensina a Distância para a Itinerância

General Information

Name of school: Ensina a Distância para a Itinerância (previously called Escola Móvel)

Address: /

Website: http://edi.dgidc.min

Contact name and
role:

Fernando Albuquerque Costa (Catholic University of Lisbon)
coordinator

VISCED
Partner/author:

MENON

Type of school Public
currently
initiative has
its social goals (

References: Official website

OECD Case study

Description

Headline description
of the school:

“Ensino a Distância para a Itinerância” (EDI
Móvel”
Education and Science
“travelling”
education due to their need to move throughout the country over the
year and change more than one school.

It is the case
in the circus and fairs. Though
disadvantaged situations, s
and other students who for different reasons cannot handle the brick and
mortar school.

The initiative covers
secondary education in Portugal) and
education (till the 12
education through distance learning.

Althoug
the Portuguese national curriculum and follows the traditional school
approach, being based on classrooms, subjects, time
and grades, including transcripts at the end of
underpinning approach and pedagogy is however adapted to the needs of
the specific target group and the mean adopted.

Background

1) When was the
school established?

The project develops from a previous
launched by the Portuguese Ministry of Education and Sciences in school
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.2 Ensina a Distância para a Itinerância (Portugal)

Ensina a Distância para a Itinerância (previously called Escola Móvel)

http://edi.dgidc.min-edu.pt/login/index.php

Fernando Albuquerque Costa (Catholic University of Lisbon)
coordinator

MENON

Public - National initiative of the Ministry of Education and Sciences
currently organised through partnerships with a public schoo
initiative has also the support of some private institutions concerned with

social goals (e.g. foundations, editors, etc.).

Official website http://www.dgidc.min-edu.pt/ensinodistancia/

OECD Case study http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/41/4/4

“Ensino a Distância para a Itinerância” (EDI) - previously known as “Escola
Móvel” - is a distance-learning project of the Portuguese Ministry of
Education and Science aimed at ensuring regular schooling of
“travelling” students who would risk to drop out from compulsory
education due to their need to move throughout the country over the
year and change more than one school.

the case in particular of children and teen agers whose fam
in the circus and fairs. Though the project addresses also
disadvantaged situations, such as hospitalized children,
and other students who for different reasons cannot handle the brick and
mortar school.

The initiative covers students from the 5th to the 9th grade (lower
secondary education in Portugal) and – to a less extent upper secondary
education (till the 12th grade) - and ensure completion of compulsory
education through distance learning.

Although “online” and “at distance”, the virtual school is mostly based on
the Portuguese national curriculum and follows the traditional school
approach, being based on classrooms, subjects, time-table, assignments
and grades, including transcripts at the end of the school year. The
underpinning approach and pedagogy is however adapted to the needs of
the specific target group and the mean adopted.

The project develops from a previous initiative called “Escola M
launched by the Portuguese Ministry of Education and Sciences in school
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(Portugal)

Ensina a Distância para a Itinerância (previously called Escola Móvel)

Fernando Albuquerque Costa (Catholic University of Lisbon) – project

National initiative of the Ministry of Education and Sciences
public school The

institutions concerned with

edu.pt/ensinodistancia/

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/41/4/49765703.pdf

previously known as “Escola
learning project of the Portuguese Ministry of

schooling of those
ents who would risk to drop out from compulsory

education due to their need to move throughout the country over the

in particular of children and teen agers whose families work
addresses also other

uch as hospitalized children, teenage mothers
and other students who for different reasons cannot handle the brick and

grade (lower
to a less extent upper secondary

and ensure completion of compulsory

h “online” and “at distance”, the virtual school is mostly based on
the Portuguese national curriculum and follows the traditional school

table, assignments
the school year. The

underpinning approach and pedagogy is however adapted to the needs of

initiative called “Escola Móvel”,
launched by the Portuguese Ministry of Education and Sciences in school
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How has it evolved till
now?

year 2005/2006 as an experimental distance learning project aimed at
tacking the issue of travelling children (10
risk.

This project was originated within the department of curriculum
innovation of the Ministry from a group of people who were specifically
interested into the possibilities of ICT for learning. It initially sought to
respond to the needs of students from famili
artists and workers, who would otherwise had to change schools
throughout the year as a result of their families' professional activities,
showing high dropout and failure rates.

The project started in school year 2005/2006 with
restricted group of teachers and the allocation of technological resources,
by offering 13 travelling children and teen agers the possibility to attend
school on a daily basis through a virtual environment providing both
learning and
same classmates and teachers along the year. In particular, in year
2005/2006 Escola Móvel was experimented with 13 students attending
the 3rd

secondary). These students had access to a weekly learning plan in the
subjects of the National Curriculum, communicating synchronously and
asynchronously with their teachers and attending one week “presential”
activity over the year.

In the course of 4 years Escola Móvel expanded the number of students
and broadened its scope, addressing also teenage mothers and students
over 15 who had repeatedly failed to complete compulsory education.
Likewise, the project enlarged to the first yea
education, addressing also students until 17 years of age.

Along with the enlargement of target groups, Escola Móvel went through
several organizational and pedagogical innovations between 2005 and
2009, including

-

-

-

-

-

-
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year 2005/2006 as an experimental distance learning project aimed at
tacking the issue of travelling children (10-17) and associated drop

is project was originated within the department of curriculum
innovation of the Ministry from a group of people who were specifically
interested into the possibilities of ICT for learning. It initially sought to
respond to the needs of students from families of showmen and circus
artists and workers, who would otherwise had to change schools
throughout the year as a result of their families' professional activities,
showing high dropout and failure rates.

The project started in school year 2005/2006 with the collaboration of a
restricted group of teachers and the allocation of technological resources,
by offering 13 travelling children and teen agers the possibility to attend
school on a daily basis through a virtual environment providing both
learning and socio-affective stability by allowing them to interact with the
same classmates and teachers along the year. In particular, in year
2005/2006 Escola Móvel was experimented with 13 students attending

rd cycle of basic education (7th, 8th and 9th years of schooling
secondary). These students had access to a weekly learning plan in the
subjects of the National Curriculum, communicating synchronously and
asynchronously with their teachers and attending one week “presential”
activity over the year.

In the course of 4 years Escola Móvel expanded the number of students
and broadened its scope, addressing also teenage mothers and students
over 15 who had repeatedly failed to complete compulsory education.
Likewise, the project enlarged to the first years of upper secondary
education, addressing also students until 17 years of age.

Along with the enlargement of target groups, Escola Móvel went through
several organizational and pedagogical innovations between 2005 and
2009, including

Adjustment of the national curriculum to student’s need and
characteristics, including the creation of interdisciplinary subject
areas;

Organization of a daily synchronous timetable with periods for
different subjects and subjects areas;

Establishment and reinforcement of partnership with schools,
educational organizations and institutions (i.e. Vodafone, the
National Reading Programme, Live Sciences Centres

Organization of four presential weeks per year
activities such as school trips and shift towards increasin
blended modalities;

Appointment of tutors (with a ration of 1 to 4) working alongside
with parents and increased daily tutoring activities

Development of virtual resources on the part of teachers
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year 2005/2006 as an experimental distance learning project aimed at
17) and associated drop-out

is project was originated within the department of curriculum
innovation of the Ministry from a group of people who were specifically
interested into the possibilities of ICT for learning. It initially sought to

es of showmen and circus
artists and workers, who would otherwise had to change schools
throughout the year as a result of their families' professional activities,

the collaboration of a
restricted group of teachers and the allocation of technological resources,
by offering 13 travelling children and teen agers the possibility to attend
school on a daily basis through a virtual environment providing both

affective stability by allowing them to interact with the
same classmates and teachers along the year. In particular, in year
2005/2006 Escola Móvel was experimented with 13 students attending

of schooling –lower
secondary). These students had access to a weekly learning plan in the
subjects of the National Curriculum, communicating synchronously and
asynchronously with their teachers and attending one week “presential”

In the course of 4 years Escola Móvel expanded the number of students
and broadened its scope, addressing also teenage mothers and students
over 15 who had repeatedly failed to complete compulsory education.

rs of upper secondary
education, addressing also students until 17 years of age.

Along with the enlargement of target groups, Escola Móvel went through
several organizational and pedagogical innovations between 2005 and

national curriculum to student’s need and
interdisciplinary subject

Organization of a daily synchronous timetable with periods for

artnership with schools,
educational organizations and institutions (i.e. Vodafone, the

Centres)

four presential weeks per year, including
activities such as school trips and shift towards increasingly

Appointment of tutors (with a ration of 1 to 4) working alongside
increased daily tutoring activities

virtual resources on the part of teachers thanks
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In 2009 Escola Móvel moved from being an experimental project to a
State School, building on the growing number of students (from 13 to 100
in 4 years) and the high success rate. In that condition, whilst “Escola
Móvel” fell into the same regulation as a p
school, it remained logistically and organizationally
Ministry of Education in Lisboa, where the responsible of the school was
located

For this reason it was decided after one year to turn it back into a
pedagogical
save resources at the light of the economic crisis. The name was then
change into its current denomination “
Itinerância
department into the school community, building partnerships with
physical schools in order to host the virtual school in their premises and
rely on their organizational and financial infrastructures.

The project is now hosted by one school in th
together with the north is considered the areas where “travelling”
students concentrate the most (although for the future the idea is to base
it in more than one school in Portugal).

The school hosts teachers and provides the logist
infrastructure for the virtual school. In the current academic year
(2011/2012), 120 students are covered by the project.

While most of the features and achievement of Escola Móvel have been
maintained, the current organization of th
to the different conditions where it operates now and evolved on the
basis of the lesson learnt by working with students through the years.

2) What was/were
the reason/s for
establishing a
virtual/distance/onlin
e school? What
specific need(s) was it
aimed to address?

As mentioned, the initiative started with the idea of ensuring participation
in school education of students whose parents used to travel and risked
therefore to suffer from isolation, discontinuity and drop

Specifically, the project was developed for pupils and teen
travelling families working in circus and fairs who were in the age of
compulsory schooling (up to 15) but were unable to attend school
regularly due to continuous movemen
exposed at higher drop

It then extended over the years to include diversely at risk
including drop
physically attend school, such as hospitalized

2 a) Who were the
main intended
beneficiaries –
dispersed rural
learners? Excluded

As mentioned above, the project addressed specifically children and teen
agers from families working in circus and fairs. Their itinerant life made
regular school attendance problematic and discontinuous, turning into
de-motivation, isolat
phenomena. The age group
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to the support of subject experts.

In 2009 Escola Móvel moved from being an experimental project to a
State School, building on the growing number of students (from 13 to 100
in 4 years) and the high success rate. In that condition, whilst “Escola
Móvel” fell into the same regulation as a public physical Portuguese
school, it remained logistically and organizationally centred
Ministry of Education in Lisboa, where the responsible of the school was
located

For this reason it was decided after one year to turn it back into a
pedagogical project of the Ministry, also as a consequence of the need to
save resources at the light of the economic crisis. The name was then
change into its current denomination “Ensino a Distância para a
Itinerância” and it was decided to move the project from th
department into the school community, building partnerships with
physical schools in order to host the virtual school in their premises and
rely on their organizational and financial infrastructures.

The project is now hosted by one school in the Lisbon Region which
together with the north is considered the areas where “travelling”
students concentrate the most (although for the future the idea is to base
it in more than one school in Portugal).

The school hosts teachers and provides the logistics and organizational
infrastructure for the virtual school. In the current academic year
(2011/2012), 120 students are covered by the project.

While most of the features and achievement of Escola Móvel have been
maintained, the current organization of the distance school had to adapt
to the different conditions where it operates now and evolved on the
basis of the lesson learnt by working with students through the years.

As mentioned, the initiative started with the idea of ensuring participation
in school education of students whose parents used to travel and risked
therefore to suffer from isolation, discontinuity and drop

Specifically, the project was developed for pupils and teen
travelling families working in circus and fairs who were in the age of
compulsory schooling (up to 15) but were unable to attend school
regularly due to continuous movement of their families and were thus
exposed at higher drop-out risks.

It then extended over the years to include diversely at risk
including drop-outs and those who for different reasons were unable to
physically attend school, such as hospitalized children, young mothers etc.

As mentioned above, the project addressed specifically children and teen
agers from families working in circus and fairs. Their itinerant life made
regular school attendance problematic and discontinuous, turning into

motivation, isolation, under-achievement of pupils and drop
phenomena. The age group - initially 10 to 15 – was then enlarged to 17
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In 2009 Escola Móvel moved from being an experimental project to a
State School, building on the growing number of students (from 13 to 100
in 4 years) and the high success rate. In that condition, whilst “Escola

ublic physical Portuguese
centred on the

Ministry of Education in Lisboa, where the responsible of the school was

For this reason it was decided after one year to turn it back into a
project of the Ministry, also as a consequence of the need to

save resources at the light of the economic crisis. The name was then
Ensino a Distância para a

” and it was decided to move the project from the Ministry
department into the school community, building partnerships with
physical schools in order to host the virtual school in their premises and
rely on their organizational and financial infrastructures.

e Lisbon Region which –
together with the north is considered the areas where “travelling”
students concentrate the most (although for the future the idea is to base

ics and organizational
infrastructure for the virtual school. In the current academic year

While most of the features and achievement of Escola Móvel have been
e distance school had to adapt

to the different conditions where it operates now and evolved on the
basis of the lesson learnt by working with students through the years.

As mentioned, the initiative started with the idea of ensuring participation
in school education of students whose parents used to travel and risked
therefore to suffer from isolation, discontinuity and drop-out phenomena.

Specifically, the project was developed for pupils and teen-agers with
travelling families working in circus and fairs who were in the age of
compulsory schooling (up to 15) but were unable to attend school

t of their families and were thus

It then extended over the years to include diversely at risk-students,
outs and those who for different reasons were unable to

children, young mothers etc.

As mentioned above, the project addressed specifically children and teen
agers from families working in circus and fairs. Their itinerant life made
regular school attendance problematic and discontinuous, turning into

achievement of pupils and drop-out
was then enlarged to 17
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learners? Ex-pat
learners?
Supplemental
learners requiring
catch-up courses?
Supplemental
learners for specific
courses e.g.
languages? And the
profile now?

to cover drop outs but also upper secondary education

Furthermore, given the success of the initiative and the retention rate,
target gr
completing compulsory education or dropped out from school, such as
hospitalized students, Young mothers and drop outs.

Currently, the initiative is still for the most aimed at “itinerant” child
and teen agers
population
families work in fairs.

In school year 2011/2012, the initiative covers also 20 teen agers mothers
and some three
(hospitalized, home schooling, travelling abroad with their families).

Most of the students attend lower secondary education, while a few are
enrolled in upper secondary.

The project is well known wi
therefore families are ready to profit from this opportunity for their
children and autonomously ask for their enrolment in the project.
However, students who shall participate in the project are also involved
directly by the Ministry through a general register which permit to
identify itinerant students and drop out.

Request to enter the project from other target groups (young mother,
drop out, school phobics etc) might come directly to the hosting school or
to the coordinator of the initiative either from parents, schools or the
social services. Cautious is applied in the selection of those cases.

2b) has the aim
changed over time?

The main aim of the project
schooling
throughout the years. What has been broadened was the scope of the
project, addressing diverse target groups and older students (including
upper secondary students)

In the future the aim of the project coul
alternative to face to face school in Portugal, based on a large partnership
of schools who will offer their service for distance education.

3) Current number of
students?

In the current academic year (2011/2012) 120 students ar
systematically grew from the beginning of the project in 2005/2006.

4) Number and profile
of staff?

The project relies on 23 teachers and a project coordinator, who supports
them from the organizational and pedagogical point of view.
is also responsible for the tutoring of 3
close relationship with the students themselves and their families. This
tutoring allows students to organise and update individual portfolios;
helps identify cognitive, s
ways to overcome them.

The staff of the hosting school, including principal and administration, is
involved with the project as far as it needs to provide logistics,
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to cover drop outs but also upper secondary education

Furthermore, given the success of the initiative and the retention rate,
target group was enlarged to address all those students at risk of not
completing compulsory education or dropped out from school, such as
hospitalized students, Young mothers and drop outs.

Currently, the initiative is still for the most aimed at “itinerant” child
and teen agers, who constitute the large majority of the student
population. Of those 70% have their parents in circus whereas 30% of the
families work in fairs.

In school year 2011/2012, the initiative covers also 20 teen agers mothers
and some three /four cases of students with different sets of problems
(hospitalized, home schooling, travelling abroad with their families).

Most of the students attend lower secondary education, while a few are
enrolled in upper secondary.

The project is well known within the circus and fairs communities and
therefore families are ready to profit from this opportunity for their
children and autonomously ask for their enrolment in the project.
However, students who shall participate in the project are also involved

ctly by the Ministry through a general register which permit to
identify itinerant students and drop out.

Request to enter the project from other target groups (young mother,
drop out, school phobics etc) might come directly to the hosting school or

the coordinator of the initiative either from parents, schools or the
social services. Cautious is applied in the selection of those cases.

The main aim of the project - ensuring completion of compulsory
schooling through regular school attendance - has been maintained
throughout the years. What has been broadened was the scope of the
project, addressing diverse target groups and older students (including
upper secondary students)

In the future the aim of the project could move towards offering an
alternative to face to face school in Portugal, based on a large partnership
of schools who will offer their service for distance education.

In the current academic year (2011/2012) 120 students ar
systematically grew from the beginning of the project in 2005/2006.

The project relies on 23 teachers and a project coordinator, who supports
them from the organizational and pedagogical point of view.
is also responsible for the tutoring of 3-5 students and for establishing a
close relationship with the students themselves and their families. This
tutoring allows students to organise and update individual portfolios;
helps identify cognitive, social and/or interpersonal difficulties and find
ways to overcome them.

The staff of the hosting school, including principal and administration, is
involved with the project as far as it needs to provide logistics,
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to cover drop outs but also upper secondary education.

Furthermore, given the success of the initiative and the retention rate,
oup was enlarged to address all those students at risk of not

completing compulsory education or dropped out from school, such as

Currently, the initiative is still for the most aimed at “itinerant” children
, who constitute the large majority of the student

. Of those 70% have their parents in circus whereas 30% of the

In school year 2011/2012, the initiative covers also 20 teen agers mothers
/four cases of students with different sets of problems

(hospitalized, home schooling, travelling abroad with their families).

Most of the students attend lower secondary education, while a few are

thin the circus and fairs communities and
therefore families are ready to profit from this opportunity for their
children and autonomously ask for their enrolment in the project.
However, students who shall participate in the project are also involved

ctly by the Ministry through a general register which permit to

Request to enter the project from other target groups (young mother,
drop out, school phobics etc) might come directly to the hosting school or

the coordinator of the initiative either from parents, schools or the
social services. Cautious is applied in the selection of those cases.

ensuring completion of compulsory
has been maintained

throughout the years. What has been broadened was the scope of the
project, addressing diverse target groups and older students (including

d move towards offering an
alternative to face to face school in Portugal, based on a large partnership
of schools who will offer their service for distance education.

In the current academic year (2011/2012) 120 students are enrolled. They
systematically grew from the beginning of the project in 2005/2006.

The project relies on 23 teachers and a project coordinator, who supports
them from the organizational and pedagogical point of view. Each teacher

5 students and for establishing a
close relationship with the students themselves and their families. This
tutoring allows students to organise and update individual portfolios;

ocial and/or interpersonal difficulties and find

The staff of the hosting school, including principal and administration, is
involved with the project as far as it needs to provide logistics,
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administrative and financial support.

Originally Escola Móvel
teachers directly enabling for more flexibility in the recruitment policy.
Currently, teachers are assigned to teach in the distance school based on
the same criteria of all teachers
teachers who for a period of one year or more are assigned to the project
rather than to a normal brick and mortar school.

In that respect they do not have any special profile or preparation with
respect to their collea

Pedagogy

6) Where do students
do most of their
studying

Students can study from home, however
promote interpersonal competencies, itinerant students are also
encouraged to take their laptops to the nearest school’s resource center
or library
the virtual p

Escola Móvel initially planned four residential weeks per year but these
have now been eliminated.

In the future, the attempt to build a network of school hosting the project
will made possible for students to access the nearest school
infrastructures.

7) Where do staff do
most of their
teaching?

Interestingly teachers work all together from the same s
hosting school,
teaching. This condition favours
learning among teachers and support team building around the single
student and the classroom. Teachers meet to discuss problems,
criticalities and achievement of each student and of the classroom as a
whole; likewise they are stimulated t
projects and activities for the classroom.

Flexibility could be introduced in the presence of teachers as the quality
of their teaching would not be affected by teaching sometimes from
home etc. However, being the scho
regulation of normal physical schools, teachers are bound to several
bureaucratic procedures, including that of physical presence and daily
signature of the school register.

On the other hand, the daily exchange among teache
physical presence in the school is an added value of the project.

8) What is the main
teaching method?

How is teaching
articulated (by
subject, cross subject
through project work,
both)

The teaching activities are fully provided through o
and interaction between students and teachers having as basis a set of
resources developed by teachers themselves addressing subject
and cross
foster autonomy and self

Subject teachers have classroom at a certain time
school
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administrative and financial support.

ginally Escola Móvel - as an experimental project - permitted to involve
teachers directly enabling for more flexibility in the recruitment policy.
Currently, teachers are assigned to teach in the distance school based on
the same criteria of all teachers in Portugal. They are normal subject
teachers who for a period of one year or more are assigned to the project
rather than to a normal brick and mortar school.

In that respect they do not have any special profile or preparation with
respect to their colleagues.

Students can study from home, however In order to avoid isolation and
promote interpersonal competencies, itinerant students are also
encouraged to take their laptops to the nearest school’s resource center
or library where their families are working at that moment
the virtual platform from there.

Escola Móvel initially planned four residential weeks per year but these
have now been eliminated.

In the future, the attempt to build a network of school hosting the project
will made possible for students to access the nearest school
infrastructures.

Interestingly teachers work all together from the same s
hosting school, sharing one room from where they do their distance
teaching. This condition favours continuous exchange, d
learning among teachers and support team building around the single
student and the classroom. Teachers meet to discuss problems,
criticalities and achievement of each student and of the classroom as a
whole; likewise they are stimulated to work together on interdisciplinary
projects and activities for the classroom.

Flexibility could be introduced in the presence of teachers as the quality
of their teaching would not be affected by teaching sometimes from
home etc. However, being the school very much framed within the
regulation of normal physical schools, teachers are bound to several
bureaucratic procedures, including that of physical presence and daily
signature of the school register.

On the other hand, the daily exchange among teachers favoured by
physical presence in the school is an added value of the project.

he teaching activities are fully provided through online communication
and interaction between students and teachers having as basis a set of
resources developed by teachers themselves addressing subject
and cross-curricular competencies, including interactive activities that
foster autonomy and self-assessment.

Subject teachers have classroom at a certain time – as in traditional
school – and interact with its students on the platform mainly through the
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permitted to involve
teachers directly enabling for more flexibility in the recruitment policy.
Currently, teachers are assigned to teach in the distance school based on

in Portugal. They are normal subject
teachers who for a period of one year or more are assigned to the project

In that respect they do not have any special profile or preparation with

In order to avoid isolation and
promote interpersonal competencies, itinerant students are also
encouraged to take their laptops to the nearest school’s resource center

where their families are working at that moment and access

Escola Móvel initially planned four residential weeks per year but these

In the future, the attempt to build a network of school hosting the project
will made possible for students to access the nearest school’s

Interestingly teachers work all together from the same space in the
from where they do their distance

continuous exchange, dialogue and peer
learning among teachers and support team building around the single
student and the classroom. Teachers meet to discuss problems,
criticalities and achievement of each student and of the classroom as a

o work together on interdisciplinary

Flexibility could be introduced in the presence of teachers as the quality
of their teaching would not be affected by teaching sometimes from

ol very much framed within the
regulation of normal physical schools, teachers are bound to several
bureaucratic procedures, including that of physical presence and daily

rs favoured by
physical presence in the school is an added value of the project.

nline communication
and interaction between students and teachers having as basis a set of
resources developed by teachers themselves addressing subject-based

curricular competencies, including interactive activities that

as in traditional
and interact with its students on the platform mainly through the
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chat. During a lesson, teachers
topic by providing a sequence of things to do using the chat, combination
of resources, external links to online software etc.
made explicit at the beginning to the student who is guided through a
series of activities (passive and active)
practice it. This requires a thorough preparation of the lesson and
associated activities by teachers, who smartly combine their own
resources with external ones (i.e. learning resources available on
Virtual
them and how to use them.

The tutor helps students in the concretization of the tasks that students
are not able to complete in the classroom time. Sometimes the tutor can
be the same person as the teache

The curricular activities cover all compulsory years of schooling from the
5th to the 12th grades. Although with some appropriate curricular
adjustments to the specificity of the distance teaching and learning
context, and the particularities inherent t
different subjects of the Portuguese national curriculum are taught online
following a similar timetable organization as it is done in the brick and
mortar schools

Escola Móvel had progressively moved from pure subjects to subje
areas, with a strong interdisciplinary component which focused on
integrated phenomena also building on the opportunity offered by the
web to connect to real life phenomena. This specificity has been partially
lost as very much depending on the capacity
use this approach. Today, while teaching is subject
creativity and motivation of teachers to develop interdisciplinary projects
such as story

Individual plan
followed is student
continuous feedback

9) What tools are
used? If more than
one tool is used, how
are they combined?

The school uses a Moodle platform. T
used for teacher
lessons. As already mentioned, teachers rely on web learning resources
which they import to the platform or direct the students to combining
them with
with all the material produced so far, from where teachers can select to
prepare their lessons. All these resources and tools are combined
according to the sequence designed by the teacher to
into the concept and help them in practicing and mastering it through
different activities.

A blog is used for project work and cross curricula activities (usually
students work are shown there) and students and also encouraged to use
other online resources, such as YouTube.

Videoconferencing (using adobe
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chat. During a lesson, teachers introduce a new concept
by providing a sequence of things to do using the chat, combination

of resources, external links to online software etc. Learning outcomes are
made explicit at the beginning to the student who is guided through a
series of activities (passive and active) to discover the concept and
practice it. This requires a thorough preparation of the lesson and
associated activities by teachers, who smartly combine their own
resources with external ones (i.e. learning resources available on
Virtual and open education resources), guiding students on where to find
them and how to use them.

The tutor helps students in the concretization of the tasks that students
are not able to complete in the classroom time. Sometimes the tutor can
be the same person as the teacher.

The curricular activities cover all compulsory years of schooling from the
5th to the 12th grades. Although with some appropriate curricular
adjustments to the specificity of the distance teaching and learning
context, and the particularities inherent to the target students, the
different subjects of the Portuguese national curriculum are taught online
following a similar timetable organization as it is done in the brick and
mortar schools.

Escola Móvel had progressively moved from pure subjects to subje
areas, with a strong interdisciplinary component which focused on
integrated phenomena also building on the opportunity offered by the
web to connect to real life phenomena. This specificity has been partially
lost as very much depending on the capacity of the individual teacher to
use this approach. Today, while teaching is subject-based, it is left to the
creativity and motivation of teachers to develop interdisciplinary projects
such as story-telling, participation in blogs etc.

ndividual plans are designed when necessary. In general t
followed is student-centered, aiming at personalized learning based on
continuous feedback.

The school uses a Moodle platform. There the chat is the main instrument
used for teacher-students and students- students interaction during
lessons. As already mentioned, teachers rely on web learning resources
which they import to the platform or direct the students to combining
them with their own learning resources. The school has a resource
with all the material produced so far, from where teachers can select to
prepare their lessons. All these resources and tools are combined
according to the sequence designed by the teacher to take the students
into the concept and help them in practicing and mastering it through
different activities.

A blog is used for project work and cross curricula activities (usually
students work are shown there) and students and also encouraged to use
other online resources, such as YouTube.

Videoconferencing (using adobe-connect) have been experimented to
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concept or advance in a
by providing a sequence of things to do using the chat, combination

Learning outcomes are
made explicit at the beginning to the student who is guided through a

to discover the concept and
practice it. This requires a thorough preparation of the lesson and
associated activities by teachers, who smartly combine their own
resources with external ones (i.e. learning resources available on Escola

ation resources), guiding students on where to find

The tutor helps students in the concretization of the tasks that students
are not able to complete in the classroom time. Sometimes the tutor can

The curricular activities cover all compulsory years of schooling from the
5th to the 12th grades. Although with some appropriate curricular
adjustments to the specificity of the distance teaching and learning

o the target students, the
different subjects of the Portuguese national curriculum are taught online
following a similar timetable organization as it is done in the brick and

Escola Móvel had progressively moved from pure subjects to subject
areas, with a strong interdisciplinary component which focused on
integrated phenomena also building on the opportunity offered by the
web to connect to real life phenomena. This specificity has been partially

of the individual teacher to
based, it is left to the

creativity and motivation of teachers to develop interdisciplinary projects

In general the pedagogy
centered, aiming at personalized learning based on

here the chat is the main instrument
students interaction during

lessons. As already mentioned, teachers rely on web learning resources
which they import to the platform or direct the students to combining

their own learning resources. The school has a resource centre
with all the material produced so far, from where teachers can select to
prepare their lessons. All these resources and tools are combined

take the students
into the concept and help them in practicing and mastering it through

A blog is used for project work and cross curricula activities (usually
students work are shown there) and students and also encouraged to use

connect) have been experimented to
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improve teaching of subjects such as foreign language and maths,
however they have not yet been fully integrated into daily teaching
practice. Teache
time constraints and a very busy schedule.

Students connect to the virtual school through USB internet keys.
However in some regions the connection is very bad hindering regular
school activities

10) Are students
grouped into classes?
Or are they all
individual learners? In
the latter case is peer
learning promoted? If
so, how?

The school organization is very similar to physical schools, with
classrooms, timetable and school years phases. Students are
classrooms according to their age and level and follow a timetable with
lessons and activities based on subjects.

They have to be online according to that timetable
year/class, interacting synchronously with their teachers and
students through chats and forums for analysis and discussion.
is recorded and accounts for admission to the following year.

Learning takes place online, during synchronous classes, where students
access each subject interacting with the te
asynchronous way when they are free to use ICT tools (e.g. YouTube,
blogging, etc..)
accompany the schoolwork that students are asked to perform outside of
the classes, other synchron
that, teachers are able to follow and track each student in a more close
and individualized way, allowing as well a closer relationship between the
school and students’ families

Studying is individual, although it takes place within a classroom and is
thus accompanied with continuous interaction.
collaboration are not systematic but
activities are often
to be shown in the school blog).

11) Are there classes
timetables? Are
students self-directed
learners?

The students' timetables include the subjects of the national curriculum,
cross-curricu
classroom schedule, which is only to a minor extent personalized and not
à la carte as the aim is to attend a full path of compulsory education as in
a normal school.

Learning is highly learner
by teachers and framed within a rather tight organization of activities (i.e.
lessons schedule). This choice is motivated by the specificities of these
students who are in need of rather structured and tight schedule as
opposed to the flexibility and

Experience has taught that these students appreciate to be guided in a
rather tight path as they feel more secure against the degree of instability
of their life.

Also for this age it is reckoned not appropriate to use t
flexibility and self
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improve teaching of subjects such as foreign language and maths,
however they have not yet been fully integrated into daily teaching
practice. Teachers have difficulties in experimenting new tools, due to
time constraints and a very busy schedule.

Students connect to the virtual school through USB internet keys.
However in some regions the connection is very bad hindering regular
school activities

The school organization is very similar to physical schools, with
classrooms, timetable and school years phases. Students are
classrooms according to their age and level and follow a timetable with
lessons and activities based on subjects.

have to be online according to that timetable organised
year/class, interacting synchronously with their teachers and
students through chats and forums for analysis and discussion.
is recorded and accounts for admission to the following year.

Learning takes place online, during synchronous classes, where students
access each subject interacting with the teacher, and also in an
asynchronous way when they are free to use ICT tools (e.g. YouTube,
blogging, etc..) and other digital resources available. In order to
accompany the schoolwork that students are asked to perform outside of
the classes, other synchronous tutoring activities are provided. Doing
that, teachers are able to follow and track each student in a more close
and individualized way, allowing as well a closer relationship between the
school and students’ families.

Studying is individual, although it takes place within a classroom and is
thus accompanied with continuous interaction. Peer learning and
collaboration are not systematic but – as already mentioned
activities are often organised which imply collaboration (i.e. project work
to be shown in the school blog).

The students' timetables include the subjects of the national curriculum,
curricular areas and tutoring periods. Students have to respect the

classroom schedule, which is only to a minor extent personalized and not
à la carte as the aim is to attend a full path of compulsory education as in
a normal school.

Learning is highly learner-centred but strongly directed and accomp
by teachers and framed within a rather tight organization of activities (i.e.
lessons schedule). This choice is motivated by the specificities of these
students who are in need of rather structured and tight schedule as
opposed to the flexibility and irregularity of their daily life.

Experience has taught that these students appreciate to be guided in a
rather tight path as they feel more secure against the degree of instability
of their life.

Also for this age it is reckoned not appropriate to use t
flexibility and self-regulate learning as for adults, but rather
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improve teaching of subjects such as foreign language and maths,
however they have not yet been fully integrated into daily teaching

in experimenting new tools, due to

Students connect to the virtual school through USB internet keys.
However in some regions the connection is very bad hindering regular

The school organization is very similar to physical schools, with
classrooms, timetable and school years phases. Students are grouped into
classrooms according to their age and level and follow a timetable with

organised by
year/class, interacting synchronously with their teachers and other
students through chats and forums for analysis and discussion. Presence
is recorded and accounts for admission to the following year.

Learning takes place online, during synchronous classes, where students
acher, and also in an

asynchronous way when they are free to use ICT tools (e.g. YouTube,
In order to

accompany the schoolwork that students are asked to perform outside of
ous tutoring activities are provided. Doing

that, teachers are able to follow and track each student in a more close
and individualized way, allowing as well a closer relationship between the

Studying is individual, although it takes place within a classroom and is
Peer learning and

as already mentioned - some
ation (i.e. project work

The students' timetables include the subjects of the national curriculum,
s have to respect the

classroom schedule, which is only to a minor extent personalized and not
à la carte as the aim is to attend a full path of compulsory education as in

centred but strongly directed and accompanied
by teachers and framed within a rather tight organization of activities (i.e.
lessons schedule). This choice is motivated by the specificities of these
students who are in need of rather structured and tight schedule as

irregularity of their daily life.

Experience has taught that these students appreciate to be guided in a
rather tight path as they feel more secure against the degree of instability

Also for this age it is reckoned not appropriate to use the same level of
regulate learning as for adults, but rather
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personalization and strong attention to the learner as the centre of the
teaching process. In that respect flexibility is rather an instrument and an
approach of teachers (th
different profiles of their pupils.

Staff recruitment and CPD

12) Does the school
have a specific staff
recruitment
philosophy/policy?
Does it differ
depending on the
category of staff?

The recruitment of teachers is based on the same rules and procedures of
physical Portuguese schools and therefore it is not possible to introduce
further criteria and selection processes. The “school philosophy” is rather
conveyed to and advanced together
work in the school, either for one or more years. A central element is that
of supporting students’ motivation letting them feel that they are not
alone. This approach refers to the importance that pupils strongly
perceive
and as persons.

Teachers need to share this belief and approach and reflect It into their
daily teaching practice. Also, the overarching belief of the school is that it
is not necessary to have a
“good teacher” has those transversal competences which permit to adapt
its attitude and teaching practice to the needs of students and the means
available in the most effective way.

13) How does the
school support staff
development?

Teachers continuous development is ensured through peer learning and
exchange and strongly build on learning by doing with the classrooms.
The small size of the school and the physical proximity among teachers
enable processes
collaboration around common problems. Teachers are also obliged to
meet regularly to discuss individual problems of students and agree on
recovery plan.

New teachers are usually supported by those who have a longer
experience in the school and accompany them in the process of getting
used to this different way of teaching.

In the past one week training was
learning t
change almost on a yearly basis it is difficult to ensure the needed
continuity to capitalize on experience.

On the other hand, teachers could refuse to stay in the school but they
usually feel ent
observing
challenges that it poses are so far stimulating motivation, interest and
willingness to learn especially among the youngest teache
usually those who change school on a yearly basis)

Impact, inspection

14) What are the
results for students in

In the opinion of teachers, in normal conditions there
differences in learning outcomes with respect to physical schools, rather
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personalization and strong attention to the learner as the centre of the
teaching process. In that respect flexibility is rather an instrument and an
approach of teachers (than of students) to adapt their activities to the
different profiles of their pupils.

The recruitment of teachers is based on the same rules and procedures of
physical Portuguese schools and therefore it is not possible to introduce
further criteria and selection processes. The “school philosophy” is rather
conveyed to and advanced together with teachers once they come to
work in the school, either for one or more years. A central element is that
of supporting students’ motivation letting them feel that they are not
alone. This approach refers to the importance that pupils strongly
perceive that teachers and tutors are concerned with th
and as persons.

Teachers need to share this belief and approach and reflect It into their
daily teaching practice. Also, the overarching belief of the school is that it
is not necessary to have a special preparation for virtual teaching, as the
“good teacher” has those transversal competences which permit to adapt
its attitude and teaching practice to the needs of students and the means
available in the most effective way.

Teachers continuous development is ensured through peer learning and
exchange and strongly build on learning by doing with the classrooms.
The small size of the school and the physical proximity among teachers
enable processes of systematic exchange, reflective practices and
collaboration around common problems. Teachers are also obliged to
meet regularly to discuss individual problems of students and agree on
recovery plan.

New teachers are usually supported by those who have a longer
experience in the school and accompany them in the process of getting
used to this different way of teaching.

In the past one week training was organised per year to support teachers
learning through reflection. However, due to the fact that teachers
change almost on a yearly basis it is difficult to ensure the needed
continuity to capitalize on experience.

On the other hand, teachers could refuse to stay in the school but they
usually feel enthusiastic and motivated to stay and learn on the job by
observing their peers and learn from them. The new experience and the
challenges that it poses are so far stimulating motivation, interest and
willingness to learn especially among the youngest teache
usually those who change school on a yearly basis)

In the opinion of teachers, in normal conditions there are no significant
differences in learning outcomes with respect to physical schools, rather
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personalization and strong attention to the learner as the centre of the
teaching process. In that respect flexibility is rather an instrument and an

an of students) to adapt their activities to the

The recruitment of teachers is based on the same rules and procedures of
physical Portuguese schools and therefore it is not possible to introduce
further criteria and selection processes. The “school philosophy” is rather

with teachers once they come to
work in the school, either for one or more years. A central element is that
of supporting students’ motivation letting them feel that they are not
alone. This approach refers to the importance that pupils strongly

teachers and tutors are concerned with them as students

Teachers need to share this belief and approach and reflect It into their
daily teaching practice. Also, the overarching belief of the school is that it

special preparation for virtual teaching, as the
“good teacher” has those transversal competences which permit to adapt
its attitude and teaching practice to the needs of students and the means

Teachers continuous development is ensured through peer learning and
exchange and strongly build on learning by doing with the classrooms.
The small size of the school and the physical proximity among teachers

of systematic exchange, reflective practices and
collaboration around common problems. Teachers are also obliged to
meet regularly to discuss individual problems of students and agree on

New teachers are usually supported by those who have a longer
experience in the school and accompany them in the process of getting

per year to support teachers
hrough reflection. However, due to the fact that teachers

change almost on a yearly basis it is difficult to ensure the needed

On the other hand, teachers could refuse to stay in the school but they
husiastic and motivated to stay and learn on the job by

. The new experience and the
challenges that it poses are so far stimulating motivation, interest and
willingness to learn especially among the youngest teachers (who are

are no significant
differences in learning outcomes with respect to physical schools, rather
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terms of learning
outcomes and how do
these compare with
physical schools?

some classrooms perform even better.
year is mainly due to truancy rather than to underachievement.

The key factor seems to rem
students and not the capability to cope with distance schooling. In that
respect, bad results are related to the same reasons as in normal school.

At the beginning
the success rate was
a very small group of students accompanied by a very selected group of
teachers. With the initiative getting larger (up to 120 students ), resu
have come much closer to those in normal school, including some
students who do not pass the year.

Below are the final results for school year 2011/2012

Grade

5th g

6th grade

7th grade

8th grade

9th grade

How and when are
students assessed?

Student learning is assessed through continuous task developme
feedback, through assignments, tasks,
presentation of projects, as well as in national exams for students who
are completing compulsory education.”

In that respect on one side a
themselves are designed as to embed formative purposes
always clearly explained the expected learning outcomes of their activity
which they will need to achieve at the end and demonstrate in their tasks.

On another side, students
practices when it comes to the national school
debatable whether it is the right way of assessing students who went
through a different education path, however standardized assessment
gives eventually these students equal chances and opportunities as those
from brick and mortar sch

At the end of the school year, teachers meet to discuss the achievement
of each students and decide whether he/she deserve to pass into the
following year. A
students is produced (technical
situation
condition. This is helpful to understand what are the reasons behind bad
results.
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some classrooms perform even better. Missed passage into the following
year is mainly due to truancy rather than to underachievement.

The key factor seems to remain the motivation and involvement of
students and not the capability to cope with distance schooling. In that
respect, bad results are related to the same reasons as in normal school.

At the beginning – when Escola Móvel was a small experimental project
the success rate was much higher due to the fact that the project covered
a very small group of students accompanied by a very selected group of
teachers. With the initiative getting larger (up to 120 students ), resu
have come much closer to those in normal school, including some
students who do not pass the year.

Below are the final results for school year 2011/2012, for grade 5

Grade Overall number of
students

Students who passed
the school year

5th grade 12 12

grade 24 23

grade 20 24

grade 24 22

grade 19 16

Student learning is assessed through continuous task developme
feedback, through assignments, tasks, involvement in activities and
presentation of projects, as well as in national exams for students who
are completing compulsory education.”

In that respect on one side assessment is highly formative as activities
themselves are designed as to embed formative purposes

ys clearly explained the expected learning outcomes of their activity
which they will need to achieve at the end and demonstrate in their tasks.

On another side, students also are exposed to the same rules
practices when it comes to the national school leaving exam. It is
debatable whether it is the right way of assessing students who went
through a different education path, however standardized assessment
gives eventually these students equal chances and opportunities as those
from brick and mortar schools.

At the end of the school year, teachers meet to discuss the achievement
of each students and decide whether he/she deserve to pass into the
following year. A very clear qualitative piece of information on each
students is produced (technical aspects, learning achievement
situation) to compare results with the overall student socio
condition. This is helpful to understand what are the reasons behind bad
results.
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Missed passage into the following
year is mainly due to truancy rather than to underachievement.

ain the motivation and involvement of
students and not the capability to cope with distance schooling. In that
respect, bad results are related to the same reasons as in normal school.

vel was a small experimental project -
higher due to the fact that the project covered

a very small group of students accompanied by a very selected group of
teachers. With the initiative getting larger (up to 120 students ), results
have come much closer to those in normal school, including some

, for grade 5th to 9th

Students who passed
the school year

Student learning is assessed through continuous task development and
involvement in activities and

presentation of projects, as well as in national exams for students who

is highly formative as activities
themselves are designed as to embed formative purposes. Students are

ys clearly explained the expected learning outcomes of their activity
which they will need to achieve at the end and demonstrate in their tasks.

also are exposed to the same rules and
leaving exam. It is

debatable whether it is the right way of assessing students who went
through a different education path, however standardized assessment
gives eventually these students equal chances and opportunities as those

At the end of the school year, teachers meet to discuss the achievement
of each students and decide whether he/she deserve to pass into the

information on each
achievement, familiar

compare results with the overall student socio-emotional
condition. This is helpful to understand what are the reasons behind bad
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What are the
examination and
testing regimes and
how do these
compare with
physical schools?

Examination and testing are
their the school leaving certificate
and take the

What is the retention
rate of students (or
the other way round-
what is the drop-out
rate of students?

In 2011, the 63% of students were in condition to pass to the next year.
As mentioned, failure is more due to absence than to underachievement
(25% vs.

Absence is a phenomenon which the school is interested to study. The
youngster are more motivated to attend with respect to teen agers and
reasons might be associated to stronger support on the part of partners
and different relationship with adults in that ag

Are formally
recognised
qualifications
provided?

Students are admitted to the national examination which takes to school
leaving certificate with no differences as compared to traditional schools’
students.

Are obtained
qualifications
recognized at local/
national/EU/world
level?

As above

15) What are the
regulation and/or
inspection regimes?

The school is submitted to the same inspection regime and normal
schools: inspectors from the Ministry could come at every moment and
ask for a login to o

In 2011
involving also teachers from the project. One of the approach adopted
was peer
teaching onl
“traditional” teachers discovered innovative practices and high quality
teaching and the evaluation was a highly positive one (online teachers got
the maximum score).

The hosting school was also assessed
ready to profit from it to improve its own practice

Future

16) What are the
plans for the future?
(And what are the
barriers to/enablers
for these?)

The project is once again under transformation. The Ministry of
is currently in the process of deciding how to configure the new
organization of the project from school year 2012/2013, including the
ratio of students per classroom. teachers recruitment policy, curriculum
and flexibility in its design .

For the future the plan is to capitalize on the lesson
of the project to establish a system of distance school education
Portugal
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Examination and testing are equal to physical schools. On order to obtain
the school leaving certificate, pupils go the closest physical school

and take the national exam together with the other students

In 2011, the 63% of students were in condition to pass to the next year.
As mentioned, failure is more due to absence than to underachievement

vs. 11,90%).

nce is a phenomenon which the school is interested to study. The
youngster are more motivated to attend with respect to teen agers and
reasons might be associated to stronger support on the part of partners
and different relationship with adults in that age level.

Students are admitted to the national examination which takes to school
leaving certificate with no differences as compared to traditional schools’
students.

As above

The school is submitted to the same inspection regime and normal
schools: inspectors from the Ministry could come at every moment and
ask for a login to observe what happens in the classrooms.

In 2011 an evaluation of teachers was carried out at country level,
involving also teachers from the project. One of the approach adopted
was peer-evaluation and teachers were observed by a colleague when
teaching online on the platform. Through this evaluation process
“traditional” teachers discovered innovative practices and high quality
teaching and the evaluation was a highly positive one (online teachers got
the maximum score).

The hosting school was also assessed as very open to the project and
ready to profit from it to improve its own practice

The project is once again under transformation. The Ministry of
is currently in the process of deciding how to configure the new
organization of the project from school year 2012/2013, including the
ratio of students per classroom. teachers recruitment policy, curriculum
and flexibility in its design .

the future the plan is to capitalize on the lesson learnt
of the project to establish a system of distance school education
Portugal for all those who cannot attend the school on a regular basis.
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. On order to obtain
pupils go the closest physical school

exam together with the other students

In 2011, the 63% of students were in condition to pass to the next year.
As mentioned, failure is more due to absence than to underachievement

nce is a phenomenon which the school is interested to study. The
youngster are more motivated to attend with respect to teen agers and
reasons might be associated to stronger support on the part of partners

e level.

Students are admitted to the national examination which takes to school
leaving certificate with no differences as compared to traditional schools’

The school is submitted to the same inspection regime and normal
schools: inspectors from the Ministry could come at every moment and

bserve what happens in the classrooms.

an evaluation of teachers was carried out at country level,
involving also teachers from the project. One of the approach adopted

evaluation and teachers were observed by a colleague when
Through this evaluation process

“traditional” teachers discovered innovative practices and high quality
teaching and the evaluation was a highly positive one (online teachers got

as very open to the project and

The project is once again under transformation. The Ministry of Education
is currently in the process of deciding how to configure the new
organization of the project from school year 2012/2013, including the
ratio of students per classroom. teachers recruitment policy, curriculum

learnt and experience
of the project to establish a system of distance school education in

those who cannot attend the school on a regular basis.
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The project will be based on a network
country who could be accessed by the travelling students enrolled in the
distance learning programme. Teaching will be networked, not linked to a
specific school but relying on the school partnership.

Organisation, management and funding

How does the school
stand with respect to
the national
education system?

Escola Móvel was initially a project of the National Ministry of Education
and Sciences which in 2009 became a state school and has now been
turned back into an educat
curriculum and takes student to national examination: in that respect
although being an experimental project it is recognized and fully
integrated within the National education system.

How are students
funded? (Public?
Private?)

Students do not pay any tuition fee and teachers are paid by the Ministry
of Education as normal school teacher from the public education system.
Partnerships have been established to ensure technological support.

What is its level of
autonomy (in terms
of funding
search/management
and in terms of
curricula)

In terms of funding, the initiative depends on the funds available at the
school, and in that respect the initiative is looking for some private
funding.

The school has all the autonomy to decide on the curricula but in
compliance with the Ministry of education who needs to approve the
curricula.

In order not to be discriminated the project needs to stick to the same
curricula, exams etc as the other schoo
perception of the project would risk to be hampered.

Teachers enjoy flexibility and freedom when it comes to decide what to
do in the classes.

There are some subjects that are not those of the national curriculum due
to the fact that education is provided at distance. For instance physical
education is substituted by music education.

How is sustainability
of the school
ensured?

The gradual enlargement in the number and type of students, the
creation of a multimedia virtu
in different learning contexts and situations, and the setting up of a
network of partnerships has allowed
a sustainable organisation
group community which is a further relevant element of development
and future sustainability. In fact the plan is to enlarge the project to make
distance education an integrated alternative of school education in
Portugal for those who need to trav
point for their education.

Additional information

Student recruitment: As mentioned in section 1, the project is well known within the circus and
fairs communities and therefore families are ready to profit from this
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The project will be based on a network of some six partner schools in the
country who could be accessed by the travelling students enrolled in the
distance learning programme. Teaching will be networked, not linked to a
specific school but relying on the school partnership.

nt and funding

Escola Móvel was initially a project of the National Ministry of Education
and Sciences which in 2009 became a state school and has now been
turned back into an educational project. The school follows the national
curriculum and takes student to national examination: in that respect
although being an experimental project it is recognized and fully
integrated within the National education system.

Students do not pay any tuition fee and teachers are paid by the Ministry
of Education as normal school teacher from the public education system.
Partnerships have been established to ensure technological support.

In terms of funding, the initiative depends on the funds available at the
school, and in that respect the initiative is looking for some private
funding.

The school has all the autonomy to decide on the curricula but in
compliance with the Ministry of education who needs to approve the
curricula.

In order not to be discriminated the project needs to stick to the same
curricula, exams etc as the other schools, otherwise the acceptance and
perception of the project would risk to be hampered.

Teachers enjoy flexibility and freedom when it comes to decide what to
do in the classes.

There are some subjects that are not those of the national curriculum due
the fact that education is provided at distance. For instance physical

education is substituted by music education.

The gradual enlargement in the number and type of students, the
creation of a multimedia virtual resource bank that can be made available
in different learning contexts and situations, and the setting up of a
network of partnerships has allowed the project to progressively become
a sustainable organisation. The school is also well known within its
group community which is a further relevant element of development
and future sustainability. In fact the plan is to enlarge the project to make
distance education an integrated alternative of school education in
Portugal for those who need to travel but are in search for a reference
point for their education.

As mentioned in section 1, the project is well known within the circus and
fairs communities and therefore families are ready to profit from this
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partner schools in the
country who could be accessed by the travelling students enrolled in the
distance learning programme. Teaching will be networked, not linked to a

Escola Móvel was initially a project of the National Ministry of Education
and Sciences which in 2009 became a state school and has now been

ional project. The school follows the national
curriculum and takes student to national examination: in that respect
although being an experimental project it is recognized and fully

Students do not pay any tuition fee and teachers are paid by the Ministry
of Education as normal school teacher from the public education system.
Partnerships have been established to ensure technological support.

In terms of funding, the initiative depends on the funds available at the
school, and in that respect the initiative is looking for some private

The school has all the autonomy to decide on the curricula but in
compliance with the Ministry of education who needs to approve the

In order not to be discriminated the project needs to stick to the same
ls, otherwise the acceptance and

Teachers enjoy flexibility and freedom when it comes to decide what to

There are some subjects that are not those of the national curriculum due
the fact that education is provided at distance. For instance physical

The gradual enlargement in the number and type of students, the
al resource bank that can be made available

in different learning contexts and situations, and the setting up of a
to progressively become

. The school is also well known within its target
group community which is a further relevant element of development
and future sustainability. In fact the plan is to enlarge the project to make
distance education an integrated alternative of school education in

el but are in search for a reference

As mentioned in section 1, the project is well known within the circus and
fairs communities and therefore families are ready to profit from this
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opportunity for their children and autonomously ask for their enrolment
in the project. However, students who shall participate in the project are
also involved directly by the Ministry through a general register which
permit to identify itinerant students

Request to enter the project from other target groups (young mother,
drop out, school phobics etc) might come directly to the hosting school or
to the coordinator of the initiative either from parents, schools or the
social services. Cautio

The wider context –
the social aspect of
education

/

Policies and strategies /

3.3 InterHigh (Wales)

General Information

Name of school: InterHigh

Address: 1 Old Sawmills Cottages

Cathedine, Nr Brecon

Powys, LD3 7HQ

Website: http://www.

Contact name and
role:

Jacqueline Daniell

Director,

VISCED
Partner/author:

Sero

Type of school Private (non

References: Journal articles: none. [checked on bibliographic database of journals]

Main references:

• InterHigh
http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/

• The
http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/The_

Additional textual references in chronological order:

• Daily Pos
month lessons on the net: Daily Post NORTH WALES Edition, 23 August
2004, p. 17,
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Union+doubt+over+virtual+schoolroom
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opportunity for their children and autonomously ask for their enrolment
in the project. However, students who shall participate in the project are
also involved directly by the Ministry through a general register which
permit to identify itinerant students and drop out.

Request to enter the project from other target groups (young mother,
drop out, school phobics etc) might come directly to the hosting school or
to the coordinator of the initiative either from parents, schools or the
social services. Cautious is applied in the selection of those cases.

(Wales)

InterHigh

1 Old Sawmills Cottages

Cathedine, Nr Brecon

Powys, LD3 7HQ

http://www.InterHigh.net

Jacqueline Daniell

Director, InterHigh Education

Private (non-profit) (company number 05903565 England and Wales)

Journal articles: none. [checked on bibliographic database of journals]

Main references:

InterHigh School,
http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/InterHigh_School

The InterHigh Story [have used all of this in the report],
http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/The_InterHigh

Additional textual references in chronological order:

Daily Post (2004), Union doubt over virtual schoolroom; £165
month lessons on the net: Daily Post NORTH WALES Edition, 23 August
2004, p. 17,
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Union+doubt+over+virtual+schoolroom
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opportunity for their children and autonomously ask for their enrolment
in the project. However, students who shall participate in the project are
also involved directly by the Ministry through a general register which

Request to enter the project from other target groups (young mother,
drop out, school phobics etc) might come directly to the hosting school or
to the coordinator of the initiative either from parents, schools or the

us is applied in the selection of those cases.

England and Wales)

Journal articles: none. [checked on bibliographic database of journals]

_School

[have used all of this in the report],
InterHigh_Story

t (2004), Union doubt over virtual schoolroom; £165-per-
month lessons on the net: Daily Post NORTH WALES Edition, 23 August

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Union+doubt+over+virtual+schoolroom
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%3B+pounds+165

• Western Mail (2006), The internet is students’ stage, The Western Mail,
1 July 2006,
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Wales+News+Bulletin+The+internet+is
+students’+stage.

• Harris, Sarah (2007),
Independent, 28 October 2007,
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/schools/internet
schools

• Barker, Irena (2008), Formal teaching in
Supplement 4781, 28 March 2008, p. 8,
http://www.tes.co.uk/article.aspx?storycode=2599383

• Tutors International
collaboration to develop online GCSE and A
schooled children
7pressrelease.com/press
begin
homeschooled

• Rowan, Anthea (2010),
virtually the star pupil at home school
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/expateducation/8029615/Adult
-and
school.html

Videos etc:

• Film,

• Facebook,

Description

Headline description
of the school:

InterHigh
lessons over the internet on every school day since it was established in
September 2005,
living in this country and around the world.
doors at the start of the autumn term in September 2005, welcoming 23
children to a radical new way of learning.

Background

1) When was the
school established?
How has it evolved till
now?

InterHigh
students aged 11 to 16, up to GCSE level

Word of mouth and recommendations, as much as advertising and online
marketing, have seen
every year since it opened. By 2009, the school had more than 200 pupils
spread across its five years groups, with roughly an equal number of boys
and girls, and 13 virtual classrooms. Most of the children live
the remainder live abroad in numerous different countries, including
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Western Mail (2006), The internet is students’ stage, The Western Mail,
1 July 2006,
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Wales+News+Bulletin+The+internet+is
+students’+stage.-a0147738493

Harris, Sarah (2007), Internet schools: The school on a sofa
Independent, 28 October 2007,
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/schools/internet
schools-the-school-on-a-sofa-397902.html

Barker, Irena (2008), Formal teaching in slippers, The Times Educational
Supplement 4781, 28 March 2008, p. 8,
http://www.tes.co.uk/article.aspx?storycode=2599383

Tutors International (2008), Tutors International and
collaboration to develop online GCSE and A-level courses for home
schooled children, 30 November 2008, http://www.24
7pressrelease.com/press-release/tutors-international
begin-collaboration-to-develop-online-gcse-and-alevel
homeschooled-children-77086.php

Rowan, Anthea (2010), Adult and distance learning: why Hattie is
virtually the star pupil at home school, The Telegraph,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/expateducation/8029615/Adult
and-distance-learning-why-Hattie-is-virtually-the-star

school.html

Videos etc:

Film, http://www.InterHigh.co.uk/InterHigh_short_film.asp

Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/InterHighSchool

InterHigh, believed to be the UK’s first-ever online school, has delivered
lessons over the internet on every school day since it was established in
September 2005, providing a complete education to hundreds of children
living in this country and around the world. The school opened its virtual
doors at the start of the autumn term in September 2005, welcoming 23
children to a radical new way of learning.

InterHigh was established in 2005 by Paul and Jacqui Daniell, initially for
students aged 11 to 16, up to GCSE level.

Word of mouth and recommendations, as much as advertising and online
rketing, have seen InterHigh increase the number of children on its roll

every year since it opened. By 2009, the school had more than 200 pupils
spread across its five years groups, with roughly an equal number of boys
and girls, and 13 virtual classrooms. Most of the children live
the remainder live abroad in numerous different countries, including
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a0121071873

Western Mail (2006), The internet is students’ stage, The Western Mail,

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Wales+News+Bulletin+The+internet+is

Internet schools: The school on a sofa,

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/schools/internet-

slippers, The Times Educational

http://www.tes.co.uk/article.aspx?storycode=2599383

Tutors International and InterHigh begin
level courses for home-

http://www.24-
international-and-InterHigh-

alevel-courses-for-

tance learning: why Hattie is
, The Telegraph,18 May 2010,

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/expateducation/8029615/Adult
star-pupil-at-home-

_short_film.asp

School

ever online school, has delivered
lessons over the internet on every school day since it was established in

providing a complete education to hundreds of children
The school opened its virtual

doors at the start of the autumn term in September 2005, welcoming 23

2005 by Paul and Jacqui Daniell, initially for

Word of mouth and recommendations, as much as advertising and online
increase the number of children on its roll

every year since it opened. By 2009, the school had more than 200 pupils
spread across its five years groups, with roughly an equal number of boys
and girls, and 13 virtual classrooms. Most of the children live in the UK;
the remainder live abroad in numerous different countries, including
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France, Spain, Italy,
East.

After years of steady growth,
“crossroads
decided to limit pupil numbers to 300, believing significant further
expansion would have a detrimental effect on the quality of personalised
education it could offer each child. Instead, they took the decisi
laterally by launching three new business divisions, the aim of which are
to form joint ventures with local authorities and individual schools in the
public sector, independent schools and tuition businesses.

In response to demand from parents w
the school after taking their IGCSEs,
September 2010.
called,
fact, anyone wishing to study for AS or A
evenings and initially courses will be available in 10 subjects including
English literature, mathematics, sociology and business studies.

There are many advantages to being an internet school. During the severe
winter weather which gripped the whole of the UK in January 2010,
InterHigh
open, no matter how deep the snow.

2) What was/were
the reason/s for
establishing a
virtual/distance/onlin
e school? What
specific need(s) was it
aimed to address?

After graduating with a degree in engineering, Paul Daniell entered the
automotive industry where he worked for leading car manufactur
as Jaguar. An increasing lack of job satisfaction, however, prompted him
to explore other career avenues. He began to offer home tuition in his
spare time and found he really enjoyed teaching. Paul duly qualified as a
teacher, gaining his Professi
through the Open University, and joined a comprehensive school in the
Welsh valleys where he taught Physics and IT.

In the classroom, Paul experienced many of the frustrations commonly
voiced by teachers, particularl
sector. “So much time was wasted in school,” he recalls. “The children
would have to move around from class to class and the first 10 minutes of
every lesson would be taken up with the children getting their book
pens out and settling down. You would spend more time maintaining
discipline than you would actually teaching.” Paul also remembers, all too
vividly, how the needs of individual children often failed to be met by
mainstream education.

“I saw kids all
“Some simply can’t cope with the hustle and bustle of a large school. The
ones who want to get on with their work get very frustrated when other
children misbehave in class. I thought there had to b
efficient way for children to learn. One of the assignments I did during my
teacher training was on new technology in education and how in the
future it would enable people to be taught from their home, community
centre or anywhere. This p
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France, Spain, Italy, Turkey, Cyprus, the Philippines, China and the Middle

After years of steady growth, InterHigh leaders felt they had reached a
crossroads” in early 2010. They wanted to build on their success but

decided to limit pupil numbers to 300, believing significant further
expansion would have a detrimental effect on the quality of personalised
education it could offer each child. Instead, they took the decisi
laterally by launching three new business divisions, the aim of which are
to form joint ventures with local authorities and individual schools in the
public sector, independent schools and tuition businesses.

In response to demand from parents who want their children to stay with
the school after taking their IGCSEs, InterHigh launched
September 2010. InterHigh Advanced [?], as its new A-level department
called, is open to adult learners and college students as well as pupils,
fact, anyone wishing to study for AS or A-levels. Lessons
evenings and initially courses will be available in 10 subjects including
English literature, mathematics, sociology and business studies.

There are many advantages to being an internet school. During the severe
winter weather which gripped the whole of the UK in January 2010,
InterHigh was one of the few schools in the country that could always stay
open, no matter how deep the snow.

After graduating with a degree in engineering, Paul Daniell entered the
automotive industry where he worked for leading car manufactur
as Jaguar. An increasing lack of job satisfaction, however, prompted him
to explore other career avenues. He began to offer home tuition in his
spare time and found he really enjoyed teaching. Paul duly qualified as a
teacher, gaining his Professional Graduate Certificate in Education
through the Open University, and joined a comprehensive school in the
Welsh valleys where he taught Physics and IT.

In the classroom, Paul experienced many of the frustrations commonly
voiced by teachers, particularly those from secondary schools in the state
sector. “So much time was wasted in school,” he recalls. “The children
would have to move around from class to class and the first 10 minutes of
every lesson would be taken up with the children getting their book
pens out and settling down. You would spend more time maintaining
discipline than you would actually teaching.” Paul also remembers, all too
vividly, how the needs of individual children often failed to be met by
mainstream education.

“I saw kids all the time who were unhappy for various reasons,” he adds.
“Some simply can’t cope with the hustle and bustle of a large school. The
ones who want to get on with their work get very frustrated when other
children misbehave in class. I thought there had to be a better, more
efficient way for children to learn. One of the assignments I did during my
teacher training was on new technology in education and how in the
future it would enable people to be taught from their home, community
centre or anywhere. This planted a seedling in my mind. When the
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China and the Middle

felt they had reached a
2010. They wanted to build on their success but

decided to limit pupil numbers to 300, believing significant further
expansion would have a detrimental effect on the quality of personalised
education it could offer each child. Instead, they took the decision to grow
laterally by launching three new business divisions, the aim of which are
to form joint ventures with local authorities and individual schools in the
public sector, independent schools and tuition businesses.

ho want their children to stay with
launched a sixth form in

level department is
open to adult learners and college students as well as pupils, in

levels. Lessons are held in the
evenings and initially courses will be available in 10 subjects including
English literature, mathematics, sociology and business studies.

There are many advantages to being an internet school. During the severe
winter weather which gripped the whole of the UK in January 2010,

was one of the few schools in the country that could always stay

After graduating with a degree in engineering, Paul Daniell entered the
automotive industry where he worked for leading car manufacturers such
as Jaguar. An increasing lack of job satisfaction, however, prompted him
to explore other career avenues. He began to offer home tuition in his
spare time and found he really enjoyed teaching. Paul duly qualified as a

onal Graduate Certificate in Education
through the Open University, and joined a comprehensive school in the

In the classroom, Paul experienced many of the frustrations commonly
y those from secondary schools in the state

sector. “So much time was wasted in school,” he recalls. “The children
would have to move around from class to class and the first 10 minutes of
every lesson would be taken up with the children getting their books and
pens out and settling down. You would spend more time maintaining
discipline than you would actually teaching.” Paul also remembers, all too
vividly, how the needs of individual children often failed to be met by

the time who were unhappy for various reasons,” he adds.
“Some simply can’t cope with the hustle and bustle of a large school. The
ones who want to get on with their work get very frustrated when other

e a better, more
efficient way for children to learn. One of the assignments I did during my
teacher training was on new technology in education and how in the
future it would enable people to be taught from their home, community

lanted a seedling in my mind. When the
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internet started to take off, the idea came to me of launching an online
school.”

Paul thoroughly researched the concept and found that while there were
online schools in America (which tended to be run by churches an
religious groups), nobody at the time was offering this type of education
in the UK. His next step was to find the software that would make it
possible to teach over the internet to children in their own homes. After
looking at several products on the ma
teaching platform.

2 a) Who were the
main intended
beneficiaries –
dispersed rural
learners? Excluded
learners? Ex-pat
learners?
Supplemental
learners requiring
catch-up courses?
Supplemental
learners for specific
courses e.g.
languages? And the
profile now?

InterHigh
continue with their learning wherever they can connect to the internet.

The safe and stress
provide
particularly beneficial for children who, for a variety of reasons, are
unable to settle at mainstream schools. These include:

• school

• victims of emotional and physical bullying,

• children with Asperger’s syndrome and other forms of autism.

• gifted children

• children of expatriate families living around the world who want their
children to receive a British education.

• athletes
tennis players and golfers to fit their studies in and around their
training schedules and touring commitments. Children can participate
in lessons while travelling on trains and waiting at airports.

• dancers and singers.

• Sick children undergoing medical
log on from their hospital beds.

• Socially disadvantaged children and those with challenging behaviours.

In its first year,
County Borough Council to teach children who needed to be educated
outside of school. The children used computers at community centres to
receive their online lessons. The project produced such good results that
the local authority has placed pupils with
similar project in neighbouring Monmouthshire is proving equally
effective in encouraging pupils with very poor school attendance records
to re-engage with their education

2b) has the aim
changed over time?

In recent years the school has offered courses for children up to 18 so that
they can study for and take A levels, need for entrance to university.

3) Current number of
students?

Limited to 300
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internet started to take off, the idea came to me of launching an online
school.”

Paul thoroughly researched the concept and found that while there were
online schools in America (which tended to be run by churches an
religious groups), nobody at the time was offering this type of education
in the UK. His next step was to find the software that would make it
possible to teach over the internet to children in their own homes. After
looking at several products on the market, Paul developed a virtual
teaching platform.

InterHigh’s pupils come from all kinds of backgrounds. Pupils are able to
continue with their learning wherever they can connect to the internet.

The safe and stress-free learning environment that online schooling
provides, coupled with InterHigh’s friendly, supportive ethos, has proved
particularly beneficial for children who, for a variety of reasons, are
unable to settle at mainstream schools. These include:

school-phobics

victims of emotional and physical bullying,

ldren with Asperger’s syndrome and other forms of autism.

gifted children

children of expatriate families living around the world who want their
children to receive a British education.

athletes – the flexibility of online learning makes it easy for young
tennis players and golfers to fit their studies in and around their
training schedules and touring commitments. Children can participate
in lessons while travelling on trains and waiting at airports.

dancers and singers.

Sick children undergoing medical treatment – they have been known to
log on from their hospital beds.

Socially disadvantaged children and those with challenging behaviours.

In its first year, InterHigh devised a pilot scheme for Blaenau Gwent
County Borough Council to teach children who needed to be educated
outside of school. The children used computers at community centres to
receive their online lessons. The project produced such good results that

e local authority has placed pupils with InterHigh every year since. A
similar project in neighbouring Monmouthshire is proving equally
effective in encouraging pupils with very poor school attendance records

engage with their education

In recent years the school has offered courses for children up to 18 so that
they can study for and take A levels, need for entrance to university.

Limited to 300
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internet started to take off, the idea came to me of launching an online

Paul thoroughly researched the concept and found that while there were
online schools in America (which tended to be run by churches and
religious groups), nobody at the time was offering this type of education
in the UK. His next step was to find the software that would make it
possible to teach over the internet to children in their own homes. After

rket, Paul developed a virtual

’s pupils come from all kinds of backgrounds. Pupils are able to
continue with their learning wherever they can connect to the internet.

free learning environment that online schooling
’s friendly, supportive ethos, has proved

particularly beneficial for children who, for a variety of reasons, are

ldren with Asperger’s syndrome and other forms of autism.

children of expatriate families living around the world who want their

the flexibility of online learning makes it easy for young
tennis players and golfers to fit their studies in and around their
training schedules and touring commitments. Children can participate
in lessons while travelling on trains and waiting at airports.

they have been known to

Socially disadvantaged children and those with challenging behaviours.

devised a pilot scheme for Blaenau Gwent
County Borough Council to teach children who needed to be educated
outside of school. The children used computers at community centres to
receive their online lessons. The project produced such good results that

every year since. A
similar project in neighbouring Monmouthshire is proving equally
effective in encouraging pupils with very poor school attendance records

In recent years the school has offered courses for children up to 18 so that
they can study for and take A levels, need for entrance to university.
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4) Number and
profile of staff?

The school currently has more than 20 members of staff, including 10
subject teachers and two designated pastoral care officers. All are CRB
checked.

As it has expanded,
teachers who have worked in both th
pupils, they log in from home and can live practically anywhere. Currently,
all its staff are based in the UK apart from one who lives in Ireland.
Professional teachers are drawn to the online learning sector because
gives them the freedom to teach, away from the pressures of traditional
school life. One of
teaching my subject as opposed to constantly managing disciplinary
problems within the classroom.
rewarding to teach online.

Pedagogy

6) Where do students
do most of their
studying

Students study mainly at home but sometimes at other places outside
school.

7) Where do staff do
most of their
teaching?

/

8) What is the main
teaching method?

How is teaching
articulated (by
subject, cross subject
through project work,
both)

All studying at

Lessons at
or Welsh sec
of the National Curriculum and will sit internal exams to assess their
progress. Lessons are held every weekday morning during term time,
starting at 9.30 am and finishing around lunchtime. On m
will study no more than two subjects. The timetable has been so designed
in order to consolidate learning, leaving the afternoons largely free for
students to complete their homework, work on projects together or take
part in extra
quality of learning that they would receive anywhere else,” says one of
InterHigh
of tuition, compared 30 to 35 hours a week in a conventi
we still manage to cover the same amount of ground.”

Despite the lack of face
most –
one child means there is greater
learning than is possible in a conventional classroom. “It’s almost like
having a private one
teacher comments: “Lessons are more intensive, more intimate, making
the chi
are in regular contact with each other via email. Pupils also have access to
a lesson library, a virtual common room, message boards and their own
web pages.
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school currently has more than 20 members of staff, including 10
subject teachers and two designated pastoral care officers. All are CRB
checked.

As it has expanded, InterHigh has recruited highly qualified, experienced
teachers who have worked in both the state and private sectors. Like their
pupils, they log in from home and can live practically anywhere. Currently,
all its staff are based in the UK apart from one who lives in Ireland.
Professional teachers are drawn to the online learning sector because
gives them the freedom to teach, away from the pressures of traditional
school life. One of InterHigh’s staff comments: “I feel I am actually
teaching my subject as opposed to constantly managing disciplinary
problems within the classroom.” A colleague adds: “I find it more
rewarding to teach online.”

Students study mainly at home but sometimes at other places outside
school.

All studying at InterHigh is done virtually.

Lessons at InterHigh are very similar to those taught at any typical English
or Welsh secondary school. In Years 7, 8 and 9, pupils follow Key Stage 3
of the National Curriculum and will sit internal exams to assess their
progress. Lessons are held every weekday morning during term time,
starting at 9.30 am and finishing around lunchtime. On m
will study no more than two subjects. The timetable has been so designed
in order to consolidate learning, leaving the afternoons largely free for
students to complete their homework, work on projects together or take
part in extra-curricular activities. “Our pupils receive the same depth and
quality of learning that they would receive anywhere else,” says one of
InterHigh’s longest-serving teachers. “With us, they get 10 hours a week
of tuition, compared 30 to 35 hours a week in a conventi
we still manage to cover the same amount of ground.”

Despite the lack of face-to-face contact, the small class sizes
– and the ability of the teacher to communicate privately with any

one child means there is greater scope for offering more personalised
learning than is possible in a conventional classroom. “It’s almost like
having a private one-to-one lesson,” according to one Year 9 pupil. A
teacher comments: “Lessons are more intensive, more intimate, making
the children more focused, too.” Outside of lessons, teachers and pupils
are in regular contact with each other via email. Pupils also have access to
a lesson library, a virtual common room, message boards and their own
web pages.
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school currently has more than 20 members of staff, including 10
subject teachers and two designated pastoral care officers. All are CRB

has recruited highly qualified, experienced
e state and private sectors. Like their

pupils, they log in from home and can live practically anywhere. Currently,
all its staff are based in the UK apart from one who lives in Ireland.
Professional teachers are drawn to the online learning sector because it
gives them the freedom to teach, away from the pressures of traditional

I feel I am actually
teaching my subject as opposed to constantly managing disciplinary

I find it more

Students study mainly at home but sometimes at other places outside

are very similar to those taught at any typical English
ondary school. In Years 7, 8 and 9, pupils follow Key Stage 3

of the National Curriculum and will sit internal exams to assess their
progress. Lessons are held every weekday morning during term time,
starting at 9.30 am and finishing around lunchtime. On most days, pupils
will study no more than two subjects. The timetable has been so designed
in order to consolidate learning, leaving the afternoons largely free for
students to complete their homework, work on projects together or take

lar activities. “Our pupils receive the same depth and
quality of learning that they would receive anywhere else,” says one of

serving teachers. “With us, they get 10 hours a week
of tuition, compared 30 to 35 hours a week in a conventional school, but
we still manage to cover the same amount of ground.”

face contact, the small class sizes – 18 at the
and the ability of the teacher to communicate privately with any

scope for offering more personalised
learning than is possible in a conventional classroom. “It’s almost like

one lesson,” according to one Year 9 pupil. A
teacher comments: “Lessons are more intensive, more intimate, making

ldren more focused, too.” Outside of lessons, teachers and pupils
are in regular contact with each other via email. Pupils also have access to
a lesson library, a virtual common room, message boards and their own
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9) What tools are
used? If more than
one tool is used, how
are they combined?

The virtual classroom is built around an interactive whiteboard, which
works in the same way as a whiteboard in an actual classroom. The
system uses customised web and video conferencing software provided
by Voxwire, an American reseller
one, the system proved to be both user

“As the teacher writes during a lesson, it appears on my screen,” explains
a pupil in Year 9.
teacher says and ask or answer questions. Teachers and pupils can also
communicate by typing text messages, which everyone in the class can
see. In addition, there is a separate messaging facility so th
pupil can text each other privately. All that is needed to access this way of
teaching and learning is a PC or laptop and an internet connection. During
lessons, teachers and pupils cannot see each other
used, as it has bee
they can see (and be seen by) their classmates. Rather than put a face to
the name of every pupil, teachers put a personality to the name. One of
them comments: “Even though you never see your students,
get to know them really well.” Though
science lessons so pupils can watch their teacher perform practical
experiments.

The catalyst for the launch of the school, by now named
the nationwide
well with dial

10) Are students
grouped into classes?
Or are they all
individual learners? In
the latter case is peer
learning promoted? If
so, how?

Students are grouped into classes.
contact, the small class sizes
teacher to communicate privately with any one child means there is
greater scope for offering more personalised learning than is possible in a
conven

In the afternoon students may work on projects together.

11) Are there classes
timetabled? Are
students self-directed
learners?

Lessons are held every weekday morning during term time, starting at
9.30 am and finishing around lunchtime.
no more than two subjects. The timetable has been so designed in order
to consolidate learning, leaving the afternoons largely free for students to
take on self
projects

Staff recruitment and CPD

12) Does the school
have a specific staff
recruitment
philosophy/policy?
Does it differ
depending on the
category of staff?

As it has expanded,
teachers who have worked in both the state and private sectors. Like their
pupils, they log in from home and

Currently, all its staff are based in the UK apart from one who lives i
Ireland.

Professional teachers are drawn to the online learning sector because it
gives them the freedom to teach, away from the pressures of traditional
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The virtual classroom is built around an interactive whiteboard, which
works in the same way as a whiteboard in an actual classroom. The
system uses customised web and video conferencing software provided

oxwire, an American reseller – http://www.voxwire.com
one, the system proved to be both user-friendly and reliable

“As the teacher writes during a lesson, it appears on my screen,” explains
a pupil in Year 9. Through their headsets, every child can hear what the
teacher says and ask or answer questions. Teachers and pupils can also
communicate by typing text messages, which everyone in the class can
see. In addition, there is a separate messaging facility so th
pupil can text each other privately. All that is needed to access this way of
teaching and learning is a PC or laptop and an internet connection. During
lessons, teachers and pupils cannot see each other – webcams are not
used, as it has been found children become distracted from their work if
they can see (and be seen by) their classmates. Rather than put a face to
the name of every pupil, teachers put a personality to the name. One of
them comments: “Even though you never see your students,
get to know them really well.” Though InterHigh plans to use webcasts for
science lessons so pupils can watch their teacher perform practical
experiments.

The catalyst for the launch of the school, by now named
the nationwide roll-out of broadband, though its system worked just as
well with dial-up connections.

Students are grouped into classes. Despite the lack of face
contact, the small class sizes – 18 at the most – and the ability of the
teacher to communicate privately with any one child means there is
greater scope for offering more personalised learning than is possible in a
conventional classroom.

In the afternoon students may work on projects together.

Lessons are held every weekday morning during term time, starting at
9.30 am and finishing around lunchtime. On most days, pupils will study
no more than two subjects. The timetable has been so designed in order
to consolidate learning, leaving the afternoons largely free for students to
take on self-directed tasks: to complete their homework, to work on
projects together or to take part in extra-curricular activities.

As it has expanded, InterHigh has recruited highly qualified, experienced
teachers who have worked in both the state and private sectors. Like their
pupils, they log in from home and can live practically anywhere.

Currently, all its staff are based in the UK apart from one who lives i
Ireland.

Professional teachers are drawn to the online learning sector because it
gives them the freedom to teach, away from the pressures of traditional
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The virtual classroom is built around an interactive whiteboard, which
works in the same way as a whiteboard in an actual classroom. The
system uses customised web and video conferencing software provided

http://www.voxwire.com. From day
friendly and reliable

“As the teacher writes during a lesson, it appears on my screen,” explains
Through their headsets, every child can hear what the

teacher says and ask or answer questions. Teachers and pupils can also
communicate by typing text messages, which everyone in the class can
see. In addition, there is a separate messaging facility so that teacher and
pupil can text each other privately. All that is needed to access this way of
teaching and learning is a PC or laptop and an internet connection. During

webcams are not
n found children become distracted from their work if

they can see (and be seen by) their classmates. Rather than put a face to
the name of every pupil, teachers put a personality to the name. One of
them comments: “Even though you never see your students, you can still

plans to use webcasts for
science lessons so pupils can watch their teacher perform practical

The catalyst for the launch of the school, by now named InterHigh, was
out of broadband, though its system worked just as

Despite the lack of face-to-face
and the ability of the

teacher to communicate privately with any one child means there is
greater scope for offering more personalised learning than is possible in a

In the afternoon students may work on projects together.

Lessons are held every weekday morning during term time, starting at
On most days, pupils will study

no more than two subjects. The timetable has been so designed in order
to consolidate learning, leaving the afternoons largely free for students to

directed tasks: to complete their homework, to work on
curricular activities.

has recruited highly qualified, experienced
teachers who have worked in both the state and private sectors. Like their

can live practically anywhere.

Currently, all its staff are based in the UK apart from one who lives in

Professional teachers are drawn to the online learning sector because it
gives them the freedom to teach, away from the pressures of traditional
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school life

13) How does the
school support staff
development?

InterHigh
other staff.

Orientation of new employees is also
the new employee.

Impact, inspection

14) What are the
results for students in
terms of learning
outcomes and how do
these compare with
physical schools?

In Years 10 and 11, pupils study for International GCSEs (IGCSEs), which
are equivalent to GCSEs but differ in that they are 100% exam base
is, no assessed coursework is involved)
suitable for use by virtual schools
increasing number of schools in the
because they consider them to be more rig
state school

IGCSEs are offered in the following subjects: English language, English
literature, Mathematics, Double Award Science, History, Geography,
French and Spanish.
centres around the UK where
who live overseas can sit exams at British Council offices or other
establishments.

In the three years
gaining A* to C grades in five subjects (including mathematics and English)
has risen steadily, from 53% to 58% to 63%.
compares
one take
whom have never had any kind of schooling before.

And unlike many
exams, not just the best students.

As greater numbers of pupils join the sc
their IGCSEs, as opposed to those who
through a course before sitting an exam, the school says it is confident its
success rate will rise further.

After leaving
education or training.

How and when are
students assessed?

As described above,

And now, by A levels.

What are the
examination and
testing regimes and
how do these
compare with
physical schools?

InterHigh
(IGCSEs), which are equivalent to GCSEs but differ in that they are 100%
exam based (that is, no assessed coursework is involved)
them much more suitable

IGCSEs are also being offered by an increasing number of schools in the
UK independent
rigorous than GCSEs, and
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school life.

InterHigh supports strongly staff development, both teachers and all
other staff.

Orientation of new employees is also organised, depending on the role of
the new employee.

In Years 10 and 11, pupils study for International GCSEs (IGCSEs), which
are equivalent to GCSEs but differ in that they are 100% exam base
is, no assessed coursework is involved) – this makes them much more
suitable for use by virtual schools. IGCSEs are also being offered by an
increasing number of schools in the UK independent schools
because they consider them to be more rigorous than GCSEs, and
state schools in England will be able to offer them if they wish.

IGCSEs are offered in the following subjects: English language, English
literature, Mathematics, Double Award Science, History, Geography,
French and Spanish. Edexcel, the UK’s largest awarding body, have
centres around the UK where InterHigh’s students can sit exams. Students
who live overseas can sit exams at British Council offices or other
establishments.

In the three years InterHigh pupils have sat IGCSEs to date, the proportion
gaining A* to C grades in five subjects (including mathematics and English)
has risen steadily, from 53% to 58% to 63%. InterHigh believes this
compares favourably with the national average of 65.3

takes in account the education histories of many of its pupils, some of
whom have never had any kind of schooling before.

And unlike many UK schools, InterHigh will put forward any pupil for
exams, not just the best students.

As greater numbers of pupils join the school in Year 7 and stay on to take
their IGCSEs, as opposed to those who enrol with InterHigh
through a course before sitting an exam, the school says it is confident its
success rate will rise further.

After leaving InterHigh, all students have gone on to take up further
education or training.

As described above, students are formally assessed by IGCSE exams.

And now, by A levels.

InterHigh assesses students by using the exams for International GCSEs
(IGCSEs), which are equivalent to GCSEs but differ in that they are 100%
exam based (that is, no assessed coursework is involved)
them much more suitable for use by virtual schools.

IGCSEs are also being offered by an increasing number of schools in the
independent schools sector because they consider them to be more

rigorous than GCSEs, and now all state schools in England
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development, both teachers and all

, depending on the role of

In Years 10 and 11, pupils study for International GCSEs (IGCSEs), which
are equivalent to GCSEs but differ in that they are 100% exam based (that

this makes them much more
. IGCSEs are also being offered by an

schools sector
orous than GCSEs, and now all

will be able to offer them if they wish.

IGCSEs are offered in the following subjects: English language, English
literature, Mathematics, Double Award Science, History, Geography,

s largest awarding body, have
s students can sit exams. Students

who live overseas can sit exams at British Council offices or other

to date, the proportion
gaining A* to C grades in five subjects (including mathematics and English)

believes this
with the national average of 65.3% (for GCSEs) when

ount the education histories of many of its pupils, some of

will put forward any pupil for

hool in Year 7 and stay on to take
InterHigh half-way

through a course before sitting an exam, the school says it is confident its

gone on to take up further

students are formally assessed by IGCSE exams.

International GCSEs
(IGCSEs), which are equivalent to GCSEs but differ in that they are 100%
exam based (that is, no assessed coursework is involved) – this makes

IGCSEs are also being offered by an increasing number of schools in the
sector because they consider them to be more

s in England will be able to
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offer them i

What is the retention
rate of students (or
the other way round-
what is the drop-out
rate of students?

In the three years
gaining A* to C grades in five subjects (including mathematics a
has risen steadily, from 53% to 58% to 63%.
compares
one take
whom have never had any kind

And unlike many
exams, not just the best students.

As greater numbers of pupils join the school in Year 7 and stay on to take
their IGCSEs, as opposed to those who enrol with
through a course before sitting an exam, the school says it is confident its
success rate will rise further.

Are formally
recognised
qualifications
provided?

Yes, both IGCSEs and now A levels.

Are obtained
qualifications
recognized at local/
national/EU/world
level?

Yes. The IGCSE is recognised
countries. The A level is recognised across the world as the “gold
standard” for university entrance.

15) What are the
regulation and/or
inspection regimes?

InterHigh

Like all pioneers,
from the establishment. While it operates like a school, it is not officially
recognised
subject to inspection just like any other,
welcome government inspectors to come in and see what we do and how
we work. But the authorities have given us all sorts of weak excuses as to
why we can
certificate because they can
every one of our pupils, which is clearly ridiculous. We may not have won
that particular battle, at least not yet, but we w
ourselves a school because that is what we are.
has been granted
Learning Quality Council
towards full accreditation.

InterHigh
education officials fear any endorsement of online teaching and learning
will encourage parents to withdraw their children from school. In the UK,
all children aged five to 16 must receive an education
compulsory for them to attend school. The law applicable to England and
Wales (the Education Act 1996) states:

7, WP3 Case studies
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offer them if they wish

In the three years InterHigh pupils have sat IGCSEs to date, the proportion
gaining A* to C grades in five subjects (including mathematics a
has risen steadily, from 53% to 58% to 63%. InterHigh believes this
compares favourably with the national average of 65.3

takes in account the education histories of many of its pupils, some of
whom have never had any kind of schooling before.

And unlike many UK schools, InterHigh will put forward any pupil for
exams, not just the best students.

As greater numbers of pupils join the school in Year 7 and stay on to take
their IGCSEs, as opposed to those who enrol with InterHigh
through a course before sitting an exam, the school says it is confident its
success rate will rise further.

Yes, both IGCSEs and now A levels.

. The IGCSE is recognised – and used – in many English
countries. The A level is recognised across the world as the “gold
standard” for university entrance.

InterHigh does not get inspected. This is a complex issue.

Like all pioneers, InterHigh has faced an uphill battle to gain acceptance
from the establishment. While it operates like a school, it is not officially
recognised as being one. “We want to be registered as a school and
subject to inspection just like any other,” says Jacqui. “
welcome government inspectors to come in and see what we do and how
we work. But the authorities have given us all sorts of weak excuses as to
why we can’t be registered. The latest is that we don’t have a proper fire
certificate because they can’t carry out a safety inspection of the home of
every one of our pupils, which is clearly ridiculous. We may not have won
that particular battle, at least not yet, but we will continue to call
ourselves a school because that is what we are.” Meanwhile, the school
has been granted ‘New Provider’ status by the Open and Distance
Learning Quality Council – http://www.odlqc.org.uk/ –
towards full accreditation.

InterHigh believes that it has been denied wider recognition because
education officials fear any endorsement of online teaching and learning
will encourage parents to withdraw their children from school. In the UK,

children aged five to 16 must receive an education –
compulsory for them to attend school. The law applicable to England and
Wales (the Education Act 1996) states: “The parent of every child of
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pupils have sat IGCSEs to date, the proportion
gaining A* to C grades in five subjects (including mathematics and English)

believes this
with the national average of 65.3% (for GCSEs) when

in account the education histories of many of its pupils, some of

will put forward any pupil for

As greater numbers of pupils join the school in Year 7 and stay on to take
rHigh half-way

through a course before sitting an exam, the school says it is confident its

in many English-speaking
countries. The A level is recognised across the world as the “gold

does not get inspected. This is a complex issue.

has faced an uphill battle to gain acceptance
from the establishment. While it operates like a school, it is not officially

registered as a school and
“We would

welcome government inspectors to come in and see what we do and how
we work. But the authorities have given us all sorts of weak excuses as to

t have a proper fire
t carry out a safety inspection of the home of

every one of our pupils, which is clearly ridiculous. We may not have won
ill continue to call

Meanwhile, the school
status by the Open and Distance

– and is working

has been denied wider recognition because
education officials fear any endorsement of online teaching and learning
will encourage parents to withdraw their children from school. In the UK,

– but it is not
compulsory for them to attend school. The law applicable to England and

The parent of every child of
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compulsory school age shall cause him to receiv
education suitable a) to his age ability and aptitude, and b) any special
educational needs he may have, either by attendance at a school or
otherwise.
equal legal status.

In fact, home education has always been legal in the UK. Famous British
people who were educated at home include the astronomer Sir Patrick
Moore, the poet William Blake, the philosopher Bertrand Russell and Her
Majesty the Queen. Today, there are no official f
children being home educated and estimates vary from 50,000 to
150,000. Whatever the precise total, campaigning groups, such as
Education Otherwise
Home Education Advisory Service
(http://www.patient.co.uk/support/HEAS
Service.htm
out of school because of fears over bullying, knife crime and drugs,
concerns about the quality of teaching, and objections to government
tests and targets. (It is interesting to note that in the United States, one in
20 children are now taught
such as Germany, home education remains illegal.)

While
positioned itself as a member of the burgeoning home education
community.
“Home education is more about parents teaching their own children. We
are a school and we teach our pupils just like a school would
the internet. At
in a traditional school
prizes, all o

InterHigh
at home during their primary years and then enrol them with
because they are unable to provide the more structured curriculum
required at secondary level
being ‘

The situation with inspection is not so straightforward. In
InterHigh
Council to teach children who needed to be educated outside of school.
The children used computers at community centres to receive their online
lessons. The project produced such good results tha
has placed pupils with
for praise when Blaenau Gwent
inspected by Estyn, Her Majesty
in Wales, and the Wal
Monmouthshire is proving equally effective in encouraging pupils with
very poor school attendance records to re

Also it should be noted that all the examinations taken by pupil
InterHigh
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compulsory school age shall cause him to receive efficient full
education suitable a) to his age ability and aptitude, and b) any special
educational needs he may have, either by attendance at a school or
otherwise.” Thus, mainstream schooling and home-based learning have
equal legal status.

ct, home education has always been legal in the UK. Famous British
people who were educated at home include the astronomer Sir Patrick
Moore, the poet William Blake, the philosopher Bertrand Russell and Her
Majesty the Queen. Today, there are no official figures for the number of
children being home educated and estimates vary from 50,000 to
150,000. Whatever the precise total, campaigning groups, such as
Education Otherwise (http://www.education-otherwise.n
Home Education Advisory Service
http://www.patient.co.uk/support/HEAS-Home-Education

Service.htm), claim record numbers of parents are taking the
out of school because of fears over bullying, knife crime and drugs,
concerns about the quality of teaching, and objections to government
tests and targets. (It is interesting to note that in the United States, one in
20 children are now taught at home, yet in other developed countries,
such as Germany, home education remains illegal.)

While InterHigh is a provider of home-based learning, it has never
positioned itself as a member of the burgeoning home education
community. “We don’t see ourselves as home educators,
Home education is more about parents teaching their own children. We

are a school and we teach our pupils just like a school would
the internet. At InterHigh you will find everything you would expect to
in a traditional school – subject lessons, homework, exams and academic
prizes, all of which we can provide online.”

InterHigh accepts, however, that many parents who teach their children
at home during their primary years and then enrol them with
because they are unable to provide the more structured curriculum
required at secondary level – will consider that their children are still

‘home educated’.

The situation with inspection is not so straightforward. In
High devised a pilot scheme for Blaenau Gwent County Borough

Council to teach children who needed to be educated outside of school.
The children used computers at community centres to receive their online
lessons. The project produced such good results that the local authority
has placed pupils with InterHigh every year since; it was also singled out
for praise when Blaenau Gwent’s education support services were
inspected by Estyn, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate for Education and Training
in Wales, and the Wales Audit Office. A similar project in
Monmouthshire is proving equally effective in encouraging pupils with
very poor school attendance records to re-engage with their education

Also it should be noted that all the examinations taken by pupil
InterHigh are national exams marked and accredited by national bodies.
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e efficient full-time
education suitable a) to his age ability and aptitude, and b) any special
educational needs he may have, either by attendance at a school or

based learning have

ct, home education has always been legal in the UK. Famous British
people who were educated at home include the astronomer Sir Patrick
Moore, the poet William Blake, the philosopher Bertrand Russell and Her

igures for the number of
children being home educated and estimates vary from 50,000 to
150,000. Whatever the precise total, campaigning groups, such as

otherwise.net/) and the

Education-Advisory-
, claim record numbers of parents are taking their children

out of school because of fears over bullying, knife crime and drugs,
concerns about the quality of teaching, and objections to government
tests and targets. (It is interesting to note that in the United States, one in

at home, yet in other developed countries,

based learning, it has never
positioned itself as a member of the burgeoning home education

ves as home educators,” explains Jacqui.
Home education is more about parents teaching their own children. We

are a school and we teach our pupils just like a school would – but over
you will find everything you would expect to see

subject lessons, homework, exams and academic

accepts, however, that many parents who teach their children
at home during their primary years and then enrol them with InterHigh –
because they are unable to provide the more structured curriculum

will consider that their children are still

The situation with inspection is not so straightforward. In its first year,
devised a pilot scheme for Blaenau Gwent County Borough

Council to teach children who needed to be educated outside of school.
The children used computers at community centres to receive their online

t the local authority
every year since; it was also singled out
s education support services were
s Inspectorate for Education and Training

es Audit Office. A similar project in neighbouring
Monmouthshire is proving equally effective in encouraging pupils with

engage with their education.

Also it should be noted that all the examinations taken by pupils at
are national exams marked and accredited by national bodies.
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Finally customer feedback is a good criterion.
years after
they thought their children had gaine
three most popular answers were
“the opportunity to learn in a flexible environment
quality of education

Future

16) What are the
plans for the future?
(And what are the
barriers to/enablers
for these?)

The high level of reinvestment has spawned a continuous stream of new
initiatives.

In 2010
new business divisions, the aim of which are to form j
local authorities and individual schools in the public sector, independent
schools and tuition businesses.

Under this new policy, local authorities are [now?] able to use
unique online teaching platform under licence to deve
supplementary or ‘top
children in need of additional support. Schools in both the public and
private sectors use the platform to provide additional teaching and give
virtual lessons to pupils unable to atte
continue with their studies beyond the school gates. Tutors, keen to
access more pupils and so extend their teaching and earning capacity, are
able to use the platform to give virtual classes to pupils regardless of their
location, providing tuition in much the same way they have always done
from their home or office.

In what it hopes to be the first of many international partnerships,
InterHigh
Spain to offer st
school setting.

Organisation, management and funding

How does the school
stand with respect to
the national
education system?

InterHigh
than being virtual) it operates like many of the small private (non
schools (confusingly called “public schools”) prevalent in England and
Wales.

InterHigh
England and Wales

InterHigh
to teach children who needed to be educate
similar project in Monmouthshire

How are students
funded? (Public?
Private?)

InterHigh
all the money

However, with
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Finally customer feedback is a good criterion. In a survey undertaken two
years after InterHigh was founded, parents of pupils were asked what
they thought their children had gained from learning with the school. The
three most popular answers were “a happier, more positive education
the opportunity to learn in a flexible environment” and

quality of education”.

The high level of reinvestment has spawned a continuous stream of new
initiatives.

In 2010 InterHigh took the decision to grow laterally by launching three
new business divisions, the aim of which are to form joint ventures with
local authorities and individual schools in the public sector, independent
schools and tuition businesses.

Under this new policy, local authorities are [now?] able to use
unique online teaching platform under licence to develop a
supplementary or ‘top-up/catch-up’ education service to cater for
children in need of additional support. Schools in both the public and
private sectors use the platform to provide additional teaching and give
virtual lessons to pupils unable to attend classes, helping children to
continue with their studies beyond the school gates. Tutors, keen to
access more pupils and so extend their teaching and earning capacity, are
able to use the platform to give virtual classes to pupils regardless of their

cation, providing tuition in much the same way they have always done
from their home or office.

In what it hopes to be the first of many international partnerships,
InterHigh has joined forces with a British school on the Costa del Sol in
Spain to offer students the benefits of online learning within a
school setting.

Organisation, management and funding

InterHigh is not an officially recognised school but in many ways (other
than being virtual) it operates like many of the small private (non
schools (confusingly called “public schools”) prevalent in England and
Wales.

InterHigh offers the same exams as many other (physical) schools in
gland and Wales

InterHigh runs a pilot scheme for Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
to teach children who needed to be educated outside of school and a
similar project in Monmouthshire.

InterHigh is a private school. As a registered non-profit making company,
all the money InterHigh makes is ploughed back into the school

However, with no premises to maintain or the other overheads (apart
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In a survey undertaken two
was founded, parents of pupils were asked what

d from learning with the school. The
a happier, more positive education”,

and “an improved

The high level of reinvestment has spawned a continuous stream of new

took the decision to grow laterally by launching three
oint ventures with

local authorities and individual schools in the public sector, independent

Under this new policy, local authorities are [now?] able to use InterHigh’s
lop a

up’ education service to cater for
children in need of additional support. Schools in both the public and
private sectors use the platform to provide additional teaching and give

nd classes, helping children to
continue with their studies beyond the school gates. Tutors, keen to
access more pupils and so extend their teaching and earning capacity, are
able to use the platform to give virtual classes to pupils regardless of their

cation, providing tuition in much the same way they have always done

In what it hopes to be the first of many international partnerships,
has joined forces with a British school on the Costa del Sol in

udents the benefits of online learning within a traditional

school but in many ways (other
than being virtual) it operates like many of the small private (non-profit)
schools (confusingly called “public schools”) prevalent in England and

offers the same exams as many other (physical) schools in

a pilot scheme for Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
d outside of school and a

profit making company,
makes is ploughed back into the school

no premises to maintain or the other overheads (apart
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from teachers
InterHigh

Fees for the current academic year are £2,220, which works out at £185
per month. This compares to an average day fee of £10,713 per year
charged by private schools in the UK.

What is its level of
autonomy (in terms
of funding
search/management
and in terms of
curricula)

InterHigh
(and wants to conform} to many of the norms of a typical small private
school and thus has classes, national exams, timetables and many other
traditional mechanisms
recreational activities are not always virtual . [school prom?])

It conforms to the national curriculum [name?] in Wales.

How is sustainability
of the school
ensured?

Sustainability is achieved by providing parents with a style of education
that they want for their children’s education, and will pay for.

• Advertising and promotion are important.

• Usable and reliable IT is important.

• Customer service is very important.

Looking back on the achievements of
online teaching and learning is only just beginning to
the early days, people would say we weren
didn’t have proper teachers and all k
get those criticisms
years to dispel the myths surrounding online teaching and learning. A
traditional schooling cannot meet the individual needs of every child and
we have shown there is a clear need for this alternative form of
education. We have proven that it
education over the internet. In the future, it will be considered as nothing
unusual to have your child educated this way.

Additional information

Student recruitment: • advertising in magazines

• events and seminars

• Google marketing

• web

• banners in different sites

• Facebook

• Twitter

• other sites and networks

• blogs

• newsletters
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from teachers’ salaries) associated with conventional private
InterHigh is able to deliver education of high quality at reasonable cost.

Fees for the current academic year are £2,220, which works out at £185
per month. This compares to an average day fee of £10,713 per year
charged by private schools in the UK.

InterHigh has in theory a high degree of autonomy. In reality it conforms
(and wants to conform} to many of the norms of a typical small private
school and thus has classes, national exams, timetables and many other
traditional mechanisms – except that its teaching is wholly virtual. (Wider
recreational activities are not always virtual . [school prom?])

It conforms to the national curriculum [name?] in Wales.

Sustainability is achieved by providing parents with a style of education
that they want for their children’s education, and will pay for.

Advertising and promotion are important.

Usable and reliable IT is important.

Customer service is very important.

ooking back on the achievements of InterHigh, Paul is convinced that
online teaching and learning is only just beginning to fulfil
the early days, people would say we weren’t a proper school, that we

t have proper teachers and all kinds of things,” he says.
get those criticisms any more because we have worked very hard over the
years to dispel the myths surrounding online teaching and learning. A
traditional schooling cannot meet the individual needs of every child and

ave shown there is a clear need for this alternative form of
education. We have proven that it’s possible to provide a complete
education over the internet. In the future, it will be considered as nothing
unusual to have your child educated this way.”

dvertising in magazines

events and seminars

Google marketing

web sites

banners in different sites

Facebook

Twitter

other sites and networks

blogs

newsletters
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private schools,
igh quality at reasonable cost.

Fees for the current academic year are £2,220, which works out at £185
per month. This compares to an average day fee of £10,713 per year

has in theory a high degree of autonomy. In reality it conforms
(and wants to conform} to many of the norms of a typical small private
school and thus has classes, national exams, timetables and many other

is wholly virtual. (Wider
recreational activities are not always virtual . [school prom?])

It conforms to the national curriculum [name?] in Wales.

Sustainability is achieved by providing parents with a style of education
that they want for their children’s education, and will pay for.

, Paul is convinced that
fulfil its potential. “In

t a proper school, that we
he says. “We don’t

because we have worked very hard over the
years to dispel the myths surrounding online teaching and learning. A
traditional schooling cannot meet the individual needs of every child and

ave shown there is a clear need for this alternative form of
s possible to provide a complete

education over the internet. In the future, it will be considered as nothing
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• action reports

• videos and other recordings

Very often
There are also a lot of discussions on home education in different
discussion forums, such as the ones for parents of small children. In these
forums

The wider context –
the social aspect of
education

Ever since its launch,
attracted a lot of media interest. Not all of this coverage has been
favourable or accurate, as evidenced by headlines like ‘Fears over children
learning at home’ and ‘Virtual school could create troubled adults’. A few
journalists have tried to paint a fanciful picture of online schooling as one
where teachers and pupils undertake lessons in their pyjamas and
slippers. In some articles, policy
have spoken out against internet schools, claiming that their pupils will
become isolated, miss out on extra
develop important social skills.

InterHigh
criticisms. First, they argue that many children find it easier to learn on
their own and at their own pace. Away from the competitive atmosphere
and peer pressure associated with traditional schools, such children thrive
in the vir
attaining high academic standards. What’s more, just as the internet has
changed the way children learn, so it has changed the way they
communicate with each other. The development of
coincided with the rise of Facebook, MySpace and other social networking
websites. Far from being isolated, its pupils chat to their friends and make
new ones in the same way as the rest of their generation
blogging, emailing, tweeting and insta
have observed that children who have never met each other, and
probably never will for reasons of geography, can often forge close
friendships over the internet. “I’ve got more friends now than I ever did
when I was at no

InterHigh
curricular programme that includes an annual school play where the
rehearsals and performance take place over the internet. Other online
activities include end
career forums. While it cannot offer sport and outdoor activities,
InterHigh
from the computer as part of a healthy, active lif
highlights of the school’s calendar is the annual
children and their parents get together for two days of fun and games at a
residential college in Wales.

As for the issue of socialisation, the father of one
comments: “It’s considered the right thing to put as many as a thousand
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action reports

videos and other recordings

Very often friends are the channel.
There are also a lot of discussions on home education in different
discussion forums, such as the ones for parents of small children. In these
forums InterHigh is very often recommended as a virtual school.

Ever since its launch, InterHigh’s new and exciting vision for learning has
attracted a lot of media interest. Not all of this coverage has been
favourable or accurate, as evidenced by headlines like ‘Fears over children

ing at home’ and ‘Virtual school could create troubled adults’. A few
journalists have tried to paint a fanciful picture of online schooling as one
where teachers and pupils undertake lessons in their pyjamas and
slippers. In some articles, policy-makers, teaching unions and academics
have spoken out against internet schools, claiming that their pupils will
become isolated, miss out on extra-curricular activities and less likely to
develop important social skills.

InterHigh and its supporters have always been swift to rebut such
criticisms. First, they argue that many children find it easier to learn on
their own and at their own pace. Away from the competitive atmosphere
and peer pressure associated with traditional schools, such children thrive
in the virtual classroom, growing in confidence and self
attaining high academic standards. What’s more, just as the internet has
changed the way children learn, so it has changed the way they
communicate with each other. The development of InterHigh
coincided with the rise of Facebook, MySpace and other social networking
websites. Far from being isolated, its pupils chat to their friends and make
new ones in the same way as the rest of their generation
blogging, emailing, tweeting and instant messaging. InterHigh
have observed that children who have never met each other, and
probably never will for reasons of geography, can often forge close
friendships over the internet. “I’ve got more friends now than I ever did
when I was at normal school,” reveals a pupil in Year 11.

InterHigh also points out that its pupils enjoy a rich and varied extra
curricular programme that includes an annual school play where the
rehearsals and performance take place over the internet. Other online

ities include end-of-term parties, dance lessons, guest speakers and
career forums. While it cannot offer sport and outdoor activities,
InterHigh encourages parents to give their children plenty to do away
from the computer as part of a healthy, active lifestyle. One of the
highlights of the school’s calendar is the annual InterHigh
children and their parents get together for two days of fun and games at a
residential college in Wales.

As for the issue of socialisation, the father of one InterHigh
comments: “It’s considered the right thing to put as many as a thousand
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There are also a lot of discussions on home education in different
discussion forums, such as the ones for parents of small children. In these

is very often recommended as a virtual school.

’s new and exciting vision for learning has
attracted a lot of media interest. Not all of this coverage has been
favourable or accurate, as evidenced by headlines like ‘Fears over children

ing at home’ and ‘Virtual school could create troubled adults’. A few
journalists have tried to paint a fanciful picture of online schooling as one
where teachers and pupils undertake lessons in their pyjamas and

teaching unions and academics
have spoken out against internet schools, claiming that their pupils will

curricular activities and less likely to

een swift to rebut such
criticisms. First, they argue that many children find it easier to learn on
their own and at their own pace. Away from the competitive atmosphere
and peer pressure associated with traditional schools, such children thrive

tual classroom, growing in confidence and self-belief and
attaining high academic standards. What’s more, just as the internet has
changed the way children learn, so it has changed the way they

InterHigh has
coincided with the rise of Facebook, MySpace and other social networking
websites. Far from being isolated, its pupils chat to their friends and make
new ones in the same way as the rest of their generation – texting,

InterHigh’s teachers
have observed that children who have never met each other, and
probably never will for reasons of geography, can often forge close
friendships over the internet. “I’ve got more friends now than I ever did

rmal school,” reveals a pupil in Year 11.

also points out that its pupils enjoy a rich and varied extra-
curricular programme that includes an annual school play where the
rehearsals and performance take place over the internet. Other online

term parties, dance lessons, guest speakers and
career forums. While it cannot offer sport and outdoor activities,

encourages parents to give their children plenty to do away
estyle. One of the

InterHigh Weekend, when
children and their parents get together for two days of fun and games at a

High pupil
comments: “It’s considered the right thing to put as many as a thousand
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children together in the same place but I think the social benefits are
wildly overstated. I think school is a very unnatural environment for
children because for the rest o
of different ages, not just their peers.” The mother of two boys being
schooled by
ones who are socially disadvantaged. They just mix with people their
age and are scared of children bigger than them and look down on those
younger than them. My children are very sociable and can talk and
interact with adults and children of all ages.”

Policies and strategies /

3.4 iScoil (Ireland)

General Information

Name of the case
(School):

iScoil

Website http://www.iscoil.ie/

Address (town,
region, country):

Dublin, Ireland

References iScoil Interim Evaluation 2011 “Staying Connected” written by Maureen
Bassett MSc., Education and Development Consultant in April 2011. This
report is freely
published on their website.

Other links to online
materials (videos,
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children together in the same place but I think the social benefits are
wildly overstated. I think school is a very unnatural environment for
children because for the rest of their lives they will be mixing with people
of different ages, not just their peers.” The mother of two boys being
schooled by InterHigh says: “I think children who go to school are the
ones who are socially disadvantaged. They just mix with people their
age and are scared of children bigger than them and look down on those
younger than them. My children are very sociable and can talk and
interact with adults and children of all ages.”

(Ireland)

http://www.iscoil.ie/

Dublin, Ireland

iScoil Interim Evaluation 2011 “Staying Connected” written by Maureen
Bassett MSc., Education and Development Consultant in April 2011. This
report is freely available from the iScoil office and will shortly be
published on their website.

David Rose, Project Director

Sally Reynolds (ATiT)

Public
X Private

Result of a Public/private partnership

Additional comments: iScoil is run as a private not for profit
funded by the Presentation Sisters in Ireland
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Description

Background
- When was the

school
established?

- What was/were
the reason/s for
establishing a
virtual/distance/o
nline school?

- What specific
need(s) was it
aimed to address?

- Who were the
main intended
beneficiaries

iScoil grew from the UK online learning model notschool.net, the
brainchild of Prof. Stephen Heppell. It is an initiative of the Presentation
Sisters in Ireland who wanted to test this model in Ireland. Their de
to do this was taken based on the Presentation Sisters Strategic Plan as
well as their general commitment to learning innovation and learning
inclusion. There have been 2 clear phases in its development so far. In the
first phase, 2007
partnership with Notschool.net UK and was known as Notschool.net
Ireland. Then in 2009, following a period of reflection and consultation, an
independent model was established known a
this da

The setting up of this initiative was in answer to what was seen as a
significant set of needs amongst a considerable cohort of young people in
Ireland. In an ESRI report of 2007, almost 2500 people were found to
leave school before the Junior certifica
15 year olds, and that of these
figure represents about 4% of all young people. The level of
unemployment amongst these early leavers is very high. The decision to
adopt on
recognition as to the importance of ICT skills of themselves for young
people.

iScoil caters for young people aged 13
learning/training provisions for a variety of reasons. In the evaluation
carried out based on the first 85 students who participated in the
programme in both phases to end December 20
referral were ‘school phobia’ and ‘school refusal’ (40%) and disaffection
and mental health issues (25%)
people in learning, to build confidence, self
development, to offer
progression to further education and employment. The principles
underlying the programme are Inclusiveness, Respect (non
and Equality.

Current situation
How has the school
evolved till now?
Have beneficiaries
changed over time?

One of the main evolutions has been that while the original approach was
fully online, since the launch of iScoil in 2009, the approach has been
broadened to include a centre
along with th

At the moment there are 3 such
Roscommon, Limerick and Longford. This approach means that a youth
worker can take over the role of supportive parent or guardian and also
this approach has important advant
the programme.

Another important development has been the move from FirstClass to
Moodle with the change to iScoil in 2009.
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iScoil grew from the UK online learning model notschool.net, the
brainchild of Prof. Stephen Heppell. It is an initiative of the Presentation
Sisters in Ireland who wanted to test this model in Ireland. Their de
to do this was taken based on the Presentation Sisters Strategic Plan as
well as their general commitment to learning innovation and learning
inclusion. There have been 2 clear phases in its development so far. In the
first phase, 2007 – 2009, the model was developed and implemented in
partnership with Notschool.net UK and was known as Notschool.net
Ireland. Then in 2009, following a period of reflection and consultation, an
independent model was established known as iScoil which
this day.

The setting up of this initiative was in answer to what was seen as a
significant set of needs amongst a considerable cohort of young people in
Ireland. In an ESRI report of 2007, almost 2500 people were found to
leave school before the Junior certificate, the state exam taken by all Irish
15 year olds, and that of these - 1500 had left in first or second year. This
figure represents about 4% of all young people. The level of
unemployment amongst these early leavers is very high. The decision to
adopt online learning was also taken deliberately and based on
recognition as to the importance of ICT skills of themselves for young
people.

iScoil caters for young people aged 13–16 who are out of school or other
learning/training provisions for a variety of reasons. In the evaluation
carried out based on the first 85 students who participated in the
programme in both phases to end December 2010, the main reasons for
referral were ‘school phobia’ and ‘school refusal’ (40%) and disaffection
and mental health issues (25%) iScoil has 4 main aims:
people in learning, to build confidence, self-esteem and social
development, to offer accreditation opportunities and to support
progression to further education and employment. The principles
underlying the programme are Inclusiveness, Respect (non
and Equality.

One of the main evolutions has been that while the original approach was
fully online, since the launch of iScoil in 2009, the approach has been
broadened to include a centre-based element with a blended approach
along with the online approach.

At the moment there are 3 such blended centres in operation, in
Roscommon, Limerick and Longford. This approach means that a youth
worker can take over the role of supportive parent or guardian and also
this approach has important advantages in terms of the social aspects of
the programme.

Another important development has been the move from FirstClass to
Moodle with the change to iScoil in 2009. This VLE offers a greater
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iScoil grew from the UK online learning model notschool.net, the
brainchild of Prof. Stephen Heppell. It is an initiative of the Presentation
Sisters in Ireland who wanted to test this model in Ireland. Their decision
to do this was taken based on the Presentation Sisters Strategic Plan as
well as their general commitment to learning innovation and learning
inclusion. There have been 2 clear phases in its development so far. In the

odel was developed and implemented in
partnership with Notschool.net UK and was known as Notschool.net
Ireland. Then in 2009, following a period of reflection and consultation, an

which continues to

The setting up of this initiative was in answer to what was seen as a
significant set of needs amongst a considerable cohort of young people in
Ireland. In an ESRI report of 2007, almost 2500 people were found to

te, the state exam taken by all Irish
1500 had left in first or second year. This

figure represents about 4% of all young people. The level of
unemployment amongst these early leavers is very high. The decision to

line learning was also taken deliberately and based on
recognition as to the importance of ICT skills of themselves for young

16 who are out of school or other
learning/training provisions for a variety of reasons. In the evaluation
carried out based on the first 85 students who participated in the

10, the main reasons for
referral were ‘school phobia’ and ‘school refusal’ (40%) and disaffection

iScoil has 4 main aims: to engage young
esteem and social

accreditation opportunities and to support
progression to further education and employment. The principles
underlying the programme are Inclusiveness, Respect (non-Judgmental)

One of the main evolutions has been that while the original approach was
fully online, since the launch of iScoil in 2009, the approach has been

a blended approach

centres in operation, in
Roscommon, Limerick and Longford. This approach means that a youth
worker can take over the role of supportive parent or guardian and also

ages in terms of the social aspects of

Another important development has been the move from FirstClass to
This VLE offers a greater
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flexibility in relations to learning materials and teaching method

Number and age
range of students
today

The usual number of students taking part in iScoil is approximately 45
at any one time. They are all aged between 13 and 16.

The overall aim of iScoil is to engage students in learning, with a view to
progression
other ways of fulfilling their potential. It is envisaged that 18 months
should enable this progression to take place, however because of its
personalised nature there is a lot of flexi

So far more than
moved on from iScoil.

Profile of students
Are they full-time or is
this number based on
course enrolment
numbers?

What is that make-up
of f/t to p/t?)
(Historical trend?)

Students are referred to iScoil through an established referral and
recruitment process. They are ref
working with the National Education Welfare Board (NEWB). Criteria for
referral include them being out of
having tried other provision, having at least one supportive parent or
guardian in the home and that they are within the age limits for the
programme.

Number and profile
of staff

Teaching staff?
Support staff? F/t to
p/t?) (Teaching staff:
students caseload)

iScoil staff are made up of Mentors, Subject Specialists and Central Team
Members. Mentors are qualified teachers who work on a part
ranging from 3
and support learning. Mentors
every day
the beginning of the process mentors are asked to develop and agree a
learning plan with each student. This is
line with the personalised learning approach mentors break up or extend
tasks to cater for students’ abilities. They also act as mediators between
students and subject specialists and watch out for accreditation
opportuniti

Subject Specialists are qualified teachers. Each one has responsibility for a
specific subject area, e.g. maths, communications etc. The role of the
subject specialist is to support students in engaging with their subject and
complete work in the subje
ensure that the work is completed to the required standard which will
create opportunities for accreditation, in both the ‘in
externally accredited FETAC systems. The specialists are expected to
ensure that the Plan and associated tasks are linked to the achievement
of Specific Learning Outcomes (SLOs) as outlined in FETAC units.

The central team comprises a manager
support technician and more recently a
team manages and co
members are the first point of contact with the student, family and
referral agencies. They liaise with the mentors after induction. The team
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flexibility in relations to learning materials and teaching method

The usual number of students taking part in iScoil is approximately 45
at any one time. They are all aged between 13 and 16.

The overall aim of iScoil is to engage students in learning, with a view to
rogression to other learning/training opportunities, employment, or to

other ways of fulfilling their potential. It is envisaged that 18 months
should enable this progression to take place, however because of its
personalised nature there is a lot of flexibility with this timeframe.

So far more than 90 students have gone through the programme and
moved on from iScoil.

Students are referred to iScoil through an established referral and
recruitment process. They are referred by education welfare
working with the National Education Welfare Board (NEWB). Criteria for
referral include them being out of school for at least 6 months, their
having tried other provision, having at least one supportive parent or
guardian in the home and that they are within the age limits for the
programme.

iScoil staff are made up of Mentors, Subject Specialists and Central Team
Members. Mentors are qualified teachers who work on a part
ranging from 3–8 hours per week. Their role is to encourage participatio
and support learning. Mentors contact their students through the VLE
every day. They work with a maximum of six students at any one time. At
the beginning of the process mentors are asked to develop and agree a
learning plan with each student. This is updated in an on
line with the personalised learning approach mentors break up or extend
tasks to cater for students’ abilities. They also act as mediators between
students and subject specialists and watch out for accreditation
opportunities.

Subject Specialists are qualified teachers. Each one has responsibility for a
specific subject area, e.g. maths, communications etc. The role of the
subject specialist is to support students in engaging with their subject and
complete work in the subject area. In particular, part of the role is to
ensure that the work is completed to the required standard which will
create opportunities for accreditation, in both the ‘in-house’ and the
externally accredited FETAC systems. The specialists are expected to
ensure that the Plan and associated tasks are linked to the achievement
of Specific Learning Outcomes (SLOs) as outlined in FETAC units.

The central team comprises a manager, an administrator, a learning and
support technician and more recently a full time education officer
team manages and co-ordinates the delivery of the programme. Team
members are the first point of contact with the student, family and
referral agencies. They liaise with the mentors after induction. The team
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flexibility in relations to learning materials and teaching methodologies.

The usual number of students taking part in iScoil is approximately 45-50
at any one time. They are all aged between 13 and 16.

The overall aim of iScoil is to engage students in learning, with a view to
to other learning/training opportunities, employment, or to

other ways of fulfilling their potential. It is envisaged that 18 months
should enable this progression to take place, however because of its

bility with this timeframe.

0 students have gone through the programme and

Students are referred to iScoil through an established referral and
erred by education welfare officers

working with the National Education Welfare Board (NEWB). Criteria for
school for at least 6 months, their

having tried other provision, having at least one supportive parent or
guardian in the home and that they are within the age limits for the

iScoil staff are made up of Mentors, Subject Specialists and Central Team
Members. Mentors are qualified teachers who work on a part-time basis

8 hours per week. Their role is to encourage participation
contact their students through the VLE

They work with a maximum of six students at any one time. At
the beginning of the process mentors are asked to develop and agree a

updated in an on-going basis. In
line with the personalised learning approach mentors break up or extend
tasks to cater for students’ abilities. They also act as mediators between
students and subject specialists and watch out for accreditation

Subject Specialists are qualified teachers. Each one has responsibility for a
specific subject area, e.g. maths, communications etc. The role of the
subject specialist is to support students in engaging with their subject and

ct area. In particular, part of the role is to
ensure that the work is completed to the required standard which will

house’ and the
externally accredited FETAC systems. The specialists are expected to
ensure that the Plan and associated tasks are linked to the achievement
of Specific Learning Outcomes (SLOs) as outlined in FETAC units.

, an administrator, a learning and
e education officer. The

ordinates the delivery of the programme. Team
members are the first point of contact with the student, family and
referral agencies. They liaise with the mentors after induction. The team
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regularly
VLE, telephone calls and home visits where necessary, and provides the
link between mentors, specialists and students. They monitor learning
plans and learning gains, and in consultation with the NEWB, parents
students and other agencies, determine progression pathways to further
education for students who are ready to leave the programme. They
provide direction and support to mentors and specialists, including
technical support.

Staff recruitment and
CPD
Does the school have
a specific staff
recruitment
philosophy/policy?
Does it differ
depending on the
category of staff?

How does the school
support staff
development?

Staff members are recruited on the basis of normal recruitment policies,
equal opportuniti
skills. iScoil also requires staff to have an appreciation and understanding
of the situation of early school leavers as well as good communication
skills. Teachers
time basis.

Staff members are supported through a continuous programme of staff
development and regularly take part in in
includes a significant amount of training and support in IT.

Pedagogy

Learning site(s)
Where do students do
most of their
studying? (Host
school? Home?
Other?)

Where do staff do
most of their
teaching? (School?
Home?)

Most students do their studying at home with the support of an online
mentor, subject specialists and the rest of t
agreement at the induction stage is that they will log on every day. In the
new centre
the support of

The central team are office based. Mentors and special
from home.

Learning method(s)
What is the main
teaching method?
(Fully online?
Blended? Defining
characteristics/qualiti
es?)

The approach taken is learner centred and based on the concept of a
personalised lea
explicitly named is mainly constructivist in nature and led by student
interests. The approach includes:
identification of and building on students’ interests, work at student
pace, blended learning combining online and face
cases), adaptable flexible curriculum and work towards recognised
accreditation within the National Framework of Qualifications.
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regularly supports the students through regular communications on the
telephone calls and home visits where necessary, and provides the

link between mentors, specialists and students. They monitor learning
plans and learning gains, and in consultation with the NEWB, parents
students and other agencies, determine progression pathways to further
education for students who are ready to leave the programme. They
provide direction and support to mentors and specialists, including
technical support.

Staff members are recruited on the basis of normal recruitment policies,
equal opportunities, etc, they also are required to have appropriate ICT
skills. iScoil also requires staff to have an appreciation and understanding
of the situation of early school leavers as well as good communication

Teachers recruited as mentors and subject experts
basis.

Staff members are supported through a continuous programme of staff
development and regularly take part in in-service training days. This
includes a significant amount of training and support in IT.

Most students do their studying at home with the support of an online
mentor, subject specialists and the rest of the team. Part of their
agreement at the induction stage is that they will log on every day. In the
new centre-based blended learning approach students work together with
the support of a youth worker.

The central team are office based. Mentors and special
from home.

The approach taken is learner centred and based on the concept of a
personalised learning journey. The pedagogical approach while not
explicitly named is mainly constructivist in nature and led by student
interests. The approach includes: individualised learning plans,
identification of and building on students’ interests, work at student
pace, blended learning combining online and face-to-face work (in some
cases), adaptable flexible curriculum and work towards recognised
accreditation within the National Framework of Qualifications.
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students through regular communications on the
telephone calls and home visits where necessary, and provides the

link between mentors, specialists and students. They monitor learning
plans and learning gains, and in consultation with the NEWB, parents,
students and other agencies, determine progression pathways to further
education for students who are ready to leave the programme. They
provide direction and support to mentors and specialists, including

Staff members are recruited on the basis of normal recruitment policies,
es, etc, they also are required to have appropriate ICT

skills. iScoil also requires staff to have an appreciation and understanding
of the situation of early school leavers as well as good communication

perts work on a part-

Staff members are supported through a continuous programme of staff
service training days. This

includes a significant amount of training and support in IT.

Most students do their studying at home with the support of an online
he team. Part of their

agreement at the induction stage is that they will log on every day. In the
based blended learning approach students work together with

The central team are office based. Mentors and specialists work mostly

The approach taken is learner centred and based on the concept of a
rning journey. The pedagogical approach while not

explicitly named is mainly constructivist in nature and led by student
individualised learning plans,

identification of and building on students’ interests, work at students’ own
face work (in some

cases), adaptable flexible curriculum and work towards recognised
accreditation within the National Framework of Qualifications.
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How is teaching
articulated (by
subject, cross subject
through project work,
both)

Are students grouped
into classes? Or are
they all individual
learners? In the latter
case is peer learning
promoted? If so,
how?

Are there classes
timetabled? Are
students self-directed
learners?

Students are assigned an online mentor at the sta
learning plan with them. They log in daily to a secure
engage with different subject areas and online subject specialists who
support their learning. iScoil also creates progression pathways and
opportunities for accreditation leading to FETAC Awards in the Irish
National Framework of Qualificat

iScoil is an individualised online
while it does provide opportunities for students to collaborate and work
together in both the online and face
insist on students working togethe
of factors including: recognition that some students have experienced
negative peer relationships often in a school context; others have mental
health issues that make working with others difficult; and finally for som
students, their social world is outside the school/learning environment.

However some opportunities for collaboration and peer contact are
included in the approach, These include: use of
Chat and Stuff; a gallery where students
their creat
work include a

Learners, while
they follow this
pursue topics that interest them.

Learning support
What tools are used?
If more than one tool
is used, how are they
combined? (Learning
platform? CD/DVDs?
Tele?, web 2.0?,
mobile?)

What is the role (if
any) of tutors or any
other facilitator?

Students have access to a VLE (Moodle) where they are introduced to
their mentor online. They also have contact details for the
In addition to the more structured learning, they also have access to
forums which are available online for support and general interest. They
can also instant message each other or adults if they need help or for
social contact. Telephone support
support

Impact

Learning outcomes
What are the results
for students in terms
of learning outcomes
and how do these
compare with physical
schools?

iScoil commissioned a thorough interim evaluation of the first two phases
taking into account the results achieved by the first 85 students who had
participated up to December 2010. This research was largely qualitative
although some quantitative elements
identified considerable learning gains across the three areas of the
framework developed to capture gains, i.e. personal effectiveness,
interpersonal and social development and functional skills. Gains were
identified for the
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Students are assigned an online mentor at the start who develops a
learning plan with them. They log in daily to a secure VLE
engage with different subject areas and online subject specialists who
support their learning. iScoil also creates progression pathways and
opportunities for accreditation leading to FETAC Awards in the Irish
National Framework of Qualifications.

iScoil is an individualised online-learning programme (in the main) and
while it does provide opportunities for students to collaborate and work
together in both the online and face-to-face environments it does not
insist on students working together. This approach is based on a number
of factors including: recognition that some students have experienced
negative peer relationships often in a school context; others have mental
health issues that make working with others difficult; and finally for som
students, their social world is outside the school/learning environment.

However some opportunities for collaboration and peer contact are
included in the approach, These include: use of VLE an online forum called
Chat and Stuff; a gallery where students can post photos and images of
their creative work and ask for feedback; opportunities for colla
work include a students’ newsletter and face to face workshops.

Learners, while they agree a learning plan with their mentor and then
they follow this plan, they are also encouraged to be self
pursue topics that interest them.

Students have access to a VLE (Moodle) where they are introduced to
their mentor online. They also have contact details for the
In addition to the more structured learning, they also have access to
forums which are available online for support and general interest. They
can also instant message each other or adults if they need help or for
social contact. Telephone support, technical support and face
support through home visits and workshops is also available.

iScoil commissioned a thorough interim evaluation of the first two phases
taking into account the results achieved by the first 85 students who had
participated up to December 2010. This research was largely qualitative
although some quantitative elements were included. This evaluation
identified considerable learning gains across the three areas of the
framework developed to capture gains, i.e. personal effectiveness,
interpersonal and social development and functional skills. Gains were
identified for the majority of students, whilst the depth and scope of gains
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rt who develops a
VLE where they can

engage with different subject areas and online subject specialists who
support their learning. iScoil also creates progression pathways and
opportunities for accreditation leading to FETAC Awards in the Irish

learning programme (in the main) and
while it does provide opportunities for students to collaborate and work

face environments it does not
r. This approach is based on a number

of factors including: recognition that some students have experienced
negative peer relationships often in a school context; others have mental
health issues that make working with others difficult; and finally for some
students, their social world is outside the school/learning environment.

However some opportunities for collaboration and peer contact are
an online forum called

can post photos and images of
pportunities for collaborative

and face to face workshops.

they agree a learning plan with their mentor and then
, they are also encouraged to be self-directed and

Students have access to a VLE (Moodle) where they are introduced to
their mentor online. They also have contact details for the central team.
In addition to the more structured learning, they also have access to
forums which are available online for support and general interest. They
can also instant message each other or adults if they need help or for

and face-to-face
is also available.

iScoil commissioned a thorough interim evaluation of the first two phases
taking into account the results achieved by the first 85 students who had
participated up to December 2010. This research was largely qualitative

were included. This evaluation
identified considerable learning gains across the three areas of the
framework developed to capture gains, i.e. personal effectiveness,
interpersonal and social development and functional skills. Gains were

majority of students, whilst the depth and scope of gains
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What is the retention
rate of students (or
the other way round-
what is the drop-out
rate of students?

varied across the student cohort linked to the considerable diversity
amongst students. The gains were particularly strong in the personal
effectiveness area. Increased confidence and development a
were especially noted. There were also significant gains in interpersonal
and social development, particularly as they related to interpersonal
communications with adults on the programme. Gains relating ‘to working
with others’ were strongest i
recent development of workshops was seen to be strengthening this
dimension for all young people on the programme who wish to participate
in the workshops. There were very positive gains in relation to ICT, literacy
and maths. The gains in relation to ICT were particularly significant with
almost 70% of students in the survey highlighting these. There was
evidence of literacy gains for many students who were identified with low
literacy when they commenced the programm

The approach taken
move on to a situation that responds to their needs and abilities in terms
of further education or training.. In the analysis of results carried out in
2011, 65% of students either r
training or to work on leaving iScoil, while 35% were described as either
having made no progress or were referred to other agencies as iScoil had
not proved to be a suitable provision.

Qualifications
Are formally
recognised
qualifications
provided?

Are obtained
qualifications
recognised at
local/national/EU/wor
ld level?

iScoil has been recognised as a provider within the Further Education and
Training Awards Council (FETAC) system since September 2010 and the
first round of FETAC accreditation took place in December 2010. FETAC is
the statutory awarding body for further
FETAC makes quality assured awards that are part of the National
Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) from levels 1
a modular one. Each module is made up of units and each unit outlines a
number of
accreditation opportunities in core subjects
communications, and in electives in
modern languages and work preparation.

iScoil also has in
linked to this external accreditation process and which gives students
Certificates of Achievement (CoAs).

Examination and
testing features

What are the
examination and

iScoil measures its effectiveness in terms of
gains that feature in assessment. These learning gains are categorised
under three main headings, Personal Effectiveness learning gains,
Interpersonal and Social Learning Gains and Functional Skills learning
gains. A comprehensive rational

1
See http://www.fetac.ie/fetac/
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varied across the student cohort linked to the considerable diversity
amongst students. The gains were particularly strong in the personal
effectiveness area. Increased confidence and development a
were especially noted. There were also significant gains in interpersonal
and social development, particularly as they related to interpersonal
communications with adults on the programme. Gains relating ‘to working
with others’ were strongest in the centre-based approach, while the
recent development of workshops was seen to be strengthening this
dimension for all young people on the programme who wish to participate
in the workshops. There were very positive gains in relation to ICT, literacy

nd maths. The gains in relation to ICT were particularly significant with
almost 70% of students in the survey highlighting these. There was
evidence of literacy gains for many students who were identified with low
literacy when they commenced the programme.

The approach taken to progression by iScoil is to support
on to a situation that responds to their needs and abilities in terms

of further education or training.. In the analysis of results carried out in
2011, 65% of students either returned to school, went on to further
training or to work on leaving iScoil, while 35% were described as either
having made no progress or were referred to other agencies as iScoil had
not proved to be a suitable provision.

iScoil has been recognised as a provider within the Further Education and
Training Awards Council (FETAC) system since September 2010 and the
first round of FETAC accreditation took place in December 2010. FETAC is
the statutory awarding body for further education and training in Ireland.
FETAC makes quality assured awards that are part of the National
Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) from levels 1-6. 1 The FETAC system is
a modular one. Each module is made up of units and each unit outlines a
number of Specific Learning Outcomes (SLOs). iScoil offers Level 3 FETAC
accreditation opportunities in core subjects: maths, PSHE and
communications, and in electives in computer literacy,
modern languages and work preparation.

iScoil also has in place an in-house accreditation system which is strongly
linked to this external accreditation process and which gives students
Certificates of Achievement (CoAs).

iScoil measures its effectiveness in terms of learning gains
gains that feature in assessment. These learning gains are categorised
under three main headings, Personal Effectiveness learning gains,

ersonal and Social Learning Gains and Functional Skills learning
gains. A comprehensive rationale and approach to the measurement of
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varied across the student cohort linked to the considerable diversity
amongst students. The gains were particularly strong in the personal
effectiveness area. Increased confidence and development as learners
were especially noted. There were also significant gains in interpersonal
and social development, particularly as they related to interpersonal
communications with adults on the programme. Gains relating ‘to working

based approach, while the
recent development of workshops was seen to be strengthening this
dimension for all young people on the programme who wish to participate
in the workshops. There were very positive gains in relation to ICT, literacy

nd maths. The gains in relation to ICT were particularly significant with
almost 70% of students in the survey highlighting these. There was
evidence of literacy gains for many students who were identified with low

support students to
on to a situation that responds to their needs and abilities in terms

of further education or training.. In the analysis of results carried out in
eturned to school, went on to further

training or to work on leaving iScoil, while 35% were described as either
having made no progress or were referred to other agencies as iScoil had

iScoil has been recognised as a provider within the Further Education and
Training Awards Council (FETAC) system since September 2010 and the
first round of FETAC accreditation took place in December 2010. FETAC is

education and training in Ireland.
FETAC makes quality assured awards that are part of the National

The FETAC system is
a modular one. Each module is made up of units and each unit outlines a

Specific Learning Outcomes (SLOs). iScoil offers Level 3 FETAC
maths, PSHE and

computer literacy, natural science,

house accreditation system which is strongly
linked to this external accreditation process and which gives students

learning gains and it is these
gains that feature in assessment. These learning gains are categorised
under three main headings, Personal Effectiveness learning gains,

ersonal and Social Learning Gains and Functional Skills learning
and approach to the measurement of
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testing regimes and
how do these
compare with
physical schools?

each is built into the overall approach taken by iScoil and these are the
basis of the
does not involve any traditional formal e
This approach is fundamentally different to the approach taken in
mainstream schools in Ireland where the emphasis is largely on subject
matter knowledge as tested

Inspection regimes

What are the
regulation and/or
inspection regimes?
(Are there any
inspection reports
and/or evaluations?
Who carries the
inspection and
evaluation activities
out?)

iScoil is a private
recognised by the Dept of Education

iScoil is quality assured by FETAC. FETAC requires an annual programme
evaluation and requires external authentication of all students work prior
to certification.

Part 5 – Organisation
and management

The school and the
national education
system
How does the school
stand with respect to
the national
education system?

What is its level of
autonomy (in terms of
funding
search/management
and in terms of
curricula)

iScoil is still relatively new and so does not officially have a status in terms
of the Irish Education System. The very concept of the
new in the Irish system
this type of school. This i
amongst senior officials and respected by many agencies and was
specifically mentioned in the recent Programme for Government as an
innovative initiative in terms of tackling the problems of early school
leavers

The closest relationship that iScoil maintains with the state is with the
NEWB which refers students to iScoil
who are enrolled in iScoil.

Efforts are being made by iScoil to be
a non-

Funding
How is sustainability
of the school
ensured? (public
funding, private
funding, students

At the moment practically the entire budget t
Presentation Sisters. There are some small amounts received in donations
and through fund
for the programme. Some support in the form of in
received
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each is built into the overall approach taken by iScoil and these are the
basis of the continuous assessment regime that is implemented which
does not involve any traditional formal examination or testing practices
This approach is fundamentally different to the approach taken in
mainstream schools in Ireland where the emphasis is largely on subject
matter knowledge as tested in formal examinations.

iScoil is a private not for profit virtual school not currently f
recognised by the Dept of Education.

iScoil is quality assured by FETAC. FETAC requires an annual programme
evaluation and requires external authentication of all students work prior
to certification.

iScoil is still relatively new and so does not officially have a status in terms
of the Irish Education System. The very concept of the virtual school is
new in the Irish system and so there is a lack of precedent in Ireland for
this type of school. This is despite the fact that the school is known
amongst senior officials and respected by many agencies and was
specifically mentioned in the recent Programme for Government as an
innovative initiative in terms of tackling the problems of early school
leavers in Ireland.

The closest relationship that iScoil maintains with the state is with the
NEWB which refers students to iScoil. The NEWB is aware of all students
who are enrolled in iScoil.

fforts are being made by iScoil to be formally recognised by the NEWB as
-recognised or private school.

At the moment practically the entire budget to run iScoil comes from the
Presentation Sisters. There are some small amounts received in donations
and through fund-raising but it is not very substantial. Students do not pay
for the programme. Some support in the form of in-kind skills is also
received.
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each is built into the overall approach taken by iScoil and these are the
implemented which

xamination or testing practices.
This approach is fundamentally different to the approach taken in
mainstream schools in Ireland where the emphasis is largely on subject

currently formally

iScoil is quality assured by FETAC. FETAC requires an annual programme
evaluation and requires external authentication of all students work prior

iScoil is still relatively new and so does not officially have a status in terms
virtual school is

and so there is a lack of precedent in Ireland for
s despite the fact that the school is known

amongst senior officials and respected by many agencies and was
specifically mentioned in the recent Programme for Government as an
innovative initiative in terms of tackling the problems of early school

The closest relationship that iScoil maintains with the state is with the
. The NEWB is aware of all students

recognised by the NEWB as

o run iScoil comes from the
Presentation Sisters. There are some small amounts received in donations

raising but it is not very substantial. Students do not pay
kind skills is also
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fees)

How are students
funded? (Public?
Private?)

Financial
management
How much does the
school cost annually

What costs the most
teachers,
technological support,
renting of spaces etc.

Most of th
costs for iScoil is its broadband costs w
that all students are provided with a private broadband service which is
filtered at source
expensive.

Sustainability and transferability

How is sustainability
ensured and how do
you plan to maintain
it? What are the
critical factors for
sustainability

What are the plans
for the future? (And
what are the barriers
to/enablers for
these?)

At the moment iScoil is managed directly under the auspices of the
Presentation Sist
iScoil as a separate company with registered charitable status. This means
that while the Presentation Sisters will still play a
will have more autonomy and independence. To t
and a fund

Do you consider that
the experience of
your school could be
replicated
somewhere else?

iScoil represents an approach which could and should be replicated in
other places according
providing alternative pathways for early school leavers, its approach to
learning provision and its use of ICT are all aspects that resonate across
many communities.
address early school leaving.
particularly with the UK and the USA and iScoil is keen to extend this
network of contacts where possible.

Additional comments
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Most of the funding goes to staff costs. One of the next most significant
costs for iScoil is its broadband costs which are quite high given the fact
that all students are provided with a private broadband service which is
filtered at source, as a child protection measure, and therefore more
expensive.

Sustainability and transferability

At the moment iScoil is managed directly under the auspices of the
Presentation Sisters. However there are advanced plans in place to set up
iScoil as a separate company with registered charitable status. This means
that while the Presentation Sisters will still play an important role, iScoil
will have more autonomy and independence. To this end, a business plan
and a fund-raising strategy are being prepared.

iScoil represents an approach which could and should be replicated in
other places according to the management team. Its success in terms of
providing alternative pathways for early school leavers, its approach to
learning provision and its use of ICT are all aspects that resonate across
many communities. It is an innovative and cost effective app
address early school leaving. Some contacts already exist abroad,
particularly with the UK and the USA and iScoil is keen to extend this
network of contacts where possible.
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goes to staff costs. One of the next most significant
hich are quite high given the fact

that all students are provided with a private broadband service which is
and therefore more

At the moment iScoil is managed directly under the auspices of the
ers. However there are advanced plans in place to set up

iScoil as a separate company with registered charitable status. This means
important role, iScoil

his end, a business plan

iScoil represents an approach which could and should be replicated in
to the management team. Its success in terms of

providing alternative pathways for early school leavers, its approach to
learning provision and its use of ICT are all aspects that resonate across

It is an innovative and cost effective approach to
Some contacts already exist abroad,

particularly with the UK and the USA and iScoil is keen to extend this
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3.5 Nettilukio – Otava Folk High School

General Information

Name of school: Nettilukio –

Address: Otavan Opisto, 50670 OTAVA, Finland

Website: www.nettilukio.fi

Contact name
and role:

Administrator and student counsellor: Taru Kekkonen, +358 44 794 3517,
taru.kekkonen@otavanopisto.fi

VISCED
Partner/author:

TIEKE (Finnish Information Society Development Centre) / Merja Sjöblom
50 567 6893,

Type of school Public

References: • Annual report 2011:
http://www.ofw.fi/mmm/vuosikertomus/nettikoulutuksen_toimintakertomu
s_2011.pdf

• http://www.studentum.fi/Nettilukio_142004.htm

• Futura 1/08 (
Linturi

• Linturi Hannu 2002. Oppimisen verkkosaalistusta. Teoksessa Verkot ja
virtuaalistaminen oppimisen tukena. Juhani Nieminen (toim.). Hämeen
ammattikorkeakoulu. Saarijärvi. 125

• Linturi Hannu 2
Tulevaisuudentutkimus. Toim. Kamppinen, Kuusi & Söderlund. Suomalaisen
Kirjallisuuden Seura. Helsinki. 665

• Rubin, A. & Linturi, H. (2004) Muutoksen tuulissa. Pienten lukioiden
tulevaisuudenkuvat. T
Turun kauppakorkeakoulu. Turku.

• Linturi, Hannu & Rubin, Anita (2006) Kouluttomaan oppimiseen? Opetuksen
ja kasvatuksen ristiriitaiset tulevaisuudenkuvat haasteena koulutuksen
kehittämiselle. Futura 1/200

• Linturi, Hannu (2008) Sivistys on rajanylityksiä ja järjestyksenpitoa. Viisitoista
vuotta tulevaisuutta takana.

• Linturi, Hannu & Rubin, Anita. 2011. Toinen koulu, toinen maailma.
Oppimisen tulevaisuus 2030. Turun yliopiston T
Tutu-julkaisu 1/2011.

• Linturi, Hannu, Rubin, Anita, Airaksinen, Tiina (2012) Lukion tulevaisuus 2030
- Toinen koulu, toinen maailma. Otavan Opiston Osuuskunta. 978
00-5 (pdf), ISSN

• Hannu Linturi och Jari Sarja 2001.
demokratins tjänst. In bok Ove Korsgaard og Niels Buur Hansen: Demokrati
og folkeoplysning i Norden.

• http://www.oph.fi/julkaisut/2011/lukion_tulevaisuus_2030

Description

Headline
description of

Internet Upper Secondary School
from a project called Internetix. This ESR funded project started i
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Otava Folk High School (Finland

Internet Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School

Otavan Opisto, 50670 OTAVA, Finland

www.nettilukio.fi

Administrator and student counsellor: Taru Kekkonen, +358 44 794 3517,
taru.kekkonen@otavanopisto.fi

TIEKE (Finnish Information Society Development Centre) / Merja Sjöblom
567 6893, merja.sjoblom@tieke.fi

Annual report 2011:
http://www.ofw.fi/mmm/vuosikertomus/nettikoulutuksen_toimintakertomu
s_2011.pdf

http://www.studentum.fi/Nettilukio_142004.htm

Futura 1/08 (http://www.futurasociety.fi/futura.htm), article by Hannu

Linturi Hannu 2002. Oppimisen verkkosaalistusta. Teoksessa Verkot ja
virtuaalistaminen oppimisen tukena. Juhani Nieminen (toim.). Hämeen
ammattikorkeakoulu. Saarijärvi. 125–173.

Linturi Hannu 2003. Oppimisen kulttuurievoluutio verkossa. Teoksessa
Tulevaisuudentutkimus. Toim. Kamppinen, Kuusi & Söderlund. Suomalaisen
Kirjallisuuden Seura. Helsinki. 665–788.

Rubin, A. & Linturi, H. (2004) Muutoksen tuulissa. Pienten lukioiden
tulevaisuudenkuvat. TUTU-julkaisuja 3/2004. Tulevaisuuden tutkimuskeskus.
Turun kauppakorkeakoulu. Turku.

Linturi, Hannu & Rubin, Anita (2006) Kouluttomaan oppimiseen? Opetuksen
ja kasvatuksen ristiriitaiset tulevaisuudenkuvat haasteena koulutuksen
kehittämiselle. Futura 1/2006. 42-52.

Linturi, Hannu (2008) Sivistys on rajanylityksiä ja järjestyksenpitoa. Viisitoista
vuotta tulevaisuutta takana. Futura 1/2008. 42-71

Linturi, Hannu & Rubin, Anita. 2011. Toinen koulu, toinen maailma.
Oppimisen tulevaisuus 2030. Turun yliopiston Tulevaisuuden tutkimuskeskus.

julkaisu 1/2011.

Linturi, Hannu, Rubin, Anita, Airaksinen, Tiina (2012) Lukion tulevaisuus 2030
Toinen koulu, toinen maailma. Otavan Opiston Osuuskunta. 978

5 (pdf), ISSN-L 2242-1297, ISSN 2242-1297.

Hannu Linturi och Jari Sarja 2001. Otava Folkhögskolas val: Internet i
demokratins tjänst. In bok Ove Korsgaard og Niels Buur Hansen: Demokrati
og folkeoplysning i Norden. København.

http://www.oph.fi/julkaisut/2011/lukion_tulevaisuus_2030

Internet Upper Secondary School for adults at Otava Folk High School originates
from a project called Internetix. This ESR funded project started i
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(Finland)

Internet Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School

Administrator and student counsellor: Taru Kekkonen, +358 44 794 3517,

TIEKE (Finnish Information Society Development Centre) / Merja Sjöblom, +358

http://www.ofw.fi/mmm/vuosikertomus/nettikoulutuksen_toimintakertomu

), article by Hannu

Linturi Hannu 2002. Oppimisen verkkosaalistusta. Teoksessa Verkot ja
virtuaalistaminen oppimisen tukena. Juhani Nieminen (toim.). Hämeen

003. Oppimisen kulttuurievoluutio verkossa. Teoksessa
Tulevaisuudentutkimus. Toim. Kamppinen, Kuusi & Söderlund. Suomalaisen

Rubin, A. & Linturi, H. (2004) Muutoksen tuulissa. Pienten lukioiden
julkaisuja 3/2004. Tulevaisuuden tutkimuskeskus.

Linturi, Hannu & Rubin, Anita (2006) Kouluttomaan oppimiseen? Opetuksen
ja kasvatuksen ristiriitaiset tulevaisuudenkuvat haasteena koulutuksen

Linturi, Hannu (2008) Sivistys on rajanylityksiä ja järjestyksenpitoa. Viisitoista

Linturi, Hannu & Rubin, Anita. 2011. Toinen koulu, toinen maailma.
ulevaisuuden tutkimuskeskus.

Linturi, Hannu, Rubin, Anita, Airaksinen, Tiina (2012) Lukion tulevaisuus 2030
Toinen koulu, toinen maailma. Otavan Opiston Osuuskunta. 978-952-6605-

Otava Folkhögskolas val: Internet i
demokratins tjänst. In bok Ove Korsgaard og Niels Buur Hansen: Demokrati

http://www.oph.fi/julkaisut/2011/lukion_tulevaisuus_2030

at Otava Folk High School originates
from a project called Internetix. This ESR funded project started in 1996 aiming
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the school: to find solutions to take school to students instead of forcing them to travel
long distances or having to move in order to get to school. In the project
eLearning material was produced and special demand seemed to be in upper
secondary schoo
1997 - at that point there were 13 students, today

Nettilukio is both national and international upper secondary school
operating in Finnish, but students living all
Typical virtual school student comes from one of the following groups:

• parents of small children

• professional and semi

• people who travel a lot (because of occupation or for other reasons)

• people living

• shift workers

• people who cannot attend school for reasons of health

• people with previous negative experiences like bullying or frustration

• people living in sparsely populated areas

Flexibility seems to be
school one can rhythm their schedule and studies to their other life easily.
There are no terms or periods, instead each student can study according to
their own schedules. There are no obligatory contact days which lead to the
fact that most

Background

1) When was
the school
established?
How has it
evolved till
now?

Otava Folk High School was established in
upper secondary school for adults status. At first the school was only a physical
school, concentrating on mathematically talented students, offering coaching
to math and physics.

In 1996 a project called Internetix started. Within
upper secondary school for adults, Nettilukio, was founded. The first students
in Nettilukio started in January 1997.

At first the emphasis was in producing eLearning material that students could
use while taking the uppe
emphasis moved towards learning platforms and Nettilukio developed its own
learning platform,
support studies and evaluation.

Later new learning options were developed. Nowadays students at Nettilukio
can choose from three different ways to accomplish courses
combine these options between different subjects and during their studies.
These three ways are non
phenomenon based learning.

2) What
was/were the
reason/s for

ESR-funded Internetix project was a starting point for Nettil
first the project emphasis was to produce eLearning material in general for any
students and any studies. Focus was to find general solutions to take school to
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to find solutions to take school to students instead of forcing them to travel
long distances or having to move in order to get to school. In the project
eLearning material was produced and special demand seemed to be in upper
secondary school courses. The first distance learners of Nettilukio

at that point there were 13 students, today more than 500

is both national and international upper secondary school
operating in Finnish, but students living all around the country and world.
Typical virtual school student comes from one of the following groups:

parents of small children

professional and semi-professional athletes

people who travel a lot (because of occupation or for other reasons)

people living abroad

shift workers

people who cannot attend school for reasons of health

people with previous negative experiences like bullying or frustration

people living in sparsely populated areas

Flexibility seems to be the greatest advantage of distance schools.
school one can rhythm their schedule and studies to their other life easily.
There are no terms or periods, instead each student can study according to
their own schedules. There are no obligatory contact days which lead to the
fact that most of students never actually visit the Otava campus.

Otava Folk High School was established in 1892. In 1994 the school received an
upper secondary school for adults status. At first the school was only a physical
school, concentrating on mathematically talented students, offering coaching
to math and physics.

a project called Internetix started. Within this project the totally virtual
upper secondary school for adults, Nettilukio, was founded. The first students
in Nettilukio started in January 1997.

the emphasis was in producing eLearning material that students could
use while taking the upper secondary school courses. Over the years the
emphasis moved towards learning platforms and Nettilukio developed its own
learning platform, Muikku. The new learning platform was developed t
support studies and evaluation.

Later new learning options were developed. Nowadays students at Nettilukio
can choose from three different ways to accomplish courses
combine these options between different subjects and during their studies.
These three ways are non-stop-courses, collaborative courses and
phenomenon based learning.

funded Internetix project was a starting point for Nettilukio. However, at
first the project emphasis was to produce eLearning material in general for any
students and any studies. Focus was to find general solutions to take school to
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to find solutions to take school to students instead of forcing them to travel
long distances or having to move in order to get to school. In the project
eLearning material was produced and special demand seemed to be in upper

Nettilukio started in
more than 500.

is both national and international upper secondary school for adults
around the country and world.

Typical virtual school student comes from one of the following groups:

people who travel a lot (because of occupation or for other reasons)

people with previous negative experiences like bullying or frustration

greatest advantage of distance schools. In distance
school one can rhythm their schedule and studies to their other life easily.
There are no terms or periods, instead each student can study according to
their own schedules. There are no obligatory contact days which lead to the

of students never actually visit the Otava campus.

the school received an
upper secondary school for adults status. At first the school was only a physical
school, concentrating on mathematically talented students, offering coaching

this project the totally virtual
upper secondary school for adults, Nettilukio, was founded. The first students

the emphasis was in producing eLearning material that students could
r secondary school courses. Over the years the

emphasis moved towards learning platforms and Nettilukio developed its own
. The new learning platform was developed to

Later new learning options were developed. Nowadays students at Nettilukio
can choose from three different ways to accomplish courses - or they can freely
combine these options between different subjects and during their studies.

courses, collaborative courses and

ukio. However, at
first the project emphasis was to produce eLearning material in general for any
students and any studies. Focus was to find general solutions to take school to
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establishing a
virtual/distance/
online school?
What specific
need(s) was it
aimed to
address?

students instead of forcing them to travel long distances or having to move in
order to get to school. From a general solution the aim was moved on to
vocational education and only after that upper secondary school became the
main target.

At the same time the Finnish National Board of Education started to
virtual schoolin
for adults. This offered support for Internetix project as well and encouraged
the idea of founding a virtual upper secondary school for adults.

From the beginning one aim was also to be able
different school levels. Tr
beginning.

Trust and transparency have also been performed when
official and exact follow
the basic assumptions
themselves and for life

2 a)Who were
the main
intended
beneficiaries –
dispersed rural
learners?
Excluded
learners? Ex-pat
learners?
Supplemental
learners
requiring catch-
up courses?
Supplemental
learners for
specific courses
e.g. languages?
And the profile
now?

First aim was to find solutions to take school to students instead of forcing
them to travel long distances or havi

Today Nettilukio students
school student comes from one of the following groups:

• parents of small children

• professional and semi

• people who

• people living abroad

• shift workers

• people who cannot attend school for reasons of health

• people with previous negative experiences like bullying or frustration

• people living in sparsely populated a

At the moment people with learning disabilities, previously bullied or otherwise
frustrated in physical schools seem to be the major target group. Distant school
offers great opportunities for those who do not like face
may be very active in social networks. Distant school without strict schedules is
also a great opportunity for those with learning disabilities, because they can
study in their own base and take their time to learn chosen subjects.

2b) has the aim
changed over
time?

Trust and transparency are the guiding methods still. Otherwise the school is
guided by national curricula, laws and regulations.

3) Current
number of
students?

There are two types of students
courses and those who aim to graduate (with or without matriculation
examination).

The amount of students taking individual courses has grown and even doubled
over the past years. There are several reasons to this: i
available at
student is not currently studying in any other secondary school (upper or
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students instead of forcing them to travel long distances or having to move in
order to get to school. From a general solution the aim was moved on to
vocational education and only after that upper secondary school became the
main target.

At the same time the Finnish National Board of Education started to
virtual schooling in adult education and especially in upper secondary schools
for adults. This offered support for Internetix project as well and encouraged
the idea of founding a virtual upper secondary school for adults.

From the beginning one aim was also to be able to work over borders of
different school levels. Transparency and trust were the guiding ideas from the

Trust and transparency have also been performed when deciding
official and exact follow-up systems. Nettilukio trusts its stud
the basic assumptions is that students understand that they are studying for
themselves and for life - not for the school and examinations.

First aim was to find solutions to take school to students instead of forcing
them to travel long distances or having to move in order to get to school

Today Nettilukio students live all around the country and world. Typical virtual
school student comes from one of the following groups:

parents of small children

professional and semi-professional athletes

people who travel a lot (because of occupation or for other reasons)

people living abroad

shift workers

people who cannot attend school for reasons of health

people with previous negative experiences like bullying or frustration

people living in sparsely populated areas

At the moment people with learning disabilities, previously bullied or otherwise
frustrated in physical schools seem to be the major target group. Distant school
offers great opportunities for those who do not like face-to-face contacts but

y active in social networks. Distant school without strict schedules is
also a great opportunity for those with learning disabilities, because they can
study in their own base and take their time to learn chosen subjects.

Trust and transparency are the guiding methods still. Otherwise the school is
guided by national curricula, laws and regulations.

There are two types of students at Nettilukio: those who take individual
courses and those who aim to graduate (with or without matriculation
examination).

The amount of students taking individual courses has grown and even doubled
over the past years. There are several reasons to this: if the course is not

his/hers own school, one can easily study it virtually. Also, if a
student is not currently studying in any other secondary school (upper or
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students instead of forcing them to travel long distances or having to move in
order to get to school. From a general solution the aim was moved on to
vocational education and only after that upper secondary school became the

At the same time the Finnish National Board of Education started to emphasize
g in adult education and especially in upper secondary schools

for adults. This offered support for Internetix project as well and encouraged
the idea of founding a virtual upper secondary school for adults.

to work over borders of
and trust were the guiding ideas from the

deciding not to create
Nettilukio trusts its students and one of

that students understand that they are studying for
not for the school and examinations.

First aim was to find solutions to take school to students instead of forcing
ng to move in order to get to school

all around the country and world. Typical virtual

travel a lot (because of occupation or for other reasons)

people with previous negative experiences like bullying or frustration

At the moment people with learning disabilities, previously bullied or otherwise
frustrated in physical schools seem to be the major target group. Distant school

face contacts but
y active in social networks. Distant school without strict schedules is

also a great opportunity for those with learning disabilities, because they can
study in their own base and take their time to learn chosen subjects.

Trust and transparency are the guiding methods still. Otherwise the school is

Nettilukio: those who take individual
courses and those who aim to graduate (with or without matriculation

The amount of students taking individual courses has grown and even doubled
f the course is not

can easily study it virtually. Also, if a
student is not currently studying in any other secondary school (upper or
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vocational), studying is free of charge
their knowledge by taking virtual courses. In these cases Nettilukio receives a
state grant (15 single courses are considered as one student).

The following two charts show development of per
from 1997 on and also number of different st

Kuva 1: Performances 1997

During 2011 Nettilukio received 739 new applications and almost 450 new
students actually started their studies. 374 students quit their studies and 39
students graduated.

Kuva 2: Applied, started, quit and completed in 2011

4) Number and
profile of staff?

Otava Folk High School consists of the actual Folk High School, upper secondary
school, Nettilukio (virtual upper secondary school) and Nettiperuskoulu (virtual
basic education). Several staff members work to different sections
working hours

There are 23 part
the country (or even around the world) and they usually teach their subject
along their other (full
their students take.

At the Otava Folk High School there are 8 full
fairly small part of their working hours is directed to Nettilukio.

Four (4) eLearning instructors are responsible
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vocational), studying is free of charge - this motivates individuals to update
ir knowledge by taking virtual courses. In these cases Nettilukio receives a

state grant (15 single courses are considered as one student).

The following two charts show development of performances at Nettilukio
from 1997 on and also number of different student types during the year 2011.

: Performances 1997 - 2011

During 2011 Nettilukio received 739 new applications and almost 450 new
students actually started their studies. 374 students quit their studies and 39
students graduated.

: Applied, started, quit and completed in 2011

Otava Folk High School consists of the actual Folk High School, upper secondary
school, Nettilukio (virtual upper secondary school) and Nettiperuskoulu (virtual
basic education). Several staff members work to different sections

hours are divided between these sections.

There are 23 part-time teachers at Nettilukio. These teachers can live around
the country (or even around the world) and they usually teach their subject
along their other (full-time) job. Their salary is based on the amount of courses
their students take.

At the Otava Folk High School there are 8 full-time teachers. However, only
fairly small part of their working hours is directed to Nettilukio.

eLearning instructors are responsible for guiding student groups
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this motivates individuals to update
ir knowledge by taking virtual courses. In these cases Nettilukio receives a

state grant (15 single courses are considered as one student).

nces at Nettilukio
udent types during the year 2011.

During 2011 Nettilukio received 739 new applications and almost 450 new
students actually started their studies. 374 students quit their studies and 39

Otava Folk High School consists of the actual Folk High School, upper secondary
school, Nettilukio (virtual upper secondary school) and Nettiperuskoulu (virtual
basic education). Several staff members work to different sections and their

time teachers at Nettilukio. These teachers can live around
the country (or even around the world) and they usually teach their subject

salary is based on the amount of courses

time teachers. However, only
fairly small part of their working hours is directed to Nettilukio.

guiding student groups - most
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of their work is directed to Nettilukio.

In addition to these there are two Internet pedagogue
coordinator,
programmers and web designers who
current and developing the new learning platform.

And then Nettilukio also employs one training manager and principle.

Pedagogy

6) Where do
students do
most of their
studying

home (or any other place outside school)

7) Where do
staff do most of
their teaching?

Basically teaching can be done from where ever. All together emphasis is on
distance work.

8) What is the
main teaching
method?

How is teaching
articulated (by
subject, cross
subject through
project work,
both)

All studying at Nettilukio is done virtually. Teachers’ main duties are evaluating
tasks, exercises and other outputs. In collaborative courses the evaluation
contains also evaluating processes.

Students produce all material by themselves. Only in
phenomenon based learning students also work in groups and projects,
combining different learning methods. Inquiry
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inqu
steps are included in phenomenon based learning.

Students at Nettilukio can choose from three different ways to accomplish
courses - or they can freely combine these options between different subjects
and during th

These three options are:

1. Non-stop

Each student is free to pick any upper secondary school course in his/her
schedule any time he/she wants. Courses are always open and the student can
choose any courses and study at his/her own ph
personal learning plan). Studying is quite independent and sometimes lonely,
too. Even if the studying is independent of point of time, it offers no fast food
as the learning always takes its time, no matter how flexible the

Interaction in not
(skype, chat, e

2. Collaborative courses

Several times a year there are also collaborative courses which begin and end
on fixed dates. Booking beforehand is
When participating on a virtual class the students are able to work on issues
together and use each others as resources. Anyway, also these courses are
located in a closed learning environment and they are closed from
the world. Only the students and the teachers have access to the course.
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of their work is directed to Nettilukio.

In addition to these there are two Internet pedagogues, one content
coordinator, office secretary (part of work directed to Nettilukio) as well as
programmers and web designers who are responsible for maintaining the
current and developing the new learning platform.

And then Nettilukio also employs one training manager and principle.

home (or any other place outside school)

Basically teaching can be done from where ever. All together emphasis is on
distance work.

All studying at Nettilukio is done virtually. Teachers’ main duties are evaluating
tasks, exercises and other outputs. In collaborative courses the evaluation
contains also evaluating processes.

Students produce all material by themselves. Only in collaborative courses and
phenomenon based learning students also work in groups and projects,
combining different learning methods. Inquiry-based learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inquiry-based_learning) and its methods and

included in phenomenon based learning.

Students at Nettilukio can choose from three different ways to accomplish
or they can freely combine these options between different subjects

and during their studies.

These three options are:

stop-courses

Each student is free to pick any upper secondary school course in his/her
schedule any time he/she wants. Courses are always open and the student can
choose any courses and study at his/her own phase (i.e. according to his/her
personal learning plan). Studying is quite independent and sometimes lonely,
too. Even if the studying is independent of point of time, it offers no fast food
as the learning always takes its time, no matter how flexible the

Interaction in not-stop-course is limited mainly between student and teacher
(skype, chat, e-mail etc.).

2. Collaborative courses

Several times a year there are also collaborative courses which begin and end
on fixed dates. Booking beforehand is necessary and presence is obligatory.
When participating on a virtual class the students are able to work on issues
together and use each others as resources. Anyway, also these courses are
located in a closed learning environment and they are closed from
the world. Only the students and the teachers have access to the course.
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s, one content
office secretary (part of work directed to Nettilukio) as well as

are responsible for maintaining the

And then Nettilukio also employs one training manager and principle.

Basically teaching can be done from where ever. All together emphasis is on

All studying at Nettilukio is done virtually. Teachers’ main duties are evaluating
tasks, exercises and other outputs. In collaborative courses the evaluation

collaborative courses and
phenomenon based learning students also work in groups and projects,

based learning
) and its methods and

Students at Nettilukio can choose from three different ways to accomplish
or they can freely combine these options between different subjects

Each student is free to pick any upper secondary school course in his/her
schedule any time he/she wants. Courses are always open and the student can

ase (i.e. according to his/her
personal learning plan). Studying is quite independent and sometimes lonely,
too. Even if the studying is independent of point of time, it offers no fast food
as the learning always takes its time, no matter how flexible the frames.

course is limited mainly between student and teacher

Several times a year there are also collaborative courses which begin and end
necessary and presence is obligatory.

When participating on a virtual class the students are able to work on issues
together and use each others as resources. Anyway, also these courses are
located in a closed learning environment and they are closed from the rest of
the world. Only the students and the teachers have access to the course.
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Discussion forums, wikis and virtual conferencing tools are widely used in
collaborative courses.

3. Phenomenon based learning

In addition to these two options, Nettilu
they can learn together with other people.

Instead of enrolling in a course in a specific subject such as mathematics,
biology or philosophy, the student has a chance to grasp a bigger entity, a real
life phenomenon. T
hunger and thirst, welfare state, piracy and human being 2.0. The idea is to
integrate various subjects in the studying of the phenomenon. The student can
choose approach to the phenomenon, set personal
which (upper secondary school) subjects and courses he/she wants to
complete.

As the phenomena to be studied are authentic, real life phenomena are the
courses also out in an open and public online environment
http://ilmiopohjaisuus.ning.com
different interests can attend. There are project managers, pedagogues,
experts, media tutors, subject teachers
also allowed and anyone interested also from other schools and from outside
the school world is welcome. The roles are often mixed and the teacher doesn’t
have to be an expert in everything. Expertise can be found also outside the
school or – as it often is

Web2.0 technologies (blogs, wikis, video conferencing and social bookmarking)
have a lot to offer in this kind of learning and studying. These technologies
chance the role of learning (and teaching) towards taking risks, tolerating
uncertainty,
the road.

Read more on these three types of courses using a food metaphor from a blog
entry by Taru Kekkonen:
http://blogi.nettilukio.fi/opet/2010/09/19/uskalletaanko
keittioon

At the Finnish ITE conference 2012 three students from Nettilukio introduced
their ideas and opinions on phenomenon based learning.
http://www.viddler.com/v/c13f0b18

9) What tools
are used? If
more than one
tool is used,
how are they
combined?

Learning platform (
Connect virtual conference meeting tool, instant messaging tools, email,
phone, Skype, Google tools, social bookmarking and so on.

Tools vary course by course, teacher by teacher and
taken into account.

Students also have
(teachers are not necessarily members)

10) Are students
grouped into

All starting students belong to a student guidance group
beginners form one group and they take as a group a student
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Discussion forums, wikis and virtual conferencing tools are widely used in
collaborative courses.

3. Phenomenon based learning

In addition to these two options, Nettilukio offers its students courses where
they can learn together with other people.

Instead of enrolling in a course in a specific subject such as mathematics,
biology or philosophy, the student has a chance to grasp a bigger entity, a real
life phenomenon. The phenomena so far studied at Otava are among others
hunger and thirst, welfare state, piracy and human being 2.0. The idea is to
integrate various subjects in the studying of the phenomenon. The student can
choose approach to the phenomenon, set personal targets and thus choose
which (upper secondary school) subjects and courses he/she wants to

As the phenomena to be studied are authentic, real life phenomena are the
courses also out in an open and public online environment
http://ilmiopohjaisuus.ning.com so that people in various roles and with
different interests can attend. There are project managers, pedagogues,
experts, media tutors, subject teachers – and students, of course. Lurking is

owed and anyone interested also from other schools and from outside
the school world is welcome. The roles are often mixed and the teacher doesn’t
have to be an expert in everything. Expertise can be found also outside the

as it often is – among students.

Web2.0 technologies (blogs, wikis, video conferencing and social bookmarking)
have a lot to offer in this kind of learning and studying. These technologies
chance the role of learning (and teaching) towards taking risks, tolerating
uncertainty, tolerating incomplete world, flexibility to change plans while on

Read more on these three types of courses using a food metaphor from a blog
entry by Taru Kekkonen:
http://blogi.nettilukio.fi/opet/2010/09/19/uskalletaanko-paastaa

At the Finnish ITE conference 2012 three students from Nettilukio introduced
their ideas and opinions on phenomenon based learning.
http://www.viddler.com/v/c13f0b18

Learning platform (Muikku), phenomenon based learning uses
Connect virtual conference meeting tool, instant messaging tools, email,
phone, Skype, Google tools, social bookmarking and so on.

Tools vary course by course, teacher by teacher and also student wishes are
taken into account.

Students also have founded a closed Facebook group for peer learning
(teachers are not necessarily members)

All starting students belong to a student guidance group (the
beginners form one group and they take as a group a student
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Discussion forums, wikis and virtual conferencing tools are widely used in

kio offers its students courses where

Instead of enrolling in a course in a specific subject such as mathematics,
biology or philosophy, the student has a chance to grasp a bigger entity, a real

he phenomena so far studied at Otava are among others
hunger and thirst, welfare state, piracy and human being 2.0. The idea is to
integrate various subjects in the studying of the phenomenon. The student can

targets and thus choose
which (upper secondary school) subjects and courses he/she wants to

As the phenomena to be studied are authentic, real life phenomena are the

so that people in various roles and with
different interests can attend. There are project managers, pedagogues,

and students, of course. Lurking is
owed and anyone interested also from other schools and from outside

the school world is welcome. The roles are often mixed and the teacher doesn’t
have to be an expert in everything. Expertise can be found also outside the

Web2.0 technologies (blogs, wikis, video conferencing and social bookmarking)
have a lot to offer in this kind of learning and studying. These technologies
chance the role of learning (and teaching) towards taking risks, tolerating

tolerating incomplete world, flexibility to change plans while on

Read more on these three types of courses using a food metaphor from a blog

paastaa-opiskelijat-

At the Finnish ITE conference 2012 three students from Nettilukio introduced

d learning uses Ning, Adobe
Connect virtual conference meeting tool, instant messaging tools, email,

also student wishes are

closed Facebook group for peer learning

the 25 most recent
beginners form one group and they take as a group a student counselling
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classes? Or are
they all
individual
learners? In the
latter case is
peer learning
promoted? If so,
how?

course. The group exists as long as even one student
studies each student may be an individual learner or belong to a subject group.
This depends on the

Peer learning is promoted in two ways: students can join a closed Facebook
group which
way to promote peer learning are tutors
for example by AC
examination info
students and to network with each other. Peer learning via these two ways has
clearly increased.

11) Are there
classes
timetabled? Are
students self-
directed
learners?

Normally classes are not timetabled and students are sel
course in collaborative courses and
some timetables in order to get the work done.

Staff recruitment and CPD

12) Does the
school have a
specific staff
recruitment
philosophy/polic
y? Does it differ
depending on
the category of
staff?

Basically there
between staff categories.

The fact is that turnover of especially part
changing life situations (movin
so on). Nettilukio has also grown a lot during the past years, which of course
has demanded new recruitments, especially eLearning instructors and
phenomenon based learning teachers.

Nettilukio also uses
based learning. Sometimes an expert is also hired to take care of a single
course.

13) How does
the school
support staff
development?

Nettilukio supports strongly staff development, both teachers and all other
staff.

Pedagogical
the whole work community is participating. This further education consists of
monthly workshops,
education. Workshops take place once a month (from Thursday to Saturday)
and they are for both the staff and outside participants as well. During each
workshop expert lecturers are listened to for a day
participants to the workshop´s themes. The other day and a half of each
workshop is used to develop personal or team work. During the workshops
there is always both pedagogical and technical support present.

Other development is al
training for a certain area, he/she can search for an appropriate course inside
or outside school.

Orientation of new employees is also
new employee. Taru Kekkonen i
subject teachers naturally initiate their new colleagues. The school also has a
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course. The group exists as long as even one student belongs
studies each student may be an individual learner or belong to a subject group.
This depends on the chosen options for each student and each subject.

Peer learning is promoted in two ways: students can join a closed Facebook
group which is meant only for students and the aim is peer learning. The other
way to promote peer learning are tutors - students who tutor other students,
for example by AC-markets, subjects vary (copyrights, matriculation
examination info, hobbies). Tutoring helps students to find other similar
students and to network with each other. Peer learning via these two ways has
clearly increased.

Normally classes are not timetabled and students are self-directed learners. Of
course in collaborative courses and phenomenon-based learning there are
some timetables in order to get the work done.

Basically there are not any specific staff recruitment policies nor do they differ
between staff categories.

The fact is that turnover of especially part-time teachers is great, due to
changing life situations (moving, changing work, starting a family, retiring, and
so on). Nettilukio has also grown a lot during the past years, which of course
has demanded new recruitments, especially eLearning instructors and
phenomenon based learning teachers.

Nettilukio also uses expert lecturers when needed, especially in phenomenon
based learning. Sometimes an expert is also hired to take care of a single

Nettilukio supports strongly staff development, both teachers and all other

Pedagogical further education at the moment is a two-year project, in which
the whole work community is participating. This further education consists of
monthly workshops, team syllabuses and development tasks to be done via
education. Workshops take place once a month (from Thursday to Saturday)
and they are for both the staff and outside participants as well. During each
workshop expert lecturers are listened to for a day and a half guiding the
participants to the workshop´s themes. The other day and a half of each
workshop is used to develop personal or team work. During the workshops
there is always both pedagogical and technical support present.

Other development is also supported. Basically when an individual needs
training for a certain area, he/she can search for an appropriate course inside
or outside school.

Orientation of new employees is also organised, depending on the role of the
new employee. Taru Kekkonen is responsible for initiating new teachers;
subject teachers naturally initiate their new colleagues. The school also has a
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belongs to it). During the
studies each student may be an individual learner or belong to a subject group.

for each student and each subject.

Peer learning is promoted in two ways: students can join a closed Facebook
students and the aim is peer learning. The other

students who tutor other students,
matriculation

students to find other similar
students and to network with each other. Peer learning via these two ways has

directed learners. Of
learning there are

not any specific staff recruitment policies nor do they differ

time teachers is great, due to
g, changing work, starting a family, retiring, and

so on). Nettilukio has also grown a lot during the past years, which of course
has demanded new recruitments, especially eLearning instructors and

expert lecturers when needed, especially in phenomenon
based learning. Sometimes an expert is also hired to take care of a single

Nettilukio supports strongly staff development, both teachers and all other

year project, in which
the whole work community is participating. This further education consists of

team syllabuses and development tasks to be done via
education. Workshops take place once a month (from Thursday to Saturday)
and they are for both the staff and outside participants as well. During each

and a half guiding the
participants to the workshop´s themes. The other day and a half of each
workshop is used to develop personal or team work. During the workshops
there is always both pedagogical and technical support present.

so supported. Basically when an individual needs
training for a certain area, he/she can search for an appropriate course inside

, depending on the role of the
s responsible for initiating new teachers;

subject teachers naturally initiate their new colleagues. The school also has a
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FAQ wiki where concrete instructions and operation models are stored; one
can for example check how the dormitory´s sauna is heated.

Impact, inspection

14) What are
the results for
students in
terms of
learning
outcomes and
how do these
compare with
physical
schools?

Students produce all learning ma
work or phenomena based learning methods.

Each student receives verbal evaluation from each task. The verbal evaluation
itself is seen as an important part of learning.

There are no examinations, which is th
Nettilukio to physical schools.

If and when a student aims to matriculation examination,
Examination Board

How and when
are students
assessed?

As described above, assessment is continuous and new learning tasks are taken
along the studies.
task. Also peer learning is promoted and students also evaluate each other´s
work.

In phenomenon bas
used.

What are the
examination and
testing regimes
and how do
these compare
with physical
schools?

In Nettilukio there are no examinations or testing regimes.
physical schools those
evaluating individual tasks is the key point of assessment.

What is the
retention rate of
students (or the
other way
round- what is
the drop-out
rate of
students?

The actual drop
difficult to calculate.
when ever) and many students only take single or a few courses instead of the
whole upper secondary school curricula.

Anyway, dropping
school do not understand the amount of work independent studying needs. On
the other hand many students only take single or a few courses instead of the
whole upper secondary school curricula. Na
(changing jobs, moving, changes in family status) affect studying a lot
also drop-outs.

A notable point is students returning to
two after previous courses.

Are formally
recognised
qualifications
provided?

Formal course grades are provided according to the national
students, who accomplish the whole upper secondary school curriculum,
receive an official High School Diploma.

Matriculation Examination is also possible, and formal diploma for that is
naturally also granted.
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FAQ wiki where concrete instructions and operation models are stored; one
can for example check how the dormitory´s sauna is heated.

Students produce all learning materials individually or as group work, project
work or phenomena based learning methods.

Each student receives verbal evaluation from each task. The verbal evaluation
itself is seen as an important part of learning.

There are no examinations, which is the largest difference when comparing
Nettilukio to physical schools.

If and when a student aims to matriculation examination, The Matriculation
Examination Board´s instructions and regulations are used.

As described above, assessment is continuous and new learning tasks are taken
along the studies. Teacher gives verbal evaluation to each student from each
task. Also peer learning is promoted and students also evaluate each other´s

In phenomenon based learning also assessment of processes and results are

In Nettilukio there are no examinations or testing regimes. In most of the
physical schools those are an important part of evaluation, when in Nettilukio
evaluating individual tasks is the key point of assessment.

The actual drop-out rate has not been calculated, and it would also be very
difficult to calculate. This is because studying is non-stop (students can start
when ever) and many students only take single or a few courses instead of the
whole upper secondary school curricula.

Anyway, dropping out is very common. In many cases students starting virtual
school do not understand the amount of work independent studying needs. On
the other hand many students only take single or a few courses instead of the
whole upper secondary school curricula. Naturally changes in life situations
(changing jobs, moving, changes in family status) affect studying a lot

outs.

point is students returning to continue their studies, often a year or
two after previous courses.

Formal course grades are provided according to the national
students, who accomplish the whole upper secondary school curriculum,
receive an official High School Diploma.

Matriculation Examination is also possible, and formal diploma for that is
naturally also granted.
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FAQ wiki where concrete instructions and operation models are stored; one
can for example check how the dormitory´s sauna is heated.

terials individually or as group work, project

Each student receives verbal evaluation from each task. The verbal evaluation

e largest difference when comparing

The Matriculation

As described above, assessment is continuous and new learning tasks are taken
Teacher gives verbal evaluation to each student from each

task. Also peer learning is promoted and students also evaluate each other´s

ed learning also assessment of processes and results are

In most of the
are an important part of evaluation, when in Nettilukio

n calculated, and it would also be very
stop (students can start

when ever) and many students only take single or a few courses instead of the

out is very common. In many cases students starting virtual
school do not understand the amount of work independent studying needs. On
the other hand many students only take single or a few courses instead of the

turally changes in life situations
(changing jobs, moving, changes in family status) affect studying a lot - causing

continue their studies, often a year or

Formal course grades are provided according to the national curriculum. Also
students, who accomplish the whole upper secondary school curriculum,

Matriculation Examination is also possible, and formal diploma for that is
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Are obtained
qualifications
recognized at
local/
national/EU/wor
ld level?

Yes

15) What are
the regulation
and/or
inspection
regimes?

Nettilukio reports to
secondary school in Finland. Official
annually to educational authorities.

Future

16) What are
the plans for the
future? (And
what are the
barriers
to/enablers for
these?)

Development plans

1. Phenomenon based learning: new models and practices are constantly
under development

2. Mobile learning: within a just starting project ”Mobile learning in an upper
secondary school student’s everyday life” six school
testing mobile learning.

3. From closed to open and sharing: development of a new Learning
platform has started and it is going to be open source. Collaboration and
sharing are key points of the future environment.

Games in education and
phenomenon based learning.
games as well.

Organisation, management and funding

How does the
school stand
with respect to
the national
education
system?

As a physical school Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School is small.

The Internet Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School on the other
hand is medium

It is also notable that the school offers virtual courses to ot
and works closely together with several other schools.

How are
students
funded? (Public?
Private?)

Studying is free for the students if they are aiming to whole upper secondary
school curricula or they are not registered to any oth
vocational school.
conditions are not valid). Notice though that the course fee can also be paid by
another school or employer.

The school receives a state grant for each s
Act). Single courses (free to students) are calculated with formula 15 courses
adds up to one student (state grant).

What is its level
of autonomy (in
terms of funding

The National
education at Nettilukio. The curriculum defines objectives to each subject and
course, but not the means to reach them. So the school is free to develop its
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Nettilukio reports to educational authorities like any other official upper
secondary school in Finland. Official statistics are also produced and delivered
annually to educational authorities.

Development plans

Phenomenon based learning: new models and practices are constantly
under development

Mobile learning: within a just starting project ”Mobile learning in an upper
secondary school student’s everyday life” six schools are developing and
testing mobile learning.

From closed to open and sharing: development of a new Learning
platform has started and it is going to be open source. Collaboration and
sharing are key points of the future environment.

Games in education and learning will become a part of virtual education and
phenomenon based learning. In the future phenomena will be studied via
games as well.

Organisation, management and funding

physical school Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School is small.

The Internet Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School on the other
medium-sized on the Finnish scale.

It is also notable that the school offers virtual courses to other schools as well
and works closely together with several other schools.

Studying is free for the students if they are aiming to whole upper secondary
school curricula or they are not registered to any other upper secondary or
vocational school. Students taking single courses pay a course fee (if previous
conditions are not valid). Notice though that the course fee can also be paid by
another school or employer.

The school receives a state grant for each student (the Upper Secondary School
). Single courses (free to students) are calculated with formula 15 courses

adds up to one student (state grant).

The National Upper Secondary School Act and curricula guide the course of
education at Nettilukio. The curriculum defines objectives to each subject and
course, but not the means to reach them. So the school is free to develop its
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educational authorities like any other official upper
statistics are also produced and delivered

Phenomenon based learning: new models and practices are constantly

Mobile learning: within a just starting project ”Mobile learning in an upper
s are developing and

From closed to open and sharing: development of a new Learning
platform has started and it is going to be open source. Collaboration and

learning will become a part of virtual education and
In the future phenomena will be studied via

physical school Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School is small.

The Internet Upper Secondary School at Otava Folk High School on the other

her schools as well

Studying is free for the students if they are aiming to whole upper secondary
er upper secondary or

Students taking single courses pay a course fee (if previous
conditions are not valid). Notice though that the course fee can also be paid by

the Upper Secondary School
). Single courses (free to students) are calculated with formula 15 courses

and curricula guide the course of
education at Nettilukio. The curriculum defines objectives to each subject and
course, but not the means to reach them. So the school is free to develop its
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search/manage
ment and in
terms of
curricula)

own methods to reach the

The Otava Folk
granted the school freedom of action and an independent role.

The funding comes from state grants and course fees. Basic operation is also
supported with funded projects (national and EU
point to develop new things.

How is
sustainability of
the school
ensured?

Sustainability is ensured
recourses and projects as well as by constantly widening co
networks. Funded projects are also important in order to ensure sustainability
and developing operations.

Additional information

Student
recruitment:

Competition
has to market their school, courses and course types.
and new ways of studying need also be promoted amongst the potential
students.

In Nettilukio students are attracted with at least the following ways and
channels:

• advertising in magazines (not very much)

• events and seminars

• Google marketing

• student site

• banners in different sites

• Facebook

• Twitter

• other sites and networks

• blogs (opeblogi)

• newsletters

• action reports

• videos and other recordings

• transparency in all work

In the application form there is a question asking how the applicant found out
about Nettilukio.

There are also a lot of discussions on adult education in different discussion
forums, such as the ones for parents of small children. In these forums
Nettilukio is very often recommended as a virtual school.

3.6  Rīgas Tālmāc

General Information

Name of the case
(School):

Rīgas Tālmācības 

English:
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own methods to reach the curriculum objectives.

The Otava Folk High School is a Mikkeli city-owned company. The city has
granted the school freedom of action and an independent role.

The funding comes from state grants and course fees. Basic operation is also
supported with funded projects (national and EU-level), which often are a key
point to develop new things.

Sustainability is ensured by continuous development and finding new potential
recourses and projects as well as by constantly widening co-
networks. Funded projects are also important in order to ensure sustainability
and developing operations.

Competition from students is tough these days, at least in Finland
has to market their school, courses and course types. Constant development
and new ways of studying need also be promoted amongst the potential

In Nettilukio students are attracted with at least the following ways and

advertising in magazines (not very much)

events and seminars

Google marketing

site

banners in different sites

Facebook

other sites and networks

blogs (opeblogi)

newsletters

action reports

videos and other recordings

transparency in all work

In the application form there is a question asking how the applicant found out
about Nettilukio. Very often friends are the channel.

There are also a lot of discussions on adult education in different discussion
forums, such as the ones for parents of small children. In these forums
Nettilukio is very often recommended as a virtual school.

cības Vidusskola (Latvia) 

Rīgas Tālmācības Vidusskola (Short form: RTV)

English: Riga Distance Education Secondary School
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owned company. The city has
granted the school freedom of action and an independent role.

The funding comes from state grants and course fees. Basic operation is also
level), which often are a key

finding new potential
-operation

networks. Funded projects are also important in order to ensure sustainability

, at least in Finland. Each school
Constant development

and new ways of studying need also be promoted amongst the potential

In Nettilukio students are attracted with at least the following ways and

In the application form there is a question asking how the applicant found out

There are also a lot of discussions on adult education in different discussion
forums, such as the ones for parents of small children. In these forums
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Website www.talmacibasvsk.lv
English:

Address (town, region,
country):

Suite 32, 72 Sesku Street, Riga, Latvia, LV

References

Other links to online
materials (videos, photos,
documentation, etc.)

Videos about the school’s success that have been shown on television
(in Latvian):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?iLwFGMWyb60PKMsSKkMQ1K
Photos about RTV activities (in La
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?iLwFGMWyb60PKMSSZeMKm0
Graphic representation of the forms of study (in English):
http
RTV study programs (in English):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?Vzb5Kusv6n9aK4iS03FmsgS
RTV about distance education (in English):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?WYb511sL6iMap8MiLwFGMWy

Contact name and role of
the interviewed person(s)

Ilze Kalniņa 

Laura Kalniņa

VISCED Partner/author: Jüri Lõssenko

Type of school

Additional comments:

Description

Background
- When was the school established?
RTV was established in 2009. Thanks to the support from the Ministry
of Education and Science, academic year 2009/2010 was the first one
in Latvia where the acquisition of general secondary education in a
form of distance education started. From the academic year
2010/2011, also elementary education is being offered.

- What was/were the reason/s for establishing a
virtual/distance/online school?

RTV is the first distance learning school in the Baltic States
accredited. All of
6 years. RTV was established because there was
education secondary
graduate secondary schools
have left Latvia searching
because of
to finish studies in the Latvian language. Many people in Latvia studied
at vocational secondary s
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www.talmacibasvsk.lv
English: http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?LUbOv0sv6n9ap

Suite 32, 72 Sesku Street, Riga, Latvia, LV-1082

Videos about the school’s success that have been shown on television
(in Latvian):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?iLwFGMWyb60PKMsSKkMQ1K
Photos about RTV activities (in Latvian):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?iLwFGMWyb60PKMSSZeMKm0
Graphic representation of the forms of study (in English):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?5lb6DQsv6n9aK4iS03Fmsp2
RTV study programs (in English):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?Vzb5Kusv6n9aK4iS03FmsgS
RTV about distance education (in English):
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?WYb511sL6iMap8MiLwFGMWy

Ilze Kalniņa - Rīgas Tālmācības Vidusskola owner and principal,

Laura Kalniņa – Rīgas Tālmācības Vidusskola member of the board

Jüri Lõssenko – Estonian Information Technology Foundation

Public

Private

Result of a Public/private partnership

Additional comments: Private school/ private partnership

When was the school established?
RTV was established in 2009. Thanks to the support from the Ministry
of Education and Science, academic year 2009/2010 was the first one
in Latvia where the acquisition of general secondary education in a
form of distance education started. From the academic year
2010/2011, also elementary education is being offered.

What was/were the reason/s for establishing a
virtual/distance/online school?

RTV is the first distance learning school in the Baltic States
accredited. All of the programs are accredited for the maximum time
6 years. RTV was established because there was demand for distance
education secondary education in Latvia. Too many people fail to
graduate secondary schools due to numerous reasons. Many Latvians
have left Latvia searching for job opportunities in other countries
because of the economic situation but at the same time they also wish
to finish studies in the Latvian language. Many people in Latvia studied
at vocational secondary schools for approximately 20 years. Most of
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http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?LUbOv0sv6n9ap

Videos about the school’s success that have been shown on television

http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?iLwFGMWyb60PKMsSKkMQ1K

http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?iLwFGMWyb60PKMSSZeMKm0
Graphic representation of the forms of study (in English):

://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?5lb6DQsv6n9aK4iS03Fmsp2

http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?Vzb5Kusv6n9aK4iS03FmsgS

http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?WYb511sL6iMap8MiLwFGMWy

Rīgas Tālmācības Vidusskola owner and principal,

member of the board

Estonian Information Technology Foundation

Private school/ private partnership

RTV was established in 2009. Thanks to the support from the Ministry
of Education and Science, academic year 2009/2010 was the first one
in Latvia where the acquisition of general secondary education in a
form of distance education started. From the academic year
2010/2011, also elementary education is being offered.

RTV is the first distance learning school in the Baltic States that is
programs are accredited for the maximum time -

demand for distance
in Latvia. Too many people fail to

sons. Many Latvians
job opportunities in other countries

but at the same time they also wish
to finish studies in the Latvian language. Many people in Latvia studied

approximately 20 years. Most of
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them graduated with professional education that did not include
secondary education. It means that now these
again at secondary schools.
prefer to stay
studying at
career and studies at s
joining daily student life. Also models and young businessmen cannot
study at physical schools because of many business trips and jobs
abroad.
choose to study at RTV.
secondary school earlier because of personal reasons or di
people who cannot attend school because of their health problems.

- What specific need(s) was it aimed to address?
The target audience of Riga Secondary School of D
any person at any geographical location
himself
an alternative
possibility to study at a distance

- Who were the main intended beneficiaries?
The main beneficiaries include
models, people who have not finished their studies, young mothers,
business people, disabled people and students that prefer to study at
distance.

Current situation
How has the school evolved till now? Have
over time?
The n
the third graduation and

Number and age range
of students today

Approximate number of students in RTV is 450.
of students changes
carried out
Secondary School students are from 22 different countries
an age group from 14 to 57 years.

Profile of students
Are they full
numbers?
More than half of the
admitted based on
grade that they need to study
two grades in one year.
justified and the decision is made by the staff of RTV who then create a
personalised study schedule for
students are studying only those subjects that they want to improve or
they have

What is that make
More than half are
only improve a few subjects or do only revision and take exams.
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them graduated with professional education that did not include
secondary education. It means that now these adults
again at secondary schools. In addition, there are young mothers who
prefer to stay at home with their children rather than continue
studying at ordinary schools. Many young athletes combine their
career and studies at secondary school. Their schedules
joining daily student life. Also models and young businessmen cannot

y at physical schools because of many business trips and jobs
abroad. However, not only professional aspects are those why students
choose to study at RTV. For instance, people who had not finished
secondary school earlier because of personal reasons or di
people who cannot attend school because of their health problems.

What specific need(s) was it aimed to address?
The target audience of Riga Secondary School of Distance Education is
any person at any geographical location who can motivate
himself/herself to study independently. The main aim is to give people
an alternative to acquire secondary education by offering the
possibility to study at a distance.

Who were the main intended beneficiaries?
The main beneficiaries include people who live abroad, athletes,
models, people who have not finished their studies, young mothers,
business people, disabled people and students that prefer to study at
distance.

How has the school evolved till now? Have beneficiaries changed
over time?
The number of students increases annually. In June 2012, RTV
the third graduation and the total number of graduates will reach

Approximate number of students in RTV is 450. However, t
of students changes every week since enrolment procedures are
carried out continuously throughout the year. Riga Distance Education
Secondary School students are from 22 different countries
an age group from 14 to 57 years.

Are they full-time or is this number based on course enrolment
numbers?
More than half of the students are full-time students. They
admitted based on their previous school report and star
grade that they need to study in. A small number of RTV students cover
two grades in one year. However, the reasons for this have to be
justified and the decision is made by the staff of RTV who then create a
personalised study schedule for the student. A small part of
students are studying only those subjects that they want to improve or
they have not completed in their previous school.

What is that make-up of f/t to p/t?) (Historical trend?)
More than half are “full-time” students, smaller part
only improve a few subjects or do only revision and take exams.
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them graduated with professional education that did not include
adults have to study

oung mothers who
than continue

schools. Many young athletes combine their
econdary school. Their schedules do not allow

joining daily student life. Also models and young businessmen cannot
y at physical schools because of many business trips and jobs

ot only professional aspects are those why students
eople who had not finished

secondary school earlier because of personal reasons or disabled
people who cannot attend school because of their health problems.

istance Education is
who can motivate

aim is to give people
acquire secondary education by offering the

people who live abroad, athletes,
models, people who have not finished their studies, young mothers,
business people, disabled people and students that prefer to study at a

beneficiaries changed

2012, RTV will have
graduates will reach 400.

However, the number
procedures are

throughout the year. Riga Distance Education
Secondary School students are from 22 different countries and cover

time or is this number based on course enrolment

students. They are
their previous school report and start to study in a

A small number of RTV students cover
However, the reasons for this have to be

justified and the decision is made by the staff of RTV who then create a
A small part of the

students are studying only those subjects that they want to improve or

up of f/t to p/t?) (Historical trend?)
maller part are the ones who

only improve a few subjects or do only revision and take exams.
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Number and profile of
staff

Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching staff: students
caseload)
includes 29 teachers who
them also work with students on the Internet. Communication
between a student and a teacher is carried out via
environment, Skype, phone, email or any other
that both agree to use. In
teacher directly, it is possible to ask questions via
the school
principal, a deputy director, two education
accountant.

Staff recruitment and
CPD

Does the school have a specific
Does it differ depending on the category of staff?

RTV imposes
professional qualities, t
always
Interestingly, students themselves are allowed and encouraged to
suggest teachers from different schools across Latvia to be approached
to teach in RTV.
How does the school support staff development?

RTV financially support
example, extra courses of study, personality
In addition, extra funds are allocated monthly to contribute to
recreational activities of staff.

Pedagogy

Learning site(s)
Where do students do most of their studying? (Host school? Home?
Other?)

Most of the studies
Where do staff do most of their teaching? (School? Home?)

Most of the
and students discuss the answers to various tasks by using Skype if
that is needed or respond by sending explanations t
questions by email. Full
lecturing plan. Private tutorials are

Learning method(s)
What is the main teaching method? (Fully online? Blended? Defining
characteristics/qualities?)

Information and graphic:
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?WEbKZWsv6n9aK4iS03Fmsp

• Independent studies with the supplementary
50%;
• Independent studies with the compulsory
• Group tutorials once a month
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Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching staff: students
caseload)Riga Distance Education Secondary School teaching staff
includes 29 teachers who give lectures every fourth Saturday. 20 of
them also work with students on the Internet. Communication
between a student and a teacher is carried out via the
environment, Skype, phone, email or any other web-based
that both agree to use. In case a student does not want to contact a
teacher directly, it is possible to ask questions via permanent staff of
the school. Riga Distance Education Secondary School personnel are: a
principal, a deputy director, two educational technologists
accountant.

Does the school have a specific staff recruitment philosophy/policy?
Does it differ depending on the category of staff?

imposes specific requirement for teachers. In addition to
professional qualities, teachers have to be interested
always help students whenever they have time for studies.
Interestingly, students themselves are allowed and encouraged to

gest teachers from different schools across Latvia to be approached
to teach in RTV.
How does the school support staff development?

financially supports personnel’s professional development. For
example, extra courses of study, personality development seminars
In addition, extra funds are allocated monthly to contribute to
recreational activities of staff.

Where do students do most of their studying? (Host school? Home?
Other?)

Most of the studies are done at homes.
Where do staff do most of their teaching? (School? Home?)

Most of the teaching is done at their homes. For example, teachers
and students discuss the answers to various tasks by using Skype if
that is needed or respond by sending explanations to particular
questions by email. Full-time tutorials are organised
lecturing plan. Private tutorials are also available.

What is the main teaching method? (Fully online? Blended? Defining
characteristics/qualities?)

nformation and graphic:
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?WEbKZWsv6n9aK4iS03Fmsp

• Independent studies with the supplementary online
50%;
• Independent studies with the compulsory textbooks

roup tutorials once a month — 6%;
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Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching staff: students
Riga Distance Education Secondary School teaching staff

lectures every fourth Saturday. 20 of
them also work with students on the Internet. Communication

the school’s e-study
based program

not want to contact a
permanent staff of

ol personnel are: a
technologists and an

recruitment philosophy/policy?

In addition to
eachers have to be interested and available to

time for studies.
Interestingly, students themselves are allowed and encouraged to

gest teachers from different schools across Latvia to be approached

development. For
development seminars etc.

In addition, extra funds are allocated monthly to contribute to

Where do students do most of their studying? (Host school? Home?

Where do staff do most of their teaching? (School? Home?)

at their homes. For example, teachers
and students discuss the answers to various tasks by using Skype if

o particular
according RTV’s

What is the main teaching method? (Fully online? Blended? Defining

http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/?WEbKZWsv6n9aK4iS03Fmsp

online materials —

textbooks — 31%;
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• Individual tutorials
• Individual correspondence tutorials
• Tests
How is teaching articulated (by subject, cross subject through project
work, both)
Academic year is
one term
sciences, the Russian language and English. In those subjects students
have to do 2 tests in the second term). The grades are registered in
student’s s
test, it is possible to do small tests after every chapter.

Are students grouped into classes? Or are they all individual
learners? In the latter case is peer learning promoted? If so, how?
Students are grouped into classes by grade and program.

Are there classes timetabled? Are students self
Every class has a schedule appointed by
have to do 3 tests in 3 different subjects. For example, in Septemb
first 3 subjects are history, the Latvian language and Psychology. Tests
for those subjects are held on 10th October. In October students have
to study next 3 subjects and so on. In case a student does not feel
ready to do the test or because of persona
change
students are professionals
schedule that is accepted by R
their academic year in

Learning support
What tools are used? If more than one tool is used, how are they
combined? (Learning platform? CD/DVDs? Tele?, web 2.0?, mobile?)
The

What
Teachers and personnel of
sometimes have problems how to upload a test or install a program for
mathematics. To resolve problems
always ready to help and explain how to work with a computer.
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• Individual tutorials — 2%;
• Individual correspondence tutorials — 3%;
• Tests — 8%.
How is teaching articulated (by subject, cross subject through project
work, both)
Academic year is divided into 2 terms. Every term students have to do
one term-ending test in every subject (except mathematics, natural
sciences, the Russian language and English. In those subjects students
have to do 2 tests in the second term). The grades are registered in
student’s school report. To make sure that the student is ready for the
test, it is possible to do small tests after every chapter.

Are students grouped into classes? Or are they all individual
learners? In the latter case is peer learning promoted? If so, how?

dents are grouped into classes by grade and program.

Are there classes timetabled? Are students self-directed learners?
Every class has a schedule appointed by RTV. Every month students
have to do 3 tests in 3 different subjects. For example, in Septemb
first 3 subjects are history, the Latvian language and Psychology. Tests
for those subjects are held on 10th October. In October students have
to study next 3 subjects and so on. In case a student does not feel
ready to do the test or because of personal reasons, it is possible to
change the date. But as it was mentioned previously, many of the
students are professionals meaning that they have their personal
schedule that is accepted by RTV. For example, hockey players start
their academic year in the summer when their season has ended

What tools are used? If more than one tool is used, how are they
combined? (Learning platform? CD/DVDs? Tele?, web 2.0?, mobile?)

study materials are:

• Lectures

• Video lectures

• Riga Distance Education Secondary School textbooks and tests.

• Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Latvia
prepared interactive materials in each subject (definitions,
explanations, illustrations, tests).

• Private lessons with teacher

• Skype lessons

What is the role (if any) of tutors or any other facilitator?
Teachers and personnel of RTV have technical support.
sometimes have problems how to upload a test or install a program for
mathematics. To resolve problems, the technical support gro
always ready to help and explain how to work with a computer.
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How is teaching articulated (by subject, cross subject through project

terms. Every term students have to do
xcept mathematics, natural

sciences, the Russian language and English. In those subjects students
have to do 2 tests in the second term). The grades are registered in

student is ready for the
test, it is possible to do small tests after every chapter.

Are students grouped into classes? Or are they all individual
learners? In the latter case is peer learning promoted? If so, how?

dents are grouped into classes by grade and program.

directed learners?
. Every month students

have to do 3 tests in 3 different subjects. For example, in September
first 3 subjects are history, the Latvian language and Psychology. Tests
for those subjects are held on 10th October. In October students have
to study next 3 subjects and so on. In case a student does not feel

, it is possible to
tioned previously, many of the
that they have their personal

. For example, hockey players start
when their season has ended.

What tools are used? If more than one tool is used, how are they
combined? (Learning platform? CD/DVDs? Tele?, web 2.0?, mobile?)

Education Secondary School textbooks and tests.

Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Latvia
prepared interactive materials in each subject (definitions,

is the role (if any) of tutors or any other facilitator?
have technical support. Older students

sometimes have problems how to upload a test or install a program for
technical support group is

always ready to help and explain how to work with a computer.
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Impact

Learning outcomes
What are the results for students in terms of learning outcomes and how
do these compare with physical schools?

Most important
Majority
university,
therefore it is
students of RTV
that are not 100% focused on st
general
levels (the lowest level) in exams
and other external schools.

Qualifications
Are formally recognised qualifications provided?

RTV and all programmes are accredited for six years.
Certificate:
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/spaw/uploads
/images/talmaciba/Akreditacijas_lapa.jpg

Are obtained qualifications recognised at local/national/EU/world level?

Riga Secondary School of Distance Education certificate is comparable
with other physical schools in the Republic of Latvia. Our school graduates
are students of Latvian and other EU universities.

Examination and
testing features

What are the examination
compare with physical schools?

Examinations are the same as in any other secondary school in Latvia. This
is only time when the students are forced to physically attend the school
for approximately 2 weeks (depends on
chosen).

Inspection regimes
What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes? (Are there any
inspection reports and/or evaluations? Who carries the inspection and
evaluation activities out?)

Not relevant

Organisation and
management

The school and the
national education
system

How does the school stand with respect to the national education
system?

RTV is acknowledged and accredited as a private school within the Latvian
education system. Graduates can apply for admission in Latvian
universities.
Embassy of Latvia in Ireland and United King
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What are the results for students in terms of learning outcomes and how
do these compare with physical schools?

Most importantly, the students of RTV differ from other school students.
Majority are studying because they need this particular education (for
university, employment, etc.). They are interested to get better education,
therefore it is much easier to collaborate and help them

udents of RTV get less A levels (because they are working or busy people
that are not 100% focused on studies) it does not mean that the
general are lower. Thanks to students’ own purposefulness they get less F

(the lowest level) in exams than other vocational secondary schools
and other external schools.

Are formally recognised qualifications provided?

RTV and all programmes are accredited for six years.
Certificate:
http://www.talmacibasvsk.lv/spaw/uploads
/images/talmaciba/Akreditacijas_lapa.jpg

Are obtained qualifications recognised at local/national/EU/world level?

Riga Secondary School of Distance Education certificate is comparable
with other physical schools in the Republic of Latvia. Our school graduates
are students of Latvian and other EU universities.

What are the examination and testing regimes and how do these
compare with physical schools?

Examinations are the same as in any other secondary school in Latvia. This
is only time when the students are forced to physically attend the school
for approximately 2 weeks (depends on how many exams a student has
chosen).

What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes? (Are there any
inspection reports and/or evaluations? Who carries the inspection and
evaluation activities out?)

Not relevant

How does the school stand with respect to the national education
system?

RTV is acknowledged and accredited as a private school within the Latvian
education system. Graduates can apply for admission in Latvian
universities. Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Latvia,
Embassy of Latvia in Ireland and United Kingdom support Riga Secondary
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What are the results for students in terms of learning outcomes and how

differ from other school students.
are studying because they need this particular education (for

They are interested to get better education,
them. Although the

get less A levels (because they are working or busy people
udies) it does not mean that the results in

are lower. Thanks to students’ own purposefulness they get less F
than other vocational secondary schools

Are obtained qualifications recognised at local/national/EU/world level?

Riga Secondary School of Distance Education certificate is comparable
with other physical schools in the Republic of Latvia. Our school graduates

and testing regimes and how do these

Examinations are the same as in any other secondary school in Latvia. This
is only time when the students are forced to physically attend the school

how many exams a student has

What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes? (Are there any
inspection reports and/or evaluations? Who carries the inspection and

How does the school stand with respect to the national education

RTV is acknowledged and accredited as a private school within the Latvian
education system. Graduates can apply for admission in Latvian

Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Latvia,
dom support Riga Secondary
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School of Distance Education existence.

What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding search/management
and in terms of curricula)

RTV is a private school with private finances. But Ministry of Education
and Science of th
teachers.

Funding
How is sustainability of the school ensured? (public funding, private
funding, students fees)

Private funding from student fees. Support is provided from the state to
pay for the

How are students funded? (Public? Private?)

At RTV students pay for their education. There are discounts for students
from same families. RTV does not charge disabled people.

Financial management
How much does the school cost

Approximately one student pays 500LVL (about 700 EUR), some pay less,
some more, it depends on every individual
do and what they have already done. The charge includes study materials
(books, video lectures, tests, e
process, etc.

What costs the most: teachers, technological support, renting of spaces
etc.

Salary of personnel, taxes and technologies for the study process.

Sustainability and transferability

How is sustainability
ensured and how do
you plan to maintain
it? What are the
critical factors for
sustainability

What are the plans for the future? (And what are the barriers
to/enablers for these?)

RTV has many students in the United Kingdom and Ireland. The
is to gain support from Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic
of Latvia to allow organizing exams in the Embassy of Latvia in Ireland and
the United Kingdom preventing students from these countries flying to
Latvia for exams at the e

Do you consider that
the experience of your
school could be
replicated somewhere
else?

RTV is interested
schools. Because of our satisfied students and good results in exams we
can assert that our experience could improve other distance learning
schools. R
other country.
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School of Distance Education existence.

What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding search/management
and in terms of curricula)

is a private school with private finances. But Ministry of Education
and Science of the Republic of Latvia provides the support for salaries of
teachers.

How is sustainability of the school ensured? (public funding, private
funding, students fees)

Private funding from student fees. Support is provided from the state to
pay for the salaries of teachers.

How are students funded? (Public? Private?)

At RTV students pay for their education. There are discounts for students
from same families. RTV does not charge disabled people.

How much does the school cost annually

Approximately one student pays 500LVL (about 700 EUR), some pay less,
some more, it depends on every individual - how much they still need to
do and what they have already done. The charge includes study materials
(books, video lectures, tests, etc), taxes, rents, technologies for study
process, etc.

What costs the most: teachers, technological support, renting of spaces

Salary of personnel, taxes and technologies for the study process.

Sustainability and transferability

What are the plans for the future? (And what are the barriers
to/enablers for these?)

RTV has many students in the United Kingdom and Ireland. The
is to gain support from Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic
of Latvia to allow organizing exams in the Embassy of Latvia in Ireland and
the United Kingdom preventing students from these countries flying to
Latvia for exams at the end of the school year.

is interested in exchanging knowledge with other distance learning
schools. Because of our satisfied students and good results in exams we
an assert that our experience could improve other distance learning

schools. RTV is ready to cooperate with the same type of school in any
other country.
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What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding search/management

is a private school with private finances. But Ministry of Education
e Republic of Latvia provides the support for salaries of

How is sustainability of the school ensured? (public funding, private

Private funding from student fees. Support is provided from the state to

At RTV students pay for their education. There are discounts for students
from same families. RTV does not charge disabled people.

Approximately one student pays 500LVL (about 700 EUR), some pay less,
how much they still need to

do and what they have already done. The charge includes study materials
tc), taxes, rents, technologies for study

What costs the most: teachers, technological support, renting of spaces

Salary of personnel, taxes and technologies for the study process.

What are the plans for the future? (And what are the barriers

RTV has many students in the United Kingdom and Ireland. The future aim
is to gain support from Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic
of Latvia to allow organizing exams in the Embassy of Latvia in Ireland and
the United Kingdom preventing students from these countries flying to

knowledge with other distance learning
schools. Because of our satisfied students and good results in exams we
an assert that our experience could improve other distance learning

is ready to cooperate with the same type of school in any
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3.7 Sofia Distans

Name of school: Sofia Distans

Address: Sofia Distansundervisning
Alsnögatan 11, plan 5
116 41 Stockholm

Website: www.sofiadistans.nu

Contact name and
role:

Ronny Karlsson

Mai Wall

VISCED
Partner/author:

Ross Tensta Gymnasium / Mats Öström +46 8 50837968,
mats.ostrom@stockholm.se

Type of school Public

References:
None

Description

Headline description
of the school:

Sofia Distance Learning conducts teaching in grades 6
Teaching is done by
The school follows the basic school curriculum and grading criteria, and
students are graded in school year 8
abroad, but they also teach students residing in Sweden who for vari
reasons do not attend a regular school.

Background

1) When was the
school established?
How has it evolved till
now?

- The school was established in 1994 by request from the Swedish
Agency of Education in order to give Swedish children living abroad a
chance to follow the Swedish curriculum.

- They now also have students living in Sweden who cannot participate
in ordinary school for various reasons.

2) What was/were
the reason/s for
establishing a
virtual/distance/onlin
e school? What
specific need(s) was it
aimed to address?

The reason for establishing the school was to give Swedish students living
abroad a chance to study in the Swedish school system. To let them follow
the Swedish curriculum and supply all subjects. Instead of corresponding
via lette

Nowadays they meet the need for children that cannot go to an ordinary
school. The children home municipality apply and pays for the education.
The children could be prevented from going to the
because of health problems, social problems, they are elite athletes in
training or similar.

2 a)Who were the
main intended
beneficiaries –
dispersed rural
learners? Excluded

The main intended beneficiaries were Swedish children living abroad, so
that they could follow their parents abroad for some years and then
return to their ho
letter, ordinary post, they wanted to speed up the communication.

Other beneficiaries are children in Sweden who cannot go to their
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(Sweden)

Sofia Distans

Sofia Distansundervisning
Alsnögatan 11, plan 5
116 41 Stockholm

www.sofiadistans.nu

Ronny Karlsson - manager, ronny.karlsson@sofiadistans.nu

Mai Wall - dept manager, mai.wall@sofiadistans.nu

Ross Tensta Gymnasium / Mats Öström +46 8 50837968,
mats.ostrom@stockholm.se

Sofia Distance Learning conducts teaching in grades 6-9.
Teaching is done by computer and a full curriculum is offered.
The school follows the basic school curriculum and grading criteria, and
students are graded in school year 8-9. The students are mostly living
abroad, but they also teach students residing in Sweden who for vari
reasons do not attend a regular school.

The school was established in 1994 by request from the Swedish
Agency of Education in order to give Swedish children living abroad a
chance to follow the Swedish curriculum.
They now also have students living in Sweden who cannot participate
in ordinary school for various reasons.

The reason for establishing the school was to give Swedish students living
abroad a chance to study in the Swedish school system. To let them follow
the Swedish curriculum and supply all subjects. Instead of corresponding
via letter, ordinary post, they wanted to speed up the communication.

Nowadays they meet the need for children that cannot go to an ordinary
school. The children home municipality apply and pays for the education.
The children could be prevented from going to their ordinary school
because of health problems, social problems, they are elite athletes in
training or similar.

The main intended beneficiaries were Swedish children living abroad, so
that they could follow their parents abroad for some years and then
return to their home school in Sweden. Instead of corresponding via
letter, ordinary post, they wanted to speed up the communication.

Other beneficiaries are children in Sweden who cannot go to their
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manager, ronny.karlsson@sofiadistans.nu

Ross Tensta Gymnasium / Mats Öström +46 8 50837968,

9.
computer and a full curriculum is offered.

The school follows the basic school curriculum and grading criteria, and
9. The students are mostly living

abroad, but they also teach students residing in Sweden who for various

The school was established in 1994 by request from the Swedish
Agency of Education in order to give Swedish children living abroad a

They now also have students living in Sweden who cannot participate

The reason for establishing the school was to give Swedish students living
abroad a chance to study in the Swedish school system. To let them follow
the Swedish curriculum and supply all subjects. Instead of corresponding

r, ordinary post, they wanted to speed up the communication.

Nowadays they meet the need for children that cannot go to an ordinary
school. The children home municipality apply and pays for the education.

ir ordinary school
because of health problems, social problems, they are elite athletes in

The main intended beneficiaries were Swedish children living abroad, so
that they could follow their parents abroad for some years and then

me school in Sweden. Instead of corresponding via
letter, ordinary post, they wanted to speed up the communication.

Other beneficiaries are children in Sweden who cannot go to their
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learners? Ex-pat
learners?
Supplemental
learners requiring
catch-up courses?
Supplemental
learners for specific
courses e.g.
languages? And the
profile now?

ordinary school for various reasons. In Sweden they have made 5
categories
those with medical problems, culture bearers, home sitters and quick
readers. Examples of Cultural bearers are children who are artists and
athletes travelling around and cannot attend in one
mortar school. Home sitters are children that for any reason will not go to
school; one reason could be addiction to computer games.

2b) has the aim
changed over time?

Earlier the school had more missionaries and the Swedish companies
out more people on contract, so earlier we had more full
abroad. Before there were small missionary schools abroad, but these
have now reduced in number from 54 to 19 . Big Swedish companies had
several employees with children around t
schools supported them. But nowadays the companies do not send as
many employees to the same place any more. But Swedish legislation is
still written for these conditions.

3) Current number of
students?

About 500

4) Number and
profile of staff?

They have skilled teachers, about 20 and every student has a parent or
tutor at their location

Pedagogy

6) Where do students
do most of their
studying

Half of them are studying at home and half of
school, but the trend is that more are staying at home studying. Almost all
students in Sweden are studying at home.

7) Where do staff do
most of their
teaching?

Mostly at the office. According to union agreements the teachers can
work from other places for a third of their time.

8) What is the main
teaching method?

How is teaching
articulated (by
subject, cross subject
through project work,
both)

Distance learning is the core teaching method. The school sends the
planning, paper books and material needed for the course via mail. Then
the teacher and the student have contact through the learning platform.
The teachers put online material and assignm
students send their work and questions back to the teachers via the
platform. The material provided from the school varies from paper copies
to all kind of digital formats; video, sound, and text. The school guarantees
answers
So the interaction is usually asynchronous, but can be synchronous.
Thus the method is one of distance learning, blended online, but not
available 24/7. They think that synchronous teaching wi
continuing with the old structures. But the student often send in text
documents, video files and sound files in order to show the teachers what
they have learned. For example every student in Sweden has to learn to
dance certain dances
student has a tutor assign to them who helps them following the study
plan. But the student is responsible to manage the studies on time. They
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ordinary school for various reasons. In Sweden they have made 5
categories of these beneficiaries; those with different kind of problems,
those with medical problems, culture bearers, home sitters and quick
readers. Examples of Cultural bearers are children who are artists and
athletes travelling around and cannot attend in one particular brick and
mortar school. Home sitters are children that for any reason will not go to
school; one reason could be addiction to computer games.

Earlier the school had more missionaries and the Swedish companies
out more people on contract, so earlier we had more full
abroad. Before there were small missionary schools abroad, but these
have now reduced in number from 54 to 19 . Big Swedish companies had
several employees with children around the world and the missionary
schools supported them. But nowadays the companies do not send as
many employees to the same place any more. But Swedish legislation is
still written for these conditions.

About 500- 600 a year between 12- 16 years old

They have skilled teachers, about 20 and every student has a parent or
tutor at their location

Half of them are studying at home and half of them are studying in a
school, but the trend is that more are staying at home studying. Almost all
students in Sweden are studying at home.

Mostly at the office. According to union agreements the teachers can
ork from other places for a third of their time.

Distance learning is the core teaching method. The school sends the
planning, paper books and material needed for the course via mail. Then
the teacher and the student have contact through the learning platform.
The teachers put online material and assignments on the platform and the
students send their work and questions back to the teachers via the
platform. The material provided from the school varies from paper copies
to all kind of digital formats; video, sound, and text. The school guarantees
answers within 24 hours. The teachers only work daytime (Swedish time)
So the interaction is usually asynchronous, but can be synchronous.
Thus the method is one of distance learning, blended online, but not
available 24/7. They think that synchronous teaching wi
continuing with the old structures. But the student often send in text
documents, video files and sound files in order to show the teachers what
they have learned. For example every student in Sweden has to learn to
dance certain dances. So the students film themselves dancing. Every
student has a tutor assign to them who helps them following the study
plan. But the student is responsible to manage the studies on time. They
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ordinary school for various reasons. In Sweden they have made 5
of these beneficiaries; those with different kind of problems,

those with medical problems, culture bearers, home sitters and quick
readers. Examples of Cultural bearers are children who are artists and

particular brick and
mortar school. Home sitters are children that for any reason will not go to
school; one reason could be addiction to computer games.

Earlier the school had more missionaries and the Swedish companies sent
out more people on contract, so earlier we had more full- time students
abroad. Before there were small missionary schools abroad, but these
have now reduced in number from 54 to 19 . Big Swedish companies had

he world and the missionary
schools supported them. But nowadays the companies do not send as
many employees to the same place any more. But Swedish legislation is

They have skilled teachers, about 20 and every student has a parent or

them are studying in a
school, but the trend is that more are staying at home studying. Almost all

Mostly at the office. According to union agreements the teachers can

Distance learning is the core teaching method. The school sends the
planning, paper books and material needed for the course via mail. Then
the teacher and the student have contact through the learning platform.

ents on the platform and the
students send their work and questions back to the teachers via the
platform. The material provided from the school varies from paper copies
to all kind of digital formats; video, sound, and text. The school guarantees

within 24 hours. The teachers only work daytime (Swedish time)
So the interaction is usually asynchronous, but can be synchronous.
Thus the method is one of distance learning, blended online, but not
available 24/7. They think that synchronous teaching with webinars is just
continuing with the old structures. But the student often send in text
documents, video files and sound files in order to show the teachers what
they have learned. For example every student in Sweden has to learn to

. So the students film themselves dancing. Every
student has a tutor assign to them who helps them following the study
plan. But the student is responsible to manage the studies on time. They
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have the plan but can do it in their own time and when they want
the school year.
Most of the studying is self study following the school's prepared study
plans and teaching is mostly articulated by subject.

9) What tools are
used? If more than
one tool is used, how
are they combined?

They use the FirstClass l
sound. They also send books, DVDs (with most of the online material) and
links. They combine it in all the ways they can think of. The paper copies
and the DVDs are for students that do not have a good inte

10) Are students
grouped into classes?
Or are they all
individual learners? In
the latter case is peer
learning promoted? If
so, how?

Some are together in groups some are sitting by their own, but the
students are mostly by their own. They
classes according to Swedish regulations, but in reality they usually work
individually. The students are encouraged to peer learning in the way that
they have to comment on each other´s work.

11) Are there classes
timetabled? Are
students self-directed
learners?

They can follow a time
that helps them structure the day and one way is to follow the time
provided.

Staff recruitment and CPD

12) Does the school
have a specific staff
recruitment
philosophy/policy?
Does it differ
depending on the
category of staff?

When recruiting they first look for flexibility and computer knowledge for
all categories of staff.

13) How does the
school support staff
development?

They use in
virtual schooling. This is not surprising because distance schooling in
Sweden is technically illegal. They have to train their own staff while
developing thei

Impact, inspection

14) What are the
results for students in
terms of learning
outcomes and how do
these compare with
physical schools?

Almost the same results as the rest of the students in Sweden. The
students grades are just above the
have learnt more than the average student in Sweden.

How and when are
students assessed?

They are assessed during the courses. They use assignments to test the
students, but also self checks and quick quizzes. All kind
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have the plan but can do it in their own time and when they want
the school year.
Most of the studying is self study following the school's prepared study
plans and teaching is mostly articulated by subject.

They use the FirstClass learning platform on which they put texts, videos,
sound. They also send books, DVDs (with most of the online material) and
links. They combine it in all the ways they can think of. The paper copies
and the DVDs are for students that do not have a good inte

Some are together in groups some are sitting by their own, but the
students are mostly by their own. They have to be grouped together in
classes according to Swedish regulations, but in reality they usually work
individually. The students are encouraged to peer learning in the way that
they have to comment on each other´s work.

They can follow a time-table, but are free to choose. They have a tutor
that helps them structure the day and one way is to follow the time
provided.

When recruiting they first look for flexibility and computer knowledge for
all categories of staff.

They use in-service training. There is no effective training in Sweden for
virtual schooling. This is not surprising because distance schooling in
Sweden is technically illegal. They have to train their own staff while
developing their own methods.

Almost the same results as the rest of the students in Sweden. The
students grades are just above the average, but the school thinks they
have learnt more than the average student in Sweden.

They are assessed during the courses. They use assignments to test the
students, but also self checks and quick quizzes. All kind
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have the plan but can do it in their own time and when they want during

Most of the studying is self study following the school's prepared study

earning platform on which they put texts, videos,
sound. They also send books, DVDs (with most of the online material) and
links. They combine it in all the ways they can think of. The paper copies
and the DVDs are for students that do not have a good internet access.

Some are together in groups some are sitting by their own, but the
have to be grouped together in

classes according to Swedish regulations, but in reality they usually work
individually. The students are encouraged to peer learning in the way that

table, but are free to choose. They have a tutor
that helps them structure the day and one way is to follow the time-table

When recruiting they first look for flexibility and computer knowledge for

service training. There is no effective training in Sweden for
virtual schooling. This is not surprising because distance schooling in
Sweden is technically illegal. They have to train their own staff while

Almost the same results as the rest of the students in Sweden. The
average, but the school thinks they

They are assessed during the courses. They use assignments to test the
students, but also self checks and quick quizzes. All kind of media are
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used. National tests in Swedish, English and Mathematics are sent to the
tutor who then makes sure the student does the test. The tutor then
mails the test back to the school.

What are the
examination and
testing regimes and
how do these
compare with
physical schools?

The school have the national tests in Swedish, English and Maths and
tasks and tests are much the same as in physical school. The great
difference is that Sofia Distans has fewer traditional tests than an ordinary
school in S

What is the retention
rate of students (or
the other way round-
what is the drop-out
rate of students?

Not many students drop out. It is a very conscious choice to choose Sofia
Distans, so the students have already made up their mind when they
start. They know what they are entering.

Are formally
recognised
qualifications
provided?

Yes

Are obtained
qualifications
recognized at local/
national/EU/world
level?

Local (Swedish level)

15) What are the
regulation and/or
inspection regimes?

Yes, regularly, the Swedish Schools Inspectorate carries it out in about
every fifth year.

Future

16) What are the
plans for the future?
(And what are the
barriers to/enablers
for these?)

To continue and have more students. Barriers = regulations in the
law for Swedish students abroad, and for distance learning in Sweden.
The development in the world can be a barrier in the sense that travelling
and work patterns change. Will Swedish companies send out more or less
workers into the world? If less S
students.

Organisation, management and funding

How does the school
stand with respect to
the national
education system?

They follow the Swedish course plans, mark criteria and curriculum

How are students
funded? (Public?
Private?)

Approximately 40 % from the state, 40 % from fees and 20 % from the
municipalities.

The school has a deal with the Swedish government that gives some
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used. National tests in Swedish, English and Mathematics are sent to the
tutor who then makes sure the student does the test. The tutor then
mails the test back to the school.

The school have the national tests in Swedish, English and Maths and
tasks and tests are much the same as in physical school. The great
difference is that Sofia Distans has fewer traditional tests than an ordinary
school in Sweden.

Not many students drop out. It is a very conscious choice to choose Sofia
Distans, so the students have already made up their mind when they
start. They know what they are entering.

Local (Swedish level)

egularly, the Swedish Schools Inspectorate carries it out in about
every fifth year.

To continue and have more students. Barriers = regulations in the
law for Swedish students abroad, and for distance learning in Sweden.
The development in the world can be a barrier in the sense that travelling
and work patterns change. Will Swedish companies send out more or less
workers into the world? If less Sofia Distans will lose a big group of
students.

Organisation, management and funding

They follow the Swedish course plans, mark criteria and curriculum

Approximately 40 % from the state, 40 % from fees and 20 % from the
municipalities.

The school has a deal with the Swedish government that gives some
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used. National tests in Swedish, English and Mathematics are sent to the
tutor who then makes sure the student does the test. The tutor then

The school have the national tests in Swedish, English and Maths and
tasks and tests are much the same as in physical school. The great
difference is that Sofia Distans has fewer traditional tests than an ordinary

Not many students drop out. It is a very conscious choice to choose Sofia
Distans, so the students have already made up their mind when they

egularly, the Swedish Schools Inspectorate carries it out in about

To continue and have more students. Barriers = regulations in the school
law for Swedish students abroad, and for distance learning in Sweden.
The development in the world can be a barrier in the sense that travelling
and work patterns change. Will Swedish companies send out more or less

ofia Distans will lose a big group of

They follow the Swedish course plans, mark criteria and curriculum

Approximately 40 % from the state, 40 % from fees and 20 % from the

The school has a deal with the Swedish government that gives some
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money for the students living abroad and the students have
rest for themselves. For students living in Sweden the municipality in
which the students lives pays the fee.

What is its level of
autonomy (in terms
of funding
search/management
and in terms of
curricula)

Sofia Distans has quite a high level
get public money and use them to run the school according to the
curricula and the laws. The main goal is to get the students to reach their
learning goals. The schools are thus given a certain amount of money for
each student and then the schools are free to handle the money however
they wish as long as they get the students to reach the goals.

How is sustainability
of the school
ensured?

They have to have satisfied students all the time. They have to apply for a
new pe
barrier for the school is at the moment the Swedish legislation

Additional information

No additional information

3.8 Wereldschool

General Information

Name of the case
(School):

Wereldschool (and IVIO@school)

Website http://www.wereldschool.nl/

Address (town,
region, country):

Lelystad, Netherlands

References "Wereldschool", Wereldschool, unknown publication date,
http://www.wereldschool.nl/content.aspx?id=454
2012)

"Education abroad", Wereldschool, November 2010,
http://www.wereldschool.nl/uploadedFiles/De_Wereldschool/Education
%20abroad.pdf

Other links to online
materials (videos,
photo’s,
documentation, etc.)

“Interview with Jeanine Nieuwenhuis at Sheffield Virtual Schoo
Colloquium”

http://www.virtualsc
jeanine

Contact name and
role of the
interviewed
person(s)

Jeanine Nieuwenhuis, [General Manager]

VISCED
Partner/author:

Barry Phillips (Sero)
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money for the students living abroad and the students have
rest for themselves. For students living in Sweden the municipality in
which the students lives pays the fee.

Sofia Distans has quite a high level of autonomy. In Sweden the schools
get public money and use them to run the school according to the
curricula and the laws. The main goal is to get the students to reach their
learning goals. The schools are thus given a certain amount of money for

tudent and then the schools are free to handle the money however
they wish as long as they get the students to reach the goals.

They have to have satisfied students all the time. They have to apply for a
new permit every fifth year in competition with other schools. The big
barrier for the school is at the moment the Swedish legislation

No additional information

.8 Wereldschool (Netherlands)

Wereldschool (and IVIO@school)

http://www.wereldschool.nl/ (and http://www.ivioschool.nl/

Lelystad, Netherlands

"Wereldschool", Wereldschool, unknown publication date,
http://www.wereldschool.nl/content.aspx?id=454, (accessed 28

"Education abroad", Wereldschool, November 2010,
http://www.wereldschool.nl/uploadedFiles/De_Wereldschool/Education
%20abroad.pdf, (accessed 28th August 2012)

“Interview with Jeanine Nieuwenhuis at Sheffield Virtual Schoo
Colloquium”

http://www.virtualschoolsandcolleges.info/presentation/interview
jeanine-nieuwenhuis#interview

Jeanine Nieuwenhuis, [General Manager]

Barry Phillips (Sero)
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money for the students living abroad and the students have to pay the
rest for themselves. For students living in Sweden the municipality in

of autonomy. In Sweden the schools
get public money and use them to run the school according to the
curricula and the laws. The main goal is to get the students to reach their
learning goals. The schools are thus given a certain amount of money for

tudent and then the schools are free to handle the money however
they wish as long as they get the students to reach the goals.

They have to have satisfied students all the time. They have to apply for a
rmit every fifth year in competition with other schools. The big

barrier for the school is at the moment the Swedish legislation

http://www.ivioschool.nl/)

"Wereldschool", Wereldschool, unknown publication date,
(accessed 28th August

http://www.wereldschool.nl/uploadedFiles/De_Wereldschool/Education

“Interview with Jeanine Nieuwenhuis at Sheffield Virtual Schools

hoolsandcolleges.info/presentation/interview-with-
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Type of school
X

Description

Background
- When was the

school
established?

- What was/were
the reason/s for
establishing a
virtual/distance/o
nline school?

- What specific
need(s) was it
aimed to address?

- Who were the
main intended
beneficiaries

Wereldschool was founded in 1948

Initially to provide education for the children of Dutch nationals living in
the former Dutch colony Indonesia.

There was a need for these stude
in order (in many cases) that they were not disadvantaged if/when they
returned to the Netherlands.

Expatriate children and their families.

Current situation
How has the school
evolved till now?
Have beneficiaries
changed over time?

The school has changed radically from the initial ‘Correspondence school’
model to the point where all contacts between students and teachers are
now facilitated through the internet

In 2011 Wereldschool divided its educational provision into that for the
initial target group of students overseas (Wereldschool) and that for
students in the Netherlands who did not have a place at a traditional
school

Number and age
range of students
today

Wereldschool currently supports approximately 700 students
across 128 countries. Of these, 500 are primary students and 200
secondary students. The Wereldschool offer covers pre
through to u

It should be noted that the pre
Wereldschool and IVIO programmes; it is basically an introduction and
guide programme (with exercises, tips, games, songs etc) for parents to
work through wi

Profile of students
Are they full-time or is
this number based on
course enrolment

The students’ engagement with Wereldschool is tailored (in consultation
with the family
school in their new country of residence and enrol with Wereldschool for
supplementary courses (e.g. Dutch) which will help their re
when they return to schooling in their home coun
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Public
X Private

Result of a Public/private partnership

Wereldschool was founded in 1948

Initially to provide education for the children of Dutch nationals living in
the former Dutch colony Indonesia.

There was a need for these students to have access to ‘Dutch education’
in order (in many cases) that they were not disadvantaged if/when they
returned to the Netherlands.

Expatriate children and their families.

The school has changed radically from the initial ‘Correspondence school’
model to the point where all contacts between students and teachers are
now facilitated through the internet – typically using e-

In 2011 Wereldschool divided its educational provision into that for the
initial target group of students overseas (Wereldschool) and that for
students in the Netherlands who did not have a place at a traditional
school – IVIO@school (see text below).

Wereldschool currently supports approximately 700 students
across 128 countries. Of these, 500 are primary students and 200
secondary students. The Wereldschool offer covers pre
through to upper-secondary (18 years).

It should be noted that the pre-school programme differs from the main
Wereldschool and IVIO programmes; it is basically an introduction and
guide programme (with exercises, tips, games, songs etc) for parents to
work through with their children.

The students’ engagement with Wereldschool is tailored (in consultation
with the family) to the individual’s needs. Some students register at a local
school in their new country of residence and enrol with Wereldschool for
supplementary courses (e.g. Dutch) which will help their re
when they return to schooling in their home country (of the Netherlands
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Initially to provide education for the children of Dutch nationals living in

nts to have access to ‘Dutch education’
in order (in many cases) that they were not disadvantaged if/when they

The school has changed radically from the initial ‘Correspondence school’
model to the point where all contacts between students and teachers are

-mail and Skype.

In 2011 Wereldschool divided its educational provision into that for the
initial target group of students overseas (Wereldschool) and that for
students in the Netherlands who did not have a place at a traditional

Wereldschool currently supports approximately 700 students overseas -
across 128 countries. Of these, 500 are primary students and 200
secondary students. The Wereldschool offer covers pre-school (3years)

school programme differs from the main
Wereldschool and IVIO programmes; it is basically an introduction and
guide programme (with exercises, tips, games, songs etc) for parents to

The students’ engagement with Wereldschool is tailored (in consultation
) to the individual’s needs. Some students register at a local

school in their new country of residence and enrol with Wereldschool for
supplementary courses (e.g. Dutch) which will help their re-integration

try (of the Netherlands
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numbers?

What is that make-up
of f/t to p/t?)
(Historical trend?)

or Belgium). Other students opt for the Wereldschool full curr
are essentially home

Number and profile
of staff

Teaching staff?
Support staff? F/t to
p/t?) (Teaching staff:
students caseload)

- Support staff:
- Teaching staff (part

10 primary teachers
35 secondary teachers

An individual full

Staff recruitment and
CPD
Does the school have
a specific staff
recruitment
philosophy/policy?
Does it differ
depending on the
category of staff?

How does the school
support staff
development?

The main goal of the Wereldschool is to prepare students on their return
to school in the Netherlands or in Belgium.
(re)integrate students into the school system Wereldschool prefers
teachers who maintain their curriculum and pedagogic knowledge
through current employment at traditional Dutch schools. These teachers
often combine their work at Wereldsch
school.
In addition to this it is also essential that teachers have the
stimulate and motivate students by email. Coaching by email demands a
great deal

Wereldschool does not
seeks good
techniques.
specific online teaching skills.

Wereldschool monitors the teaching staff closely. Every month
checks
Teachers have to respond
to be corrected within 5 days.
staff that they send stimulating feedback to their students to keep them
motivated. The teachers get daily support from the head
annual
meeting
professional
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or Belgium). Other students opt for the Wereldschool full curr
are essentially home-educated.

upport staff: 12 people (7,8 full-time equivalents)
Teaching staff (part-time):

10 primary teachers
35 secondary teachers

An individual full-time teacher will support approximately

The main goal of the Wereldschool is to prepare students on their return
to school in the Netherlands or in Belgium. Since the aim is to
(re)integrate students into the school system Wereldschool prefers
teachers who maintain their curriculum and pedagogic knowledge
through current employment at traditional Dutch schools. These teachers
often combine their work at Wereldschool and a traditional physical
school.
In addition to this it is also essential that teachers have the
stimulate and motivate students by email. Coaching by email demands a
great deal of sensitivity and creativity and good writing skills.

reldschool does not specifically recruit teachers for their
good teachers who are willing and capable to adapt new

techniques. Teachers will then receive support in developing
specific online teaching skills.

Wereldschool monitors the teaching staff closely. Every month
s the pace and quality of the feedback supplied by the teaching staff.

Teachers have to respond to messages within 48 hours and every test has
to be corrected within 5 days. The school also demands
staff that they send stimulating feedback to their students to keep them
motivated. The teachers get daily support from the head
annual official appraisal. Wereldschool also organises twice
meetings to catch up with all teachers and to organize workshops for
professional development.
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or Belgium). Other students opt for the Wereldschool full curriculum and

)

approximately 80 students.

The main goal of the Wereldschool is to prepare students on their return
e the aim is to

(re)integrate students into the school system Wereldschool prefers
teachers who maintain their curriculum and pedagogic knowledge
through current employment at traditional Dutch schools. These teachers

ool and a traditional physical

In addition to this it is also essential that teachers have the skills to
stimulate and motivate students by email. Coaching by email demands a

writing skills.

recruit teachers for their ICT skills, but
teachers who are willing and capable to adapt new
Teachers will then receive support in developing ICT skills and

Wereldschool monitors the teaching staff closely. Every month the school
by the teaching staff.

messages within 48 hours and every test has
s from teaching

staff that they send stimulating feedback to their students to keep them
motivated. The teachers get daily support from the head-office and an

twice-yearly
to organize workshops for
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Pedagogy

Learning site(s)
Where do students do
most of their
studying? (Host
school? Home?
Other?)

Where do staff do
most of their
teaching? (School?
Home?)

The Wereldschool student community undertakes learning at various
sites; students and their families
own needs. The majority of students following only a few subjects (mostly
Dutch) study at home so that the can easily
other (home)

Most of the students following the complete curriculum are looking for a
more social environment. Sometimes they work
host school
gymnastics o
fellow

Most Wereldschool
above, most
with teaching students from the Wereldschool.
teachers living

Learning method(s)
What is the main
teaching method?
(Fully online?
Blended? Defining
characteristics/qualiti
es?)

How is teaching
articulated (by
subject, cross subject
through project work,
both)

Students use hard
tutors.

Students
(primary school or three secondary school levels) or a specific co
as IB Dutch and language courses.

Students are supplied with a comprehensive manual and package of
learning materials
planner and all lesson materials. For primary students the manual is
written
written for the students. The students work independently with these
materials and use Skype and e

It is planned for these materials to be replaced with
to include multimedia content such as video.

Parents of primary school children are expected to work with their
children. Secondary school students are expected to work independently
but their parents are encouraged to mentor their ch

Teaching is articulated by subject.
their distance
a few subjects.
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e Wereldschool student community undertakes learning at various
sites; students and their families choose the model which best meets their
own needs. The majority of students following only a few subjects (mostly
Dutch) study at home so that the can easily combine the self
other (home) work.

Most of the students following the complete curriculum are looking for a
more social environment. Sometimes they work on their programmes at a
host school in order that they can participate in subjects such
gymnastics or art-classes. Other full-time students study together with

home-school students - perhaps in a library or at home.

Most Wereldschool teaching staff work primarily from
above, most teachers combine a part-time teaching job at a Dutch school
with teaching students from the Wereldschool. There are
teachers living and working overseas.

Students use hard-copy learning materials and are supported by online
tutors.

Students enrol in teaching programmes specifically for their school level
(primary school or three secondary school levels) or a specific co
as IB Dutch and language courses.

Students are supplied with a comprehensive manual and package of
learning materials – books, CD-ROMs etc. The manuals contain a lesson
planner and all lesson materials. For primary students the manual is
written for the parents whilst for secondary students the manual is
written for the students. The students work independently with these
materials and use Skype and e-mail to contact their teachers for support.

It is planned for these materials to be replaced with online resources and
to include multimedia content such as video.

Parents of primary school children are expected to work with their
children. Secondary school students are expected to work independently
but their parents are encouraged to mentor their children.

Teaching is articulated by subject. Wereldschool students often combine
their distance education with education at a local school and choose only
a few subjects. As such, it is difficult to organise cross subject projects.
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e Wereldschool student community undertakes learning at various
choose the model which best meets their

own needs. The majority of students following only a few subjects (mostly
combine the self-study with

Most of the students following the complete curriculum are looking for a
their programmes at a

ate in subjects such as
study together with

r at home.

home. As noted
time teaching job at a Dutch school

There are also some

copy learning materials and are supported by online

enrol in teaching programmes specifically for their school level
(primary school or three secondary school levels) or a specific course such

Students are supplied with a comprehensive manual and package of
ROMs etc. The manuals contain a lesson

planner and all lesson materials. For primary students the manual is
for the parents whilst for secondary students the manual is

written for the students. The students work independently with these
mail to contact their teachers for support.

online resources and

Parents of primary school children are expected to work with their
children. Secondary school students are expected to work independently

ildren.

students often combine
a local school and choose only

e cross subject projects.
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Are students grouped
into classes? Or are
they all individual
learners? In the latter
case is peer learning
promoted? If so,
how?

Are there classes
timetabled? Are
students self-directed
learners?

Whilst s
schools

Wereldschool has chosen an approach
needs of the individual
space. Because the students live in different time
not always possible. However,
feasibility of integrating
students
social situations
with each other by an electronic message board.

Home-
students
day they work on their own
participate in

Note: IVIO@school works together with regular schools in Holland. Some
schools timetable specific ‘Wereldschool’ subjects, but most schools
create time for ‘Wereldschool’ lesson
on their own subjects. The mentor of the children is in the class and helps
all the students to plan the lessons
those students from a distance and responds to question about a specific
subject.

Learning support
What tools are used?
If more than one tool
is used, how are they
combined? (Learning
platform? CD/DVDs?
Tele?, web 2.0?,
mobile?)

What is the role (if
any) of tutors or any
other facilitator?

Currently students are supplied with hard
manual and supporting books and learning resources such as CD
The students are supported online b
Netherlands.

The use of a web
counselling.

The online teachers have regular contact with the overseas students via
Skype or e
offered is timely e.g.
respond within 48 hours after receiving a message from the parents or
students, and tests must be corrected within 5 working days.

Impact

Learning outcomes
What are the results
for students in terms
of learning outcomes

The learning outcomes of
traditional
has to take the Cito
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Whilst students learn independently, many are also enrolled in physical
schools where they get to experience the social aspect of school

Wereldschool has chosen an approach based on meeting the specific
needs of the individual. The students work at their own level in th
space. Because the students live in different time-zones peer learning is
not always possible. However, Wereldschool intends to investigate the
feasibility of integrating peer learning in its programmes.
students are encouraged to participate in local sport clubs and other
social situations. Students are also offered the possibility to communicate
with each other by an electronic message board.

-schooled Wereldschool students are self-directed. Wereldschool
students who work from a local school are also self-directed. During the
day they work on their own Wereldschool programme, however, they also
participate in host-school lessons such as gymnastics and art.

Note: IVIO@school works together with regular schools in Holland. Some
schools timetable specific ‘Wereldschool’ subjects, but most schools
create time for ‘Wereldschool’ lessons and in this time each student
on their own subjects. The mentor of the children is in the class and helps
all the students to plan the lessons. The ‘Wereldschool’
those students from a distance and responds to question about a specific
subject.

Currently students are supplied with hard-copy materials in the form of a
manual and supporting books and learning resources such as CD
The students are supported online by teachers – usually
Netherlands.

The use of a web-based pupil monitoring system assures an optimal
counselling.

The online teachers have regular contact with the overseas students via
Skype or e-mail etc. There are strict rules which guaran
offered is timely e.g. the teacher or replacing teacher is obliged to
respond within 48 hours after receiving a message from the parents or
students, and tests must be corrected within 5 working days.

The learning outcomes of Wereldschool students compare favourably with
traditional Dutch schools. Every student of the last class of primary school
has to take the Cito-test. The national average of this test is 534,9 points.
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enrolled in physical
they get to experience the social aspect of school-life.

based on meeting the specific
. The students work at their own level in their own

zones peer learning is
Wereldschool intends to investigate the

programmes. Currently,
clubs and other

the possibility to communicate

directed. Wereldschool
directed. During the

, however, they also
as gymnastics and art.

Note: IVIO@school works together with regular schools in Holland. Some
schools timetable specific ‘Wereldschool’ subjects, but most schools

s and in this time each student works
on their own subjects. The mentor of the children is in the class and helps

’ teacher guides
those students from a distance and responds to question about a specific

copy materials in the form of a
manual and supporting books and learning resources such as CD-ROMs.

usually based in the

based pupil monitoring system assures an optimal

The online teachers have regular contact with the overseas students via
mail etc. There are strict rules which guarantee the support

he teacher or replacing teacher is obliged to
respond within 48 hours after receiving a message from the parents or
students, and tests must be corrected within 5 working days.

compare favourably with
Dutch schools. Every student of the last class of primary school

test. The national average of this test is 534,9 points.
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and how do these
compare with physical
schools?

What is the retention
rate of students (or
the other way round-
what is the drop-out
rate of students?

The average of the Wereldschool is 544,5 points.
strongly suggests that Wereldschool
when they return to a Dutch school.

The personal
from parents
results.

However, Wereldschool freely acknowledges that it cannot claim
responsibility
schooling in Holland before they start with the Wereldschool.

Qualifications
Are formally
recognised
qualifications
provided?

Are obtained
qualifications
recognised at
local/national/EU/wor
ld level?

The Wereldschool works with teaching methods used within Dutch
schools, ensuring that the curriculum corresponds with the Dutch
education
into the Dutch system once they return to the Netherlands.

Every Dutch school has to obtain a national qualification from the Ministry
of Education. The Ministry sets goals for all schools
secondary) and controls the quality of each school. The Wereldschool is
recognised as a school by the Ministry of Education.

While home
Wereldschool is allowed
inspectorate

Examination and
testing features

What are the
examination and
testing regimes and
how do these
compare with
physical schools?

The students
supervised
teacher. The teacher corrects the test and sends it back.

In the final year of secondary schools the student
Netherlands
independent, national institute responsible for all official school exams
that do not take place at a school.

Inspection regimes

What are the
regulation and/or
inspection regimes?
(Are there any
inspection reports
and/or evaluations?
Who carries the
inspection and

The Ministry of Education of the Dutch Government has a special section
that is responsible for the inspection of for
Wereldschool has
three or four years they visit
policies
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The average of the Wereldschool is 544,5 points. Anecdotal evidence also
strongly suggests that Wereldschool pupils are ahead of the peer group
when they return to a Dutch school.

he personalised and personal programme, and the individual attention
from parents, helps Wereldschool students to achieve a
results.

However, Wereldschool freely acknowledges that it cannot claim
responsibility for the good results: most students have had some
schooling in Holland before they start with the Wereldschool.

The Wereldschool works with teaching methods used within Dutch
schools, ensuring that the curriculum corresponds with the Dutch
education system. This is necessary to support the students’ re
into the Dutch system once they return to the Netherlands.

Every Dutch school has to obtain a national qualification from the Ministry
of Education. The Ministry sets goals for all schools (primary and
secondary) and controls the quality of each school. The Wereldschool is
recognised as a school by the Ministry of Education.

hile home-schooling is forbidden in the Netherlands,
Wereldschool is allowed (only) with permission from the
inspectorate for Dutch children living abroad.

The students periodically have to take tests. The test are digit
supervised by the parents. The student/parent sends the answers to the
teacher. The teacher corrects the test and sends it back.

n the final year of secondary schools the students have to return to the
Netherlands to take the official finals. These exams are
independent, national institute responsible for all official school exams

do not take place at a school.

The Ministry of Education of the Dutch Government has a special section
that is responsible for the inspection of foreign Dutch schools. Every year
Wereldschool has to provide its learning outcomes to officials and
three or four years they visit the school to inspect all learning materials,

ies etc.
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Anecdotal evidence also
pupils are ahead of the peer group

and the individual attention
achieve and maintain better

However, Wereldschool freely acknowledges that it cannot claim full
most students have had some

schooling in Holland before they start with the Wereldschool.

The Wereldschool works with teaching methods used within Dutch
schools, ensuring that the curriculum corresponds with the Dutch

system. This is necessary to support the students’ re-integration
into the Dutch system once they return to the Netherlands.

Every Dutch school has to obtain a national qualification from the Ministry
(primary and

secondary) and controls the quality of each school. The Wereldschool is

in the Netherlands, studying at the
from the school

have to take tests. The test are digital or
by the parents. The student/parent sends the answers to the

teacher. The teacher corrects the test and sends it back.

have to return to the
exams are administered by an

independent, national institute responsible for all official school exams

The Ministry of Education of the Dutch Government has a special section
eign Dutch schools. Every year

to officials and every
school to inspect all learning materials,
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evaluation activities
out?)

Organisation and management

The school and the
national education
system
How does the school
stand with respect to
the national
education system?

What is its level of
autonomy (in terms of
funding
search/management
and in terms of
curricula)

Wereldschool
with recognised learning materials and with professional teachers
learning results are very good.
provision
However,
Dutch
received directly from the Dutch government is for
Our clients have to pay for the education themselves. Regular schools
receive funding from the Dutch government.

All less
Dutch Government,

The Wereldschool works together with
educational companies

Funding
How is sustainability
of the school
ensured? (public
funding, private
funding, students
fees)

How are students
funded? (Public?
Private?)

Wereldschool receives
for the subject Dutch) but students pay fees per module.

The students are funded by private means.

Financial
management
How much does the
school cost annually

Primary
- Dutch:
class, the normal
- Full curriculum:

Secondary school:
- Dutch
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Organisation and management

Wereldschool school is recognised by the Dutch Government,
with recognised learning materials and with professional teachers
learning results are very good. As such, Wereldschool’s
provision meets all national standards.
However, its funding mechanism is totally different from other national

schools: Wereldschool is privately owned. The only
received directly from the Dutch government is for ‘Dutch’
Our clients have to pay for the education themselves. Regular schools
receive funding from the Dutch government.

lesson programmes and curricula have to meet the standards of the
Dutch Government, beyond this the Wereldschool is independent.

The Wereldschool works together with the other IVIO Educational Group
educational companies - also part of the KMM holding.

Wereldschool receives partial funding from the Dutch G
the subject Dutch) but students pay fees per module.

The students are funded by private means.

Primary school:
Dutch: €1150 per class (every student has max 18 months to finish a

class, the normal period is 10 months)
Full curriculum: €3000 (average) per class

Secondary school:
Dutch €1250 - €1350 per class
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school is recognised by the Dutch Government, it works
with recognised learning materials and with professional teachers. The

As such, Wereldschool’s education

is totally different from other national
only funding

‘Dutch’ as a subject.
Our clients have to pay for the education themselves. Regular schools

on programmes and curricula have to meet the standards of the
the Wereldschool is independent.

IVIO Educational Group
also part of the KMM holding.

partial funding from the Dutch Government (only
the subject Dutch) but students pay fees per module.

€1150 per class (every student has max 18 months to finish a
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What costs the most
teachers,
technological support,
renting of spaces etc.

- Full curriculum

Wereldschool typically aims for 75% of its annual spending to be on
teaching staff, support staff, technical support, educational materials and
other management/marketing resources. The remainder is comprised of
property rental, storage, logistics and p

Sustainability and transferability

How is sustainability
ensured and how do
you plan to maintain
it? What are the
critical factors for
sustainability

What are the plans
for the future? (And
what are the barriers
to/enablers for
these?)

Wereldschool sees the c
Today the
quick,
modern techniques that enable a mor
programmes.
followed at any place at any time, but at the same time connects student
with their teachers and other students.

Wereldschool is working to
primary year programmes
primary school the parent
Wereldschool teachers,
With digital material
more as
secondary school

Wereldschool is thus planning to digitise the learning ma
lessons
cooperation with publishers
‘bottleneck’ is to find a
platforms are designed primari
model is highly personalised.

Another plan is
current offer would be extended to support families as they prepare for
expatriation by helping them to
language lessons

Do you consider that
the experience of
your school could be
replicated
somewhere else?

The Wereldschool experience is potentially replicable in a number of
environments but is particularly appropriate where
number overseas
countries where home
possibilities (see activities of IVIO@School).
based on
variety of student
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Full curriculum €5000 - €7000 per class

Wereldschool typically aims for 75% of its annual spending to be on
teaching staff, support staff, technical support, educational materials and
other management/marketing resources. The remainder is comprised of
property rental, storage, logistics and profit.

Sustainability and transferability

Wereldschool sees the critical factor for sustainability as personalis
Today the main communication channel is email. Whilst e
quick, it also impersonal. The challenge for Wereldschool
modern techniques that enable a more personal approach
programmes. The school is seeking to develop a programme that can be
followed at any place at any time, but at the same time connects student
with their teachers and other students.

reldschool is working to make the programmes (particularly the
primary year programmes) easier for the parents to work with. In
primary school the parent is basically the teacher. Supported by
Wereldschool teachers, the parents explain the content to the children.
With digital material (video etc) the parent has to “teach” less and can
more as coach for the children. Clearly this will also be advantageous at
secondary school where the parent already has the role of coach.

Wereldschool is thus planning to digitise the learning ma
lessons and coursework. At present this looks challenging since
cooperation with publishers is proving somewhat problematic
‘bottleneck’ is to find an appropriate and affordable digital platform: most
platforms are designed primarily for ‘classes’ whereas the Wereldschool
model is highly personalised.

Another plan is also to offer a full-service programme for expat
current offer would be extended to support families as they prepare for
expatriation by helping them to find the right schools, by prepa
language lessons, advice and distance learning for the mother tongue

The Wereldschool experience is potentially replicable in a number of
environments but is particularly appropriate where there is
number overseas interested in maintaining their mother tongue. In
countries where home-schooling is allowed, there are even more
possibilities (see activities of IVIO@School). Wereldschool’s programme is
based on flexibility (time, space, working pace) so it is suitable for a
variety of student groups.
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Wereldschool typically aims for 75% of its annual spending to be on
teaching staff, support staff, technical support, educational materials and
other management/marketing resources. The remainder is comprised of

sustainability as personalisation.
Whilst email is very

for Wereldschool is to integrate
e personal approach to its learning
develop a programme that can be

followed at any place at any time, but at the same time connects student

(particularly the
to work with. In the
Supported by

explain the content to the children.
to “teach” less and can act

Clearly this will also be advantageous at
has the role of coach.

Wereldschool is thus planning to digitise the learning materials used in
At present this looks challenging since

is proving somewhat problematic. Another
n appropriate and affordable digital platform: most

ly for ‘classes’ whereas the Wereldschool

service programme for expatriates. The
current offer would be extended to support families as they prepare for

find the right schools, by preparatory
, advice and distance learning for the mother tongue.

The Wereldschool experience is potentially replicable in a number of
there is sufficient

interested in maintaining their mother tongue. In
re even more

Wereldschool’s programme is
s suitable for a
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Additional comments
In 2011 Wereldschool split its operation into
Wereldschool itself continues to support children overseas and another
school IVIO@School has been developed to support children in the
Netherlands who are not considered well
education system.
disabilities, school
offender institution.
gifted students who may not be well
schooling is not legal in the Netherlands so these children (excluding
those in p
school where they work through the IVIO materials and are supported
online by IVIO teachers.
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In 2011 Wereldschool split its operation into two separate ‘sister
Wereldschool itself continues to support children overseas and another
school IVIO@School has been developed to support children in the
Netherlands who are not considered well-suited by the traditional Dutch
education system. This may be because they have learning difficulties or

isabilities, school-phobia, illness or they may be incarcerated in a young
offender institution. Amongst these students are some very academically
gifted students who may not be well-served by current system.
schooling is not legal in the Netherlands so these children (excluding
those in prison who attend prison schools) are expected to attend a
school where they work through the IVIO materials and are supported
online by IVIO teachers.
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two separate ‘sister- schools.
Wereldschool itself continues to support children overseas and another
school IVIO@School has been developed to support children in the

suited by the traditional Dutch
This may be because they have learning difficulties or

illness or they may be incarcerated in a young
Amongst these students are some very academically

t system. Home
schooling is not legal in the Netherlands so these children (excluding

) are expected to attend a
school where they work through the IVIO materials and are supported
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4. Case studies from outside Europe
To contrast and compare European virtual schools with those in other Anglophone regions of the

world we undertook four briefer

college from New Zealand. Whilst the largest number of virtual schools is in the USA, case studies of

these are extensively covered in existing literature.

Two of these 'mini' case studies used a similar template to the main European case studies, whilst

the two Australian ones are presented in narrative form.

4.1 Credenda High School (Canada)

General Information

Name of the case
(School):

Credenda Virtual High School

Website http://www.credenda.net

Address (town,
region, country):

272 South Industrial Drive
Prince Albert, SK S6V
+1 306

References

Other links to online
materials (videos,
photo’s,
documentation, etc.)

http://www.onlineschools.com/report
school
http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/Credenda_Virtual_High_School_%2
6_College
http://www.linkedin.com/company/credenda
college
http://newadventuresatwilkes.blogspot.co.uk/2009/02/technology
and-learning

Contact name and
role of the
interviewed
person(s)

Vince Hill, Director of Education

VISCED
Partner/author:

Nikos Zygouritsas, Lambrakis

Type of school
X Private

Additional comments:
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se studies from outside Europe
To contrast and compare European virtual schools with those in other Anglophone regions of the

briefer case studies: two from Australia, a school from Canada and a virtual

lst the largest number of virtual schools is in the USA, case studies of

these are extensively covered in existing literature.

Two of these 'mini' case studies used a similar template to the main European case studies, whilst

esented in narrative form.

Credenda High School (Canada)

Credenda Virtual High School

http://www.credenda.net

272 South Industrial Drive
Prince Albert, SK S6V 7L8, Canada
+1 306-764-2847

http://www.onlineschools.com/report-cards/credenda
school
http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/Credenda_Virtual_High_School_%2
6_College
http://www.linkedin.com/company/credenda-virtual-high
college
http://newadventuresatwilkes.blogspot.co.uk/2009/02/technology

learning-review-of.html
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To contrast and compare European virtual schools with those in other Anglophone regions of the

: two from Australia, a school from Canada and a virtual

lst the largest number of virtual schools is in the USA, case studies of

Two of these 'mini' case studies used a similar template to the main European case studies, whilst

cards/credenda-virtual-high-

http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/Credenda_Virtual_High_School_%2

high-school-and-

http://newadventuresatwilkes.blogspot.co.uk/2009/02/technology-tools-
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CVHS charges
Grand Council (PAGC) and as such students living within a provincial
school division in Canada may be reimbursed by their school district for
up to two classes per term.

Description

Background
- When was the

school
established?

- What was/were
the reason/s for
establishing a
virtual/distance/o
nline school?

- What specific
need(s) was it
aimed to address?

- Who were the
main intended
beneficiaries

Credenda Virtual High School (CVHS)
Prince Albert Grand Council (PAGC).

Students and their families in the geographically isolated (typically First
Nation) communities of northern Saskatchewan have historically faced
barriers to accessing high
attainment rates have been evident. General
40%, while 55
studies.

CVHS was created to meet a specific need and was not intended to
replace schools.
working to meet student needs wherever class sizes were too small to
justify offering a course (or where the course was best delivered by a
subject specialist).

CVHS was initially established for t
northern Saskatchewan. Whilst these were initially
Nations communities CVHS now proactively promotes itself as a “First
Nation school that welcomes everybody”.

Current situation
How has the school
evolved till now?
Have beneficiaries
changed over time?

CVHS has expanded its reach and now caters for students from school
districts across Saskatchewan province and beyond
studying from overseas.

Number and age
range of students
today

Approximately 500 students per academic year (high

Profile of students
Are they full-time or is
this number based on
course enrolment
numbers?
What is that make-up
of f/t to p/t?)
(Historical trend?)

Most of the students are part
as a supplement.

Most of the students are from the northern communities of the region,
with maths and science as the most popular courses.
They tend to pick up missing classes.

Number and profile
of staff
Teaching staff?
Support staff? F/t to
p/t?) (Teaching staff:

Teachers: 8
Instructors: 7
Staff: 11
Learning course developers: 2
There is a total of 30 persons in the staff.
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CVHS charges course fees but was initially established by the Prince Albert
Grand Council (PAGC) and as such students living within a provincial
school division in Canada may be reimbursed by their school district for
up to two classes per term.

Credenda Virtual High School (CVHS) was established in 2005 by the
Prince Albert Grand Council (PAGC).

Students and their families in the geographically isolated (typically First
Nation) communities of northern Saskatchewan have historically faced
barriers to accessing high-quality education. High drop
attainment rates have been evident. General dropout rates were up to
40%, while 55 – 57% of the students needed more time to complete their
studies.

CVHS was created to meet a specific need and was not intended to
replace schools. It was designed to support schools through partnership
working to meet student needs wherever class sizes were too small to
justify offering a course (or where the course was best delivered by a
subject specialist).

CVHS was initially established for the high school and adult students of
northern Saskatchewan. Whilst these were initially focused
Nations communities CVHS now proactively promotes itself as a “First
Nation school that welcomes everybody”.

CVHS has expanded its reach and now caters for students from school
districts across Saskatchewan province and beyond – with some students
studying from overseas.

Approximately 500 students per academic year (high-school and adult).

Most of the students are part-time, as the courses in Credenda
as a supplement.

Most of the students are from the northern communities of the region,
with maths and science as the most popular courses.
They tend to pick up missing classes.

Teachers: 8
Instructors: 7
Staff: 11
Learning course developers: 2
There is a total of 30 persons in the staff.
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course fees but was initially established by the Prince Albert
Grand Council (PAGC) and as such students living within a provincial
school division in Canada may be reimbursed by their school district for

was established in 2005 by the

Students and their families in the geographically isolated (typically First
Nation) communities of northern Saskatchewan have historically faced

n. High drop-out and low
rates were up to

57% of the students needed more time to complete their

CVHS was created to meet a specific need and was not intended to
It was designed to support schools through partnership

working to meet student needs wherever class sizes were too small to
justify offering a course (or where the course was best delivered by a

he high school and adult students of
focused in First

Nations communities CVHS now proactively promotes itself as a “First

CVHS has expanded its reach and now caters for students from school
with some students

school and adult).

Credenda are used

Most of the students are from the northern communities of the region,
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students caseload)

Staff recruitment and
CPD
Does the school have
a specific staff
recruitment
philosophy/policy?
Does it differ
depending on the
category of staff?

How does the school
support staff
development?

CVHS believes that it takes a very special teacher to teach online. It is not
a matte
setting. Credenda eTeachers report that this model requires much more
preparation for their daily classes than face

Pedagogy

Learning site(s)
Where do students do
most of their
studying? (Host
school? Home?
Other?)

Where do staff do
most of their
teaching? (School?
Home?)

At their host school within their communities and from home.

All from home (Prince Albert, Ontario, Alberta)

Learning method(s)
What is the main
teaching method?
(Fully online?
Blended? Defining
characteristics/qualiti
es?)

How is teaching
articulated (by
subject, cross subject
through project work,
both)

Are students grouped
into classes? Or are
they all individual

CVHS provides fully online courses which are predicated on high levels of
personal support and interaction between teacher and student
includes daily instruction and encouragement, easy access to technical
support and help desk personnel, guidance counselling services, and
administrative support combined with the on
moral support and accountability.

This role of the on
ensuring that students are on task). Consequently, Credenda requires
participating First Nations schools to have a qualified teacher on
the students host school) teacher to su
when they are taking their online CVHS courses.

Each live classroom session is recorded and archived for eStudents to
access later for review, or completion of their assignments.

Credenda provides a curriculum for Grade 10,
as various continuing education courses for adult learners. Courses are
taught by provincially qualified teachers in a live online environment
not influenced by issues of race, gender, personality, appearance, and
socio-eco
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CVHS believes that it takes a very special teacher to teach online. It is not
a matter of transferring regular brick-and-mortar pedagogy into an online
setting. Credenda eTeachers report that this model requires much more
preparation for their daily classes than face-to-face classes.

At their host school within their communities and from home.

All from home (Prince Albert, Ontario, Alberta)

CVHS provides fully online courses which are predicated on high levels of
personal support and interaction between teacher and student
includes daily instruction and encouragement, easy access to technical
support and help desk personnel, guidance counselling services, and
administrative support combined with the on-site teacher interaction for
moral support and accountability.

role of the on-site teacher is considered by CVHS to be critical (e.g.
ensuring that students are on task). Consequently, Credenda requires
participating First Nations schools to have a qualified teacher on
the students host school) teacher to supervise and monitor students
when they are taking their online CVHS courses.

Each live classroom session is recorded and archived for eStudents to
access later for review, or completion of their assignments.

Credenda provides a curriculum for Grade 10, 11 and 12 students as well
as various continuing education courses for adult learners. Courses are
taught by provincially qualified teachers in a live online environment
not influenced by issues of race, gender, personality, appearance, and

economic status.
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CVHS believes that it takes a very special teacher to teach online. It is not
mortar pedagogy into an online

setting. Credenda eTeachers report that this model requires much more
face classes.

At their host school within their communities and from home.

CVHS provides fully online courses which are predicated on high levels of
personal support and interaction between teacher and student – this
includes daily instruction and encouragement, easy access to technical
support and help desk personnel, guidance counselling services, and

site teacher interaction for

site teacher is considered by CVHS to be critical (e.g.
ensuring that students are on task). Consequently, Credenda requires
participating First Nations schools to have a qualified teacher on-site (at

pervise and monitor students

Each live classroom session is recorded and archived for eStudents to
access later for review, or completion of their assignments.

11 and 12 students as well
as various continuing education courses for adult learners. Courses are
taught by provincially qualified teachers in a live online environment - one
not influenced by issues of race, gender, personality, appearance, and
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learners? In the latter
case is peer learning
promoted? If so,
how?

Are their classes
timetabled? Are
students self-directed
learners?

By subject.

They are grouped by course (e. Math 10).
Most of the students are individual learners.

Students have regularly scheduled classes daily in an online classroom
setting with their eTeacher. Each course is structured with a
template for achieving learning outcomes.

However, the CVHS approach is founded on its teachers bringing and
applying their own experiences to the ‘classroom’. Teachers will assess
their students and tailor their support accordingly
require (and benefit from) much higher levels of interaction than others.

As stated above
eStudents to access later providing an additional support to self
learning.

Learning support
What tools are used?
If more than one tool
is used, how are they
combined? (Learning
platform? CD/DVDs?
Tele?, web 2.0?,
mobile?)

What is the role (if
any) of tutors or any
other facilitator?

Elluminate
users teachers and students to communicate in real
Internet connection
chat feature, whiteboard, video stream, file

All round each tutor is responsible for 10
while there are “e
an onsite teacher for support and supervision.

Impact

Learning outcomes
What are the results
for students in terms
of learning outcomes
and how do these
compare with physical
schools?

What is the retention
rate of students (or
the other way round-
what is the drop-out
rate of students?

The results are significantly higher. The technology engagement has much
better results than the old school para
rate.

While
is a significant improvement in CVHS. The dropout rate has dropped to
32%. It has to be noted that 16% of these were removed from the host
institution, while only 6
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By subject.

They are grouped by course (e. Math 10).
Most of the students are individual learners.

Students have regularly scheduled classes daily in an online classroom
setting with their eTeacher. Each course is structured with a
template for achieving learning outcomes.

However, the CVHS approach is founded on its teachers bringing and
applying their own experiences to the ‘classroom’. Teachers will assess
their students and tailor their support accordingly – some students
require (and benefit from) much higher levels of interaction than others.

As stated above - classroom session is recorded and archived for
eStudents to access later providing an additional support to self
learning.

Elluminate – a virtual classroom and communication tool which
users teachers and students to communicate in real-time over their
Internet connection - via a headset and microphone, direct messaging and
chat feature, whiteboard, video stream, file-sharing etc.

All round each tutor is responsible for 10-15 students in different classes,
while there are “e-teachers” available for additional support. There is also
an onsite teacher for support and supervision.

The results are significantly higher. The technology engagement has much
better results than the old school paradigm. There is a 78

While dropout rates remain high in “traditional” schools (40
is a significant improvement in CVHS. The dropout rate has dropped to
32%. It has to be noted that 16% of these were removed from the host
institution, while only 6 – 7% did not enjoy the Credenda experience.
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Students have regularly scheduled classes daily in an online classroom
setting with their eTeacher. Each course is structured with a common

However, the CVHS approach is founded on its teachers bringing and
applying their own experiences to the ‘classroom’. Teachers will assess

some students will
require (and benefit from) much higher levels of interaction than others.

classroom session is recorded and archived for
eStudents to access later providing an additional support to self-directed

a virtual classroom and communication tool which enables
time over their

via a headset and microphone, direct messaging and
sharing etc.

students in different classes,
teachers” available for additional support. There is also

The results are significantly higher. The technology engagement has much
digm. There is a 78 – 83% success

rates remain high in “traditional” schools (40 – 45%), there
is a significant improvement in CVHS. The dropout rate has dropped to
32%. It has to be noted that 16% of these were removed from the host

da experience.
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Qualifications
Are formally
recognised
qualifications
provided?

Are obtained
qualifications
recognised at
local/national/EU/wor
ld level?

All qualifications are fully recognised provincially and nationally.

Examination and
testing features

What are the
examination and
testing regimes and
how do these
compare with
physical schools?

There are exams (quizzes) in the host institutions. In Credenda, only the
outcomes are assessed, 65% mastery of the outcome for example.
Students work on

Inspection regimes

What are the
regulation and/or
inspection regimes?
(Are there any
inspection reports
and/or evaluations?
Who carries the
inspection and
evaluation activities
out?)

The province is v
verification of the CVHS competencies. The directors of the institutions
are approved by the province and they in return are responsible for
running the institutions.

Organisation and management

The school and the
national education
system
How does the school
stand with respect to
the national
education system?

What is its level of
autonomy (in terms of
funding
search/management

Provincial schools are less flexible. As First National
profit organisation), Credenda has much greater autonomy.

Credenda as all other schools has to comply to the standards of the
Ministry.

7, WP3 Case studies
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All qualifications are fully recognised provincially and nationally.

There are exams (quizzes) in the host institutions. In Credenda, only the
outcomes are assessed, 65% mastery of the outcome for example.
Students work on projects and there is no time limit.

The province is very trusting. There is a provincial recognition for the
verification of the CVHS competencies. The directors of the institutions
are approved by the province and they in return are responsible for
running the institutions.

Organisation and management

Provincial schools are less flexible. As First National School (a not for
profit organisation), Credenda has much greater autonomy.

Credenda as all other schools has to comply to the standards of the
Ministry.
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All qualifications are fully recognised provincially and nationally.

There are exams (quizzes) in the host institutions. In Credenda, only the
outcomes are assessed, 65% mastery of the outcome for example.

ere is a provincial recognition for the
verification of the CVHS competencies. The directors of the institutions
are approved by the province and they in return are responsible for

School (a not for
profit organisation), Credenda has much greater autonomy.

Credenda as all other schools has to comply to the standards of the
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and in terms of
curricula)

Funding
How is sustainability
of the school
ensured? (public
funding, private
funding, students
fees)

How are students
funded? (Public?
Private?)

Funds are provided by various sources (public and private, government
and corporate)

There is an agreement on federal level that includes all students under 21
who are on reserve.

Financial
management
How much does the
school cost annually

What costs the most
teachers,
technological support,
renting of spaces etc.

Approximately, 2.3 million per year

The biggest cost is the teachers, followed by the technical support and the
support staff.

Sustainability and transferability

How is sustainability
ensured and how do
you plan to maintain
it? What are the
critical factors for
sustainability

What are the plans
for the future? (And
what are the barriers
to/enablers for
these?)

This is a critical issue. It is of high importance to demonstrate to the
government the success of Credenda in order to keep the funding.

It is important to actively participate in training initiatives with other
organisations and to find sources for th
fulfill.

Do you consider that
the experience of
your school could be
replicated
somewhere else?

The Credenda experience could be replicated somewhere else. This could
be best done by a not for profit
is not the solution, better outcomes come from collaboration, sharing of
resources and working together.

Additional comments In addition to academic and pedagogic support for students CVHS is

7, WP3 Case studies
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Funds are provided by various sources (public and private, government
and corporate)

There is an agreement on federal level that includes all students under 21
who are on reserve.

Approximately, 2.3 million per year

The biggest cost is the teachers, followed by the technical support and the
support staff.

lity and transferability

This is a critical issue. It is of high importance to demonstrate to the
government the success of Credenda in order to keep the funding.

It is important to actively participate in training initiatives with other
organisations and to find sources for the costs that government cannot

The Credenda experience could be replicated somewhere else. This could
be best done by a not for profit – charitable organization. But duplication
is not the solution, better outcomes come from collaboration, sharing of
resources and working together.

In addition to academic and pedagogic support for students CVHS is
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Funds are provided by various sources (public and private, government

There is an agreement on federal level that includes all students under 21

The biggest cost is the teachers, followed by the technical support and the

This is a critical issue. It is of high importance to demonstrate to the
government the success of Credenda in order to keep the funding.

It is important to actively participate in training initiatives with other
e costs that government cannot

The Credenda experience could be replicated somewhere else. This could
on. But duplication

is not the solution, better outcomes come from collaboration, sharing of

In addition to academic and pedagogic support for students CVHS is
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committed to high levels of pastoral
of time following up with students. If an eStudent is absent, they are
referred to the Principal and Guidance Counselor who follow up with the
eStudent and on

Many eStudents have commented that Credenda
students. The school motto is “Be the Change you Want to See” and, as
such, Credenda organizes charity drives and offers a
course for free, as well as a Leadership course. The school feels that
equipping st
important is equipping them for life. So Credenda gets involved in their
lives and reaches out to students struggling with personal issues and tries
to provide the supports they need.

CVHS also recogni
community of/among its students to counteract any perceptions or
feelings of isolation.

Academically, Credenda has high expectations that are outcomes driven.
To achieve these outcomes, Credenda utilises a ma
approach. The school also has monthly eStudent Assemblies where they
feature a career opportunity and connect it with their online learning
outcomes. The intent is to make learning meaningful.

4.2 Open Polytechnic (New Zealand)

General Information

Name of the case
(School):

Open Polytechnic of New Zealand

Website http://openpolytechnic.ac.nz

Address (town,
region, country):

3 Cleary Street
Lower Hutt 5011
New Zealand

References Main references:

•

•

•

•
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committed to high levels of pastoral support. eTeachers spend a great deal
of time following up with students. If an eStudent is absent, they are
referred to the Principal and Guidance Counselor who follow up with the
eStudent and on-site eTeacher.

Many eStudents have commented that Credenda is a school that cares for
students. The school motto is “Be the Change you Want to See” and, as
such, Credenda organizes charity drives and offers a Social
course for free, as well as a Leadership course. The school feels that
equipping students academically is very important, but equally as
important is equipping them for life. So Credenda gets involved in their
lives and reaches out to students struggling with personal issues and tries
to provide the supports they need.

CVHS also recognises the need to build, maintain and support a
community of/among its students to counteract any perceptions or
feelings of isolation.

Academically, Credenda has high expectations that are outcomes driven.
To achieve these outcomes, Credenda utilises a mastery learning
approach. The school also has monthly eStudent Assemblies where they
feature a career opportunity and connect it with their online learning
outcomes. The intent is to make learning meaningful.

.2 Open Polytechnic (New Zealand)

Open Polytechnic of New Zealand

http://openpolytechnic.ac.nz

3 Cleary Street
Lower Hutt 5011
New Zealand

references:

http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/Open_Polytechnic_of_New
_Zealand

http://www.europace.org/newsletters/Re.ViCa_newsletter_1006.
pdf – see the article by Ormond Simpson

http://repository.openpolytechnic.ac.nz/

Open Polytechnic Annual Report 2010,
http://www.openpolytechnic.ac.nz/about-us/corporate
publications
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support. eTeachers spend a great deal
of time following up with students. If an eStudent is absent, they are
referred to the Principal and Guidance Counselor who follow up with the

is a school that cares for
students. The school motto is “Be the Change you Want to See” and, as

Social Responsibility
course for free, as well as a Leadership course. The school feels that

udents academically is very important, but equally as
important is equipping them for life. So Credenda gets involved in their
lives and reaches out to students struggling with personal issues and tries

ses the need to build, maintain and support a
community of/among its students to counteract any perceptions or

Academically, Credenda has high expectations that are outcomes driven.
stery learning

approach. The school also has monthly eStudent Assemblies where they
feature a career opportunity and connect it with their online learning

http://virtualcampuses.eu/index.php/Open_Polytechnic_of_New

pace.org/newsletters/Re.ViCa_newsletter_1006.

us/corporate-
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Journal references

•

•

Additional textual references in chronological order:

•

•

•

•

Presentations, videos, etc

•

•

Contact name and
role of the
interviewed
person(s)

Met and interviewed on 2 April 2012 and Mark again during 11
2012 at DEANZ 201

•

•

•

•
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Journal references – minimal and none dealing with OPNZ overall:

Gunn, Cathy and Recker, Mimi (2001), “New Zealand higher
education in the age of the global virtual university
Technology Research and Development, Volume 49 (2), Springer
Journals, Jun 1, 2001, http://www.deepdyve.com/lp/springer
journals/new-zealand-higher-education-in-the-
virtual-is30aA0xue

Irvine, Jan and Cossham, Amanda (2011), “Flexible learning:
Reflecting on a decade of library and information studies
programmes at the Open Polytechnic of New Zealand
Review, Vol. 60 Iss: 8, pp.712 – 722

Additional textual references in chronological order:

Janssens-Bevernage, A. and Montgomery, D. (2007) Developing
open educational resources for online courses: what does it mea
for learning design? In eFest 2007, Wellington, New Zealand
http://repository.openpolytechnic.ac.nz/view.php?pid=openpoly:
802

Tertiary Education Commission (2010), The Perfo
Tertiary Education Organisations, Tertiary Education Commission,
2010, http://www.tec.govt.nz/Reports/2010/Open
Polytechnic.pdf

NZQA (2012), Report of External Evaluation and
Polytechnic, Report by New Zealand Quality Agency, 14 March
2012, http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/nqfdocs/provider
reports/6022.pdf

Owen, Hazel (2012), Appropriate education perfo
indicators for ODL organisations, blog of presentation of Caroline
Seelig (CEO of OPNZ) at DEANZ 2012 conference, Wellington, April
2012, 12 April 2012,
http://ictelt.blogspot.co.uk/2012/04/appropriate
performance.html

Presentations, videos, etc

EPIs: A target to aspire to or just another funding game?,
Presentation to NZITP conference 2011 by Caroline Seelig

The ITP Sector – A Glimpse of Reality, Presentation to TAFE
Australasia Library Conference, Melbourne 2011, by Sarah
Saravani, http://www.talc.org.au/docs/Sarah-
Jane%20Saravani%20-%20The%20ITP%20Sector%20
%20A%20Glimpse%20of%20Reality.pdf

Met and interviewed on 2 April 2012 and Mark again during 11
2012 at DEANZ 2012:

Mark Nichols, Executive Director – Faculty

Prof Mike Marfell-Jones, Research Manager

Jussi Luukonen, Multimedia Resource Centre Manager

Anne Mason, Centre Manager, Centre for Education and
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minimal and none dealing with OPNZ overall:

ealand higher
global virtual university”, Educational

Technology Research and Development, Volume 49 (2), Springer
http://www.deepdyve.com/lp/springer-

-age-of-the-global-

Flexible learning:
Reflecting on a decade of library and information studies

Open Polytechnic of New Zealand”, Library

Bevernage, A. and Montgomery, D. (2007) Developing
open educational resources for online courses: what does it mean
for learning design? In eFest 2007, Wellington, New Zealand,
http://repository.openpolytechnic.ac.nz/view.php?pid=openpoly:

Tertiary Education Commission (2010), The Performance of
Tertiary Education Organisations, Tertiary Education Commission,

http://www.tec.govt.nz/Reports/2010/Open-

NZQA (2012), Report of External Evaluation and Review: Open
Polytechnic, Report by New Zealand Quality Agency, 14 March

http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/nqfdocs/provider-

Appropriate education performance
, blog of presentation of Caroline

Seelig (CEO of OPNZ) at DEANZ 2012 conference, Wellington, April

/ictelt.blogspot.co.uk/2012/04/appropriate-education-

EPIs: A target to aspire to or just another funding game?,
Presentation to NZITP conference 2011 by Caroline Seelig

A Glimpse of Reality, Presentation to TAFE
Australasia Library Conference, Melbourne 2011, by Sarah-Jane

%20The%20ITP%20Sector%20-

Met and interviewed on 2 April 2012 and Mark again during 11-13 April

Jussi Luukonen, Multimedia Resource Centre Manager

Anne Mason, Centre Manager, Centre for Education and
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External experts:

•

•

VISCED
Partner/author:

Sero: Paul Bacsich, drawing on material from Ormond Simpson and other
advisors, combined with conversations with OPNZ staff and an all
on 2 April 20
workshops.

Type of school

Additional comments: _____________________

Description

Please describe when the school was established, its initial aims and target groups (if available)
and how it has evolved till now

The Open Polytechnic is a specialist institution of distance learning based near Wellington, New
Zealand, in the area of Lower Hutt, with Learning
around 34,000 students, but very few under 20.

Open Polytechnic began life as the Technical Correspondence School in 1946, providing
resettlement training for returned servicemen and women following World War II. In 1963, it
became the Technical Correspondence Institute (TCI) and be
subjects.

As part of wider education reforms, the institution was renamed The Open Polytechnic of New
Zealand in 1990, becoming the specialist national provider of open and distance learning at
tertiary level.

The following years were a period of profound transformation, with many new
courses introduced in response to market demand.
proven models for distance learning course design, student support and qual

Like many single mode distance education institutions the Open Poly
ups and downs, with other New Zealand
education themselves. So far the NZ government seems
of maintaining a focused distance learning institution altho
collaboration in the polytechnic sector
with providers.

The last such episode until recently was in 2006. As a response to the
as defined in the New Zealand Cabinet papers released in July 2006,
Polytechnic forms a significant component of the network of provisio
through a variety of delivery modes to learners across the country, in conjunction with regional

7, WP3 Case studies
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Professional Development

External experts:

Stephen Marshall, Victoria University of Wellington

Ormond Simpson, Consultant on Retention

Sero: Paul Bacsich, drawing on material from Ormond Simpson and other
advisors, combined with conversations with OPNZ staff and an all
on 2 April 2012 where he gave a seminar and led two interactive
workshops.

Public

Private

Result of a Public/private partnership

Additional comments: _____________________

Please describe when the school was established, its initial aims and target groups (if available)

ic is a specialist institution of distance learning based near Wellington, New
Zealand, in the area of Lower Hutt, with Learning Centres in Auckland and Christchurch.

very few under 20.

Open Polytechnic began life as the Technical Correspondence School in 1946, providing
resettlement training for returned servicemen and women following World War II. In 1963, it
became the Technical Correspondence Institute (TCI) and began offering national training in trades

As part of wider education reforms, the institution was renamed The Open Polytechnic of New
Zealand in 1990, becoming the specialist national provider of open and distance learning at

ollowing years were a period of profound transformation, with many new
courses introduced in response to market demand. Open Polytechnic also adopted internationally
proven models for distance learning course design, student support and quality control.

Like many single mode distance education institutions the Open Polytechnic has had its political
ups and downs, with other New Zealand polytechnics arguing that they could take over distance
education themselves. So far the NZ government seems (most of the time) persuaded of the value
of maintaining a focused distance learning institution although there is increasing pressure for
collaboration in the polytechnic sector – which general considerations indicate is over

e last such episode until recently was in 2006. As a response to the proposed Tertiary Reforms
as defined in the New Zealand Cabinet papers released in July 2006, OPNZ propose
Polytechnic forms a significant component of the network of provision by providing education
through a variety of delivery modes to learners across the country, in conjunction with regional
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Victoria University of Wellington

Sero: Paul Bacsich, drawing on material from Ormond Simpson and other
advisors, combined with conversations with OPNZ staff and an all-day visit

12 where he gave a seminar and led two interactive

Please describe when the school was established, its initial aims and target groups (if available)

ic is a specialist institution of distance learning based near Wellington, New
in Auckland and Christchurch. It now has

Open Polytechnic began life as the Technical Correspondence School in 1946, providing
resettlement training for returned servicemen and women following World War II. In 1963, it

gan offering national training in trades

As part of wider education reforms, the institution was renamed The Open Polytechnic of New
Zealand in 1990, becoming the specialist national provider of open and distance learning at

programmes and
Open Polytechnic also adopted internationally

ity control.

has had its political
olytechnics arguing that they could take over distance

persuaded of the value
there is increasing pressure for

which general considerations indicate is over-supplied

proposed Tertiary Reforms
proposed that “Open

n by providing education
through a variety of delivery modes to learners across the country, in conjunction with regional
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providers. Some of this learning will be by fully distance delivery (eLearning, paper
eSupported) and some through a blended de
distance education materials from Open Polytechnic through face
and tutorials. This will be particularly relevant where the programme of study requires learners to
undertake practical work in laboratories or workshops. The regional provider would pr
programme component. The proposed direction would
capability and national role to enhance the Network of Provision and deliver
This serve to stave off the enforced merger of OPNZ with a nearby university that many analysts
had expected.

Highlights for the Open Polytechnic in 2010 included the rapid development and delivery of
courses in the new National Certificate in Financial Services (Financial Advice) which saw around
2,000 financial advisers enrol in the qualification to help meet new registration requirements as a
result of legislation changes introduced that year.

Forming partnerships with large o
learning materials for the National Certificate in Financial Services to suit internal training regimes.

The Open Polytechnic also increased its offshore activities, signing memorandums of
understanding with the Commonwealth of Learning in Canada, and the National Institute of Open
Schooling in India (http://www.nos.org
through open and distance learning

However in the last year new threats appeared. In 2012 a report was issued by the New Zealand
Quality Agency which, in the muted language used across the world by such agencies, contained
several criticisms of OPNZ which the usual pr
The OPNZ took a number of internal steps and consultations with experts to start the process of
putting these right

Now the Open Poly has to respond
funding will be linked to EPIs (academic performance
given in the presentation by their CEO Caroline Seelig in 2011 and again in 2012 (Owen 2012).

There is also linked but separate pressure on OPNZ to improve its
being given the funds to do so.

OPNZ is also interested in OER. Recently they have joined the OER University
(http://wikieducator.org/OER_university/Home
broaden their power base including internationally where up to now they have had very few
students.

Number and profile
of students (if
available)

Age range, full time/part

Almost all students are 25 or over, and virtually

It has just over 34,000 students, equating to around 7,000 equivalent full
time students.
Also international
programmes

There are rather more women than men students (57:43), and around
13% of students declare themselves to be of Maori ethnicity.

Number and profile
of staff (if available)

Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching staf
caseload)
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providers. Some of this learning will be by fully distance delivery (eLearning, paper
eSupported) and some through a blended delivery mode whereby regional providers support the
distance education materials from Open Polytechnic through face-to-face workshops, seminars
and tutorials. This will be particularly relevant where the programme of study requires learners to

ctical work in laboratories or workshops. The regional provider would pr
The proposed direction would capitalise on Open Polytechnic

capability and national role to enhance the Network of Provision and deliver value for the nation.
This serve to stave off the enforced merger of OPNZ with a nearby university that many analysts

Highlights for the Open Polytechnic in 2010 included the rapid development and delivery of
Certificate in Financial Services (Financial Advice) which saw around

in the qualification to help meet new registration requirements as a
result of legislation changes introduced that year.

Forming partnerships with large organisations also saw the Open Polytechnic develop customised
learning materials for the National Certificate in Financial Services to suit internal training regimes.

The Open Polytechnic also increased its offshore activities, signing memorandums of
standing with the Commonwealth of Learning in Canada, and the National Institute of Open

http://www.nos.org), to facilitate access to vocational education and training
through open and distance learning for developing nations

However in the last year new threats appeared. In 2012 a report was issued by the New Zealand
Quality Agency which, in the muted language used across the world by such agencies, contained
several criticisms of OPNZ which the usual process of mutual dialogue had been unable to resolve.
The OPNZ took a number of internal steps and consultations with experts to start the process of

has to respond to the recent NZ government announcement that some
academic performance) in future. A hint of their robust response is

given in the presentation by their CEO Caroline Seelig in 2011 and again in 2012 (Owen 2012).

There is also linked but separate pressure on OPNZ to improve its research outcomes without

OPNZ is also interested in OER. Recently they have joined the OER University
http://wikieducator.org/OER_university/Home) which analysts regard as a useful move to

broaden their power base including internationally where up to now they have had very few

Age range, full time/part-time

Almost all students are 25 or over, and virtually all are over 20.

It has just over 34,000 students, equating to around 7,000 equivalent full
time students. (2010 figures were 28,764, or 5,921 equivalent full

nternational students: 77 students, enrolled in 175 courses over
programmes. One can see some issues there.)

There are rather more women than men students (57:43), and around
13% of students declare themselves to be of Maori ethnicity.

Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching staf
caseload)
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providers. Some of this learning will be by fully distance delivery (eLearning, paper-based,
livery mode whereby regional providers support the

face workshops, seminars
and tutorials. This will be particularly relevant where the programme of study requires learners to

ctical work in laboratories or workshops. The regional provider would provide this
on Open Polytechnic’s specialist

value for the nation.”
This serve to stave off the enforced merger of OPNZ with a nearby university that many analysts

Highlights for the Open Polytechnic in 2010 included the rapid development and delivery of
Certificate in Financial Services (Financial Advice) which saw around

in the qualification to help meet new registration requirements as a

rganisations also saw the Open Polytechnic develop customised
learning materials for the National Certificate in Financial Services to suit internal training regimes.

The Open Polytechnic also increased its offshore activities, signing memorandums of
standing with the Commonwealth of Learning in Canada, and the National Institute of Open

, to facilitate access to vocational education and training

However in the last year new threats appeared. In 2012 a report was issued by the New Zealand
Quality Agency which, in the muted language used across the world by such agencies, contained

ocess of mutual dialogue had been unable to resolve.
The OPNZ took a number of internal steps and consultations with experts to start the process of

to the recent NZ government announcement that some
. A hint of their robust response is

given in the presentation by their CEO Caroline Seelig in 2011 and again in 2012 (Owen 2012).

research outcomes without

egard as a useful move to
broaden their power base including internationally where up to now they have had very few

all are over 20.

It has just over 34,000 students, equating to around 7,000 equivalent full
28,764, or 5,921 equivalent full-time.

enrolled in 175 courses over 35

There are rather more women than men students (57:43), and around
13% of students declare themselves to be of Maori ethnicity.

Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching staff: students
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There are 180 full
(mostly off

Pedagogy

Please describe: Whether the school provides formally recognised qualifications
examination procedures are adopted

The Open Polytechnic has perhaps the widest variety and level of courses of any distance
institution anywhere, ranging from Plumbing and Gas Fitting to Firearm Safety (can be taken with
Wound Management) to Fundamentals of Marketing
courses such as ‘From Enlightenment to Romanticism’.

The Open Polytechnic offers programmes from levels 1
Framework. Note that qualifications at levels 1
Bachelors Degree.

All of the Open Polytechnic’s degrees have accreditation from NZQA or ITP Quality. In addition, the
Open Polytechnic holds specific accreditation/recognition for its vocational degrees:

• from the New Zealand Insti
Accountant and Associate Chartered Accountant recognised programmes

• from CPA Australia for the accounting major of the Bachelor of Business

• from the Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IP
Engineering Technology (Civil Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, and

• Mechanical Engineering)

• from the Library and Information Association of New Zealand (LIANZA) for the Information
and Library Studies programme, i
and Library Studies)

• from the New Zealand Teachers Council for its Bachelor of Teaching (Early Childhood
Education) and the Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood Education).

For secondary school students

Open Polytechnic can provide quality vocational and higher education programmes to senior
secondary school students through a selection of courses that can be funded through the STAR
and Gateway programmes. For most courses, enrolment is open, which means
at any time of the year. OPNZ will need an application for enrolment form for each student.
needs to have a signed agreement with the school that covers the responsibilities of each party

Open Polytechnic offers a variety of cou
Framework for students still attending school. These courses are for students wanting to prepare
for pre-vocational, vocational and tertiary studies. Successful students will leave school with
credits towards industry or tertiary qualifications. The programme can also give students the
opportunity to try out an area of interest or develop general skills that will stand them in good
stead when they leave school.

It also offers school students access to course
Framework. These are generally not unit standard
towards the National Certificate of Educational Achievement, but they give advanced students the
chance to get started on higher

7, WP3 Case studies
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There are 180 full-time academic staff and over 300 Adjunct Faculty
(mostly off-campus) with relevant expertise.

Whether the school provides formally recognised qualifications.
procedures are adopted.

The Open Polytechnic has perhaps the widest variety and level of courses of any distance
institution anywhere, ranging from Plumbing and Gas Fitting to Firearm Safety (can be taken with
Wound Management) to Fundamentals of Marketing, Advanced Banking and a series of degree
courses such as ‘From Enlightenment to Romanticism’.

The Open Polytechnic offers programmes from levels 1-7 on the New Zealand Qualifications
Framework. Note that qualifications at levels 1-4 are Certificates, 5-6 are Diplomas and 7 is the

All of the Open Polytechnic’s degrees have accreditation from NZQA or ITP Quality. In addition, the
Open Polytechnic holds specific accreditation/recognition for its vocational degrees:

from the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants (NZICA) for its Chartered
Accountant and Associate Chartered Accountant recognised programmes

from CPA Australia for the accounting major of the Bachelor of Business

from the Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IPENZ) for its Bachelor of
Engineering Technology (Civil Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, and

Mechanical Engineering)

from the Library and Information Association of New Zealand (LIANZA) for the Information
and Library Studies programme, including the Bachelor of Applied Science (Information

from the New Zealand Teachers Council for its Bachelor of Teaching (Early Childhood
Education) and the Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood Education).

Open Polytechnic can provide quality vocational and higher education programmes to senior
secondary school students through a selection of courses that can be funded through the STAR
and Gateway programmes. For most courses, enrolment is open, which means students may enrol
at any time of the year. OPNZ will need an application for enrolment form for each student.
needs to have a signed agreement with the school that covers the responsibilities of each party

Open Polytechnic offers a variety of courses at Levels 1–4 on the National Qualifications
Framework for students still attending school. These courses are for students wanting to prepare

vocational, vocational and tertiary studies. Successful students will leave school with
ds industry or tertiary qualifications. The programme can also give students the

opportunity to try out an area of interest or develop general skills that will stand them in good

It also offers school students access to courses at Levels 4 and 5 on the National Qualifications
Framework. These are generally not unit standard-based and therefore cannot be credited
towards the National Certificate of Educational Achievement, but they give advanced students the

d on higher-level educational qualifications whilst still at school.
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time academic staff and over 300 Adjunct Faculty

. What kind of

The Open Polytechnic has perhaps the widest variety and level of courses of any distance
institution anywhere, ranging from Plumbing and Gas Fitting to Firearm Safety (can be taken with

, Advanced Banking and a series of degree

7 on the New Zealand Qualifications
are Diplomas and 7 is the

All of the Open Polytechnic’s degrees have accreditation from NZQA or ITP Quality. In addition, the
Open Polytechnic holds specific accreditation/recognition for its vocational degrees:

tute of Chartered Accountants (NZICA) for its Chartered
Accountant and Associate Chartered Accountant recognised programmes

from CPA Australia for the accounting major of the Bachelor of Business

ENZ) for its Bachelor of
Engineering Technology (Civil Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, and

from the Library and Information Association of New Zealand (LIANZA) for the Information
ncluding the Bachelor of Applied Science (Information

from the New Zealand Teachers Council for its Bachelor of Teaching (Early Childhood

Open Polytechnic can provide quality vocational and higher education programmes to senior
secondary school students through a selection of courses that can be funded through the STAR

students may enrol
at any time of the year. OPNZ will need an application for enrolment form for each student. It also
needs to have a signed agreement with the school that covers the responsibilities of each party.

4 on the National Qualifications
Framework for students still attending school. These courses are for students wanting to prepare

vocational, vocational and tertiary studies. Successful students will leave school with
ds industry or tertiary qualifications. The programme can also give students the

opportunity to try out an area of interest or develop general skills that will stand them in good

s at Levels 4 and 5 on the National Qualifications
based and therefore cannot be credited

towards the National Certificate of Educational Achievement, but they give advanced students the
level educational qualifications whilst still at school.
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4.3 Brisbane School of Distance Education (Australia)

Website: http://brisbanesde.eq.edu.au/wcms/

The Brisbane School of Distance Ed

far from the legendary Gabba cricket ground. BSDE is an Education Queensland (the educational

arm of the Queensland Government) distance education school which supports students from prep

to Year 12 and which also includes adults in its Year 10

The school site is a revelation. In 2011 BSDE moved into a purpose

a brand new school comprising both junior and secondary schools with playgrounds and c

family rooms and a library which would be the envy of some new build physical schools in Europe

and elsewhere.

What differentiates BSDE from traditional schools is the large ‘distribution centre’ which is required

to manage the substantial amou

BSDE is by far the largest distance education school in Queensland with over 300 staff members (215

of whom are teachers) educating over 3800 students. The Executive Principal also plays a l

role with the other 6 schools of distance education, which are located across Queensland.

students study almost fully online but they, and family members, also attend the school at least once

a term or attend workshops and activities held

encouraged to become ‘home educators’ and are offered support to achieve a recognised vocational

qualification as such. In common with other Australian states Queensland has a system of rotating

staff around its schools and all teachers are appointed to schools by the state

picking’ of staff by the school. BSDE has had to prioritise staff development and is now recognised

for its expertise in this area.

No proprietary online materials are

BSDE employs a Curriculum Development Team of specialists

online materials are then provided through the Queensland state learning platform ‘One School’.

BSDE’s results match, and exceed, those of the best schools in Queensland and the school has

evolved from “...the last point of call, to leading staff” across the entire state. Queensland is at the

forefront of the development and testing of the Australian n

the state through ‘wrapping’ the new curriculum and providing it for schools state

was the outright winner of the Excellence in the Senior Phase of Learning award in the Queensland

2011 Showcase Awards for Excellence in Schools
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http://brisbanesde.eq.edu.au/wcms/

The Brisbane School of Distance Education (BSDE) is located in the quiet suburb of Coorparoo, not

far from the legendary Gabba cricket ground. BSDE is an Education Queensland (the educational

arm of the Queensland Government) distance education school which supports students from prep

Year 12 and which also includes adults in its Year 10-12 cohort.

The school site is a revelation. In 2011 BSDE moved into a purpose-built, Aus $30million, new facility:

a brand new school comprising both junior and secondary schools with playgrounds and c

which would be the envy of some new build physical schools in Europe

What differentiates BSDE from traditional schools is the large ‘distribution centre’ which is required

to manage the substantial amount of materials provided to support learners and their families.

BSDE is by far the largest distance education school in Queensland with over 300 staff members (215

of whom are teachers) educating over 3800 students. The Executive Principal also plays a l

role with the other 6 schools of distance education, which are located across Queensland.

students study almost fully online but they, and family members, also attend the school at least once

or attend workshops and activities held in Queensland regional centres. Parents are

encouraged to become ‘home educators’ and are offered support to achieve a recognised vocational

qualification as such. In common with other Australian states Queensland has a system of rotating

schools and all teachers are appointed to schools by the state - so there is no ‘cherry

picking’ of staff by the school. BSDE has had to prioritise staff development and is now recognised

No proprietary online materials are used by BSDE. All materials are OER and/or teacher created.

BSDE employs a Curriculum Development Team of specialists - graphic artists, developers etc. All

online materials are then provided through the Queensland state learning platform ‘One School’.

DE’s results match, and exceed, those of the best schools in Queensland and the school has

evolved from “...the last point of call, to leading staff” across the entire state. Queensland is at the

forefront of the development and testing of the Australian national curriculum -

the state through ‘wrapping’ the new curriculum and providing it for schools state

was the outright winner of the Excellence in the Senior Phase of Learning award in the Queensland

ards for Excellence in Schools.
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.3 Brisbane School of Distance Education (Australia)

ucation (BSDE) is located in the quiet suburb of Coorparoo, not

far from the legendary Gabba cricket ground. BSDE is an Education Queensland (the educational

arm of the Queensland Government) distance education school which supports students from prep

built, Aus $30million, new facility:

a brand new school comprising both junior and secondary schools with playgrounds and classrooms,

which would be the envy of some new build physical schools in Europe

What differentiates BSDE from traditional schools is the large ‘distribution centre’ which is required

nt of materials provided to support learners and their families.

BSDE is by far the largest distance education school in Queensland with over 300 staff members (215

of whom are teachers) educating over 3800 students. The Executive Principal also plays a leadership

role with the other 6 schools of distance education, which are located across Queensland. Most

students study almost fully online but they, and family members, also attend the school at least once

. Parents are

encouraged to become ‘home educators’ and are offered support to achieve a recognised vocational

qualification as such. In common with other Australian states Queensland has a system of rotating

so there is no ‘cherry-

picking’ of staff by the school. BSDE has had to prioritise staff development and is now recognised

used by BSDE. All materials are OER and/or teacher created.

graphic artists, developers etc. All

online materials are then provided through the Queensland state learning platform ‘One School’.

DE’s results match, and exceed, those of the best schools in Queensland and the school has

evolved from “...the last point of call, to leading staff” across the entire state. Queensland is at the

and BSDE is leading

the state through ‘wrapping’ the new curriculum and providing it for schools state-wide. The school

was the outright winner of the Excellence in the Senior Phase of Learning award in the Queensland
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4.4 Open High School, Sydney (Australia)

Website: http://www.theopenhs

Open High School is a New South Wales (NSW) Department of Education and

distance-education secondary school which offers courses in 13 languages to students from Years 9

to 12. The school is located in a former ‘physical’ school site.

Open High School provides single courses which form part of the students’

students being enrolled full-time in both NSW state or private (non

state funding and state-school student places are subsidised, with private students paying fees.

Senior Language courses are offered

Heritage. Junior students are offered a single course which is differentiated by teachers to cater for

students with differing abilities and language backgrounds.

Whilst students are physically based at their home schools (where they have a dedicated home

school supervisor), and may undertake additional learning at home, they also attend the Randwick

Open High School site at least one day per term for students in Years 11 and 12 and one day p

semester for students in Years 9 and 10. There are some 1,800 students studying at Open High

School supported by more than 80 teachers (approximately 65 full time posts). As with other

Australian states, staff are allocated to schools by the NSW Depar

Communities – Open High School does not recruit its own teaching staff. The school operates in

school CPD support for all of its teachers and this may be supplemented with (free of charge)

support from the NSW Department of Education

Teachers of Senior courses typically support approximately 33 students whilst those teaching Junior

courses may expect to support around 50 students. The staff are keen to emphasise that this model

allows them to individualise each stu

‘on call’ to support students at times well beyond the ‘traditional’ school day. Whilst this places a

considerable expectation on the staff it guarantees students a level of support relatively ra

physical schools.

Depending on the specific course, students will receive CDs, printed and/or online materials. Home

schools are expected to provide their students with any text books or equipment necessary.

Budgetary pressures mean that Open High S

printed materials. This was one (although by no means the

High School’s Moodle site in 2005. Development of the Moodle site has continued and it is currently

undergoing further tailoring to suit the needs of students and staff.

Even though the students at Open High School are far from socially isolated (being located within a

home school community), the school is keen to encourage and nurture physical communities

amongst students. This has proved to be a notable success with groups of ‘dispersed’ students

making arrangements to meet face

platforms and, in the case of one French group setting up a dedicated Fa
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.4 Open High School, Sydney (Australia)

http://www.theopenhs-d.schools.nsw.edu.au/

Open High School is a New South Wales (NSW) Department of Education and Communities (DEC)

education secondary school which offers courses in 13 languages to students from Years 9

to 12. The school is located in a former ‘physical’ school site.

Open High School provides single courses which form part of the students’ core curriculum, with

time in both NSW state or private (non-state) schools. It receives NSW

school student places are subsidised, with private students paying fees.

Senior Language courses are offered at four levels: Beginners, Continuers, Background Speakers and

Heritage. Junior students are offered a single course which is differentiated by teachers to cater for

students with differing abilities and language backgrounds.

ly based at their home schools (where they have a dedicated home

school supervisor), and may undertake additional learning at home, they also attend the Randwick

Open High School site at least one day per term for students in Years 11 and 12 and one day p

semester for students in Years 9 and 10. There are some 1,800 students studying at Open High

School supported by more than 80 teachers (approximately 65 full time posts). As with other

Australian states, staff are allocated to schools by the NSW Department of Education and

Open High School does not recruit its own teaching staff. The school operates in

school CPD support for all of its teachers and this may be supplemented with (free of charge)

support from the NSW Department of Education and Communities.

Teachers of Senior courses typically support approximately 33 students whilst those teaching Junior

courses may expect to support around 50 students. The staff are keen to emphasise that this model

allows them to individualise each student’s learning programme and that staff are expected to be

‘on call’ to support students at times well beyond the ‘traditional’ school day. Whilst this places a

considerable expectation on the staff it guarantees students a level of support relatively ra

Depending on the specific course, students will receive CDs, printed and/or online materials. Home

schools are expected to provide their students with any text books or equipment necessary.

Budgetary pressures mean that Open High School has, for some time, been moving away from

printed materials. This was one (although by no means the only) factor in the introduction of Open

High School’s Moodle site in 2005. Development of the Moodle site has continued and it is currently

g further tailoring to suit the needs of students and staff.

Even though the students at Open High School are far from socially isolated (being located within a

home school community), the school is keen to encourage and nurture physical communities

amongst students. This has proved to be a notable success with groups of ‘dispersed’ students

making arrangements to meet face-to-face, supporting each other through social networking

platforms and, in the case of one French group setting up a dedicated Facebook site.
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Communities (DEC)

education secondary school which offers courses in 13 languages to students from Years 9

core curriculum, with

state) schools. It receives NSW

school student places are subsidised, with private students paying fees.

at four levels: Beginners, Continuers, Background Speakers and

Heritage. Junior students are offered a single course which is differentiated by teachers to cater for

ly based at their home schools (where they have a dedicated home-

school supervisor), and may undertake additional learning at home, they also attend the Randwick

Open High School site at least one day per term for students in Years 11 and 12 and one day per

semester for students in Years 9 and 10. There are some 1,800 students studying at Open High

School supported by more than 80 teachers (approximately 65 full time posts). As with other

tment of Education and

Open High School does not recruit its own teaching staff. The school operates in-

school CPD support for all of its teachers and this may be supplemented with (free of charge)

Teachers of Senior courses typically support approximately 33 students whilst those teaching Junior

courses may expect to support around 50 students. The staff are keen to emphasise that this model

dent’s learning programme and that staff are expected to be

‘on call’ to support students at times well beyond the ‘traditional’ school day. Whilst this places a

considerable expectation on the staff it guarantees students a level of support relatively rare in

Depending on the specific course, students will receive CDs, printed and/or online materials. Home

schools are expected to provide their students with any text books or equipment necessary.

chool has, for some time, been moving away from

) factor in the introduction of Open

High School’s Moodle site in 2005. Development of the Moodle site has continued and it is currently

Even though the students at Open High School are far from socially isolated (being located within a

home school community), the school is keen to encourage and nurture physical communities

amongst students. This has proved to be a notable success with groups of ‘dispersed’ students

face, supporting each other through social networking

cebook site.
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The school faces a continuing challenge in raising awareness (amongst NSW schools and parents) of

its programmes but many schools use the link with

students and some schools can be keen to take cr

studying at Open High School. This is understandable since

consistently equal with, or exceed those, of physical schools in the state and year after year

High School students feature amongst the highest achievers.
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The school faces a continuing challenge in raising awareness (amongst NSW schools and parents) of

its programmes but many schools use the link with Open High School as an attraction to potential

students and some schools can be keen to take credit for the qualifications achieved by students

. This is understandable since Open High School students’ results are

consistently equal with, or exceed those, of physical schools in the state and year after year

students feature amongst the highest achievers.
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The school faces a continuing challenge in raising awareness (amongst NSW schools and parents) of

as an attraction to potential

edit for the qualifications achieved by students

students’ results are

consistently equal with, or exceed those, of physical schools in the state and year after year Open
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5. Concluding remarks

The analysis of the cases collected reveals a set of interesting issues around virtual schooling in

Europe which appear to establish

Why virtual schools in Europe?

When looking at the main challenges and needs a virtual school is born to meet, the European

experiences seem to be mostly inspired by solidarity and inclusion goals. In most cases, virtual

schools are aimed at providing an alternative opportunity for children and adolescents who

different reasons – cannot attend brick

ranges from school-phobics, sick children, drop

from remote areas who suffer from discontinuity in the school experience and risk low achievement

or drop-out.

In that respect inclusion in education

main reason why virtual education

learning opportunities are not available in conventional mainstream schools

In most cases, the initial scope of the school has broadened over time.

Wereldschool and Sofia Distans) were initiated with the aim to ensure schooling in the national

curriculum for expatriate children, keeping them close to the national school system, enabling the

acquisition of national qualifications and facilitating integratio

country. Other initiatives, like Escola M

used to move across the country to follow their parents thus changing schools very often

attending at all.

In fact, the solutions offered by online learning and their effectiveness in promoting participation

have then developed to open virtual schooling initiative to other target groups, for whom distance

learning could also represent an opportunity. This sheds a

and the significant potential in reaching the so

Where do virtual schools stand in national education system

Although inclusion has been a main goal,

initiatives or are endorsed by the state,

either private (most of them) or public;

good relationships with the state system

While personalization of learning seems to be a common feature of virtual schools, the way learning

is delivered ranges from highly self

traditional life in the classroom (with tight schedule
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remarks

The analysis of the cases collected reveals a set of interesting issues around virtual schooling in

appear to establish key features of an effective “European way” to vi

When looking at the main challenges and needs a virtual school is born to meet, the European

experiences seem to be mostly inspired by solidarity and inclusion goals. In most cases, virtual

at providing an alternative opportunity for children and adolescents who

cannot attend bricks-and-mortar schools. This heterogeneous target group

phobics, sick children, drop-outs but also travelling children,

from remote areas who suffer from discontinuity in the school experience and risk low achievement

In that respect inclusion in education – as an universal right to be granted to all pupils

virtual educationhass developed and targets specific groups for whom adequate

are not available in conventional mainstream schools.

In most cases, the initial scope of the school has broadened over time. Some of them (such as

dschool and Sofia Distans) were initiated with the aim to ensure schooling in the national

curriculum for expatriate children, keeping them close to the national school system, enabling the

acquisition of national qualifications and facilitating integration when coming back to their home

Other initiatives, like Escola Móvel, were initially developed only for travelling children who

used to move across the country to follow their parents thus changing schools very often

fact, the solutions offered by online learning and their effectiveness in promoting participation

to open virtual schooling initiative to other target groups, for whom distance

learning could also represent an opportunity. This sheds a light on the flexibility of virtual education

and the significant potential in reaching the so-called groups at risk within our education systems.

Where do virtual schools stand in national education systems and communities

main goal, only a few virtual schools come from public sector

or are endorsed by the state, in recognition of their social function. They might then be

either private (most of them) or public; but they do in most cases attempt to build and main

with the state system, emphasising their contribution to a common challenge.

While personalization of learning seems to be a common feature of virtual schools, the way learning

is delivered ranges from highly self-directed and flexible models up to online replication of

traditional life in the classroom (with tight schedules and timetables). The same is true for the choice
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The analysis of the cases collected reveals a set of interesting issues around virtual schooling in

features of an effective “European way” to virtual education.

When looking at the main challenges and needs a virtual school is born to meet, the European

experiences seem to be mostly inspired by solidarity and inclusion goals. In most cases, virtual

at providing an alternative opportunity for children and adolescents who – for

mortar schools. This heterogeneous target group

outs but also travelling children, expatriates or pupils

from remote areas who suffer from discontinuity in the school experience and risk low achievement

as an universal right to be granted to all pupils – is one of the

specific groups for whom adequate

Some of them (such as

dschool and Sofia Distans) were initiated with the aim to ensure schooling in the national

curriculum for expatriate children, keeping them close to the national school system, enabling the

n when coming back to their home

vel, were initially developed only for travelling children who

used to move across the country to follow their parents thus changing schools very often, or not

fact, the solutions offered by online learning and their effectiveness in promoting participation

to open virtual schooling initiative to other target groups, for whom distance

light on the flexibility of virtual education

called groups at risk within our education systems.

ies?

public sector

They might then be

attempt to build and maintain

to a common challenge.

While personalization of learning seems to be a common feature of virtual schools, the way learning

ble models up to online replication of

). The same is true for the choice
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of sticking to national curricula and standard examination

explicitly provide only a complementary or supportive function to standard education (i.e. iScoil

preparing students for progression in education), most of the cases

much close as possible to the national education system in order to m

as provide equal opportunities to their students.

(including teaching methodologies and assessment methods) to get there.

In that respect, the desire to be recognized and enjoy

system acts as a stimulus to build partnerships and network within the community, overturning

some prejudicial image of virtual schools as

factors favoring the success of these schools is the capacity to activate a network of

professionals, including social services, parents, local authorities etc. so to build an individual

learning project for the students involved.

What do teaching and learning look like in virtual education?

As mentioned above, the way learning is

also the original aim and target group of the initiative and its underpinning philosophy. While

virtual schools offer self-directed learning path which are built by the students and self

others provide pupils with an articulated program

normal schools, including terms, timetable

Subsequently, while in some schools students experience learning as a mainly bilateral distance

relationship between student and

with peers – in others students ar

peer-learning is an essential component of the learning process.

In that respect, the increasing opportunities offered by ICT

shift of existing virtual education initiatives towards increasingly collaborative learning processes

and synchronous working.

The same is true of learning material

students to increased used of user generated content, open educatio

resources.

Which is the way to sustainability?

In most cases, the sustainability of virtual schools is bound to their capacity to attract money

also to innovate and keep pace with

learning society.

Sustainability is then linked to the capacity to establish partnership

agencies including bricks-and-mortar

system, so to become hubs for those students who across the country cannot attend physical

schools or live abroad.
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of sticking to national curricula and standard examinations. Apart from those virtual initiatives which

ly provide only a complementary or supportive function to standard education (i.e. iScoil

preparing students for progression in education), most of the cases analysed choose to remain as

much close as possible to the national education system in order to maintain high credibility as well

as provide equal opportunities to their students. What they adapt is rather the learning pathway

(including teaching methodologies and assessment methods) to get there.

In that respect, the desire to be recognized and enjoy credibility within the national education

system acts as a stimulus to build partnerships and network within the community, overturning

some prejudicial image of virtual schools as eccentric, isolated and impersonal. In fact one of the key

g the success of these schools is the capacity to activate a network of

, including social services, parents, local authorities etc. so to build an individual

learning project for the students involved.

do teaching and learning look like in virtual education?

As mentioned above, the way learning is organised varies across different virtual schools and reflects

also the original aim and target group of the initiative and its underpinning philosophy. While

directed learning path which are built by the students and self

others provide pupils with an articulated programme which is basically the same as the one of

normal schools, including terms, timetable organised per subject, homework and tests.

Subsequently, while in some schools students experience learning as a mainly bilateral distance

and teacher – with only a small amount of exchange and cooperation

in others students are grouped into classrooms and stimulated to work together and

learning is an essential component of the learning process.

In that respect, the increasing opportunities offered by ICT – namely web 2.0 – have favo

tion initiatives towards increasingly collaborative learning processes

learning materials, moving from textbooks and documents provided to the

students to increased used of user generated content, open educational resources and web

Which is the way to sustainability?

In most cases, the sustainability of virtual schools is bound to their capacity to attract money

with new technologies as well as evolving needs

linked to the capacity to establish partnerships with the local community

mortar schools and being recognized as valuable within the national

or those students who across the country cannot attend physical
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Apart from those virtual initiatives which

ly provide only a complementary or supportive function to standard education (i.e. iScoil

d choose to remain as

aintain high credibility as well

What they adapt is rather the learning pathway

credibility within the national education

system acts as a stimulus to build partnerships and network within the community, overturning

, isolated and impersonal. In fact one of the key

g the success of these schools is the capacity to activate a network of supportive

, including social services, parents, local authorities etc. so to build an individual

varies across different virtual schools and reflects

also the original aim and target group of the initiative and its underpinning philosophy. While some

directed learning path which are built by the students and self-managed,

which is basically the same as the one of

subject, homework and tests.

Subsequently, while in some schools students experience learning as a mainly bilateral distance

with only a small amount of exchange and cooperation

e grouped into classrooms and stimulated to work together and

have favoured the

tion initiatives towards increasingly collaborative learning processes

, moving from textbooks and documents provided to the

nal resources and web-based

In most cases, the sustainability of virtual schools is bound to their capacity to attract money but

evolving needs in the lifelong

with the local community

and being recognized as valuable within the national

or those students who across the country cannot attend physical
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Flexibility is probably a key asset towards sustainability as it permits virtual school to adapt to a

changing context tailoring their services according to new needs,

specificities.

In that respect, the fact that these experiences have grown up rather autonomous

for experimentation contribute to their capacity to consolidate strengths and work on weaknesses

with a significantly reflective and self

From case studies to policy recommendations and elaboration of success factors

The case studies have contributed towards understanding

determining the success of a virtual school

for policy makers.

The several issues emerged from case studies analysis have

how the policy making level could support virtual schooling so that it could fully co

current challenges of European education systems. The analysis has thus been key to develop and

fine-tune the VISCED policy recommendations (D3.9) in their final version, taking the policy

perspective.
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Flexibility is probably a key asset towards sustainability as it permits virtual school to adapt to a

changing context tailoring their services according to new needs, while maintaining their

In that respect, the fact that these experiences have grown up rather autonomous

for experimentation contribute to their capacity to consolidate strengths and work on weaknesses

and self-evaluative attitude.

From case studies to policy recommendations and elaboration of success factors

e case studies have contributed towards understanding which are the key critical factors

determining the success of a virtual school (see D.4.2 and D.4.3) and developing

The several issues emerged from case studies analysis have contributed to the VISCED reflection on

how the policy making level could support virtual schooling so that it could fully co

current challenges of European education systems. The analysis has thus been key to develop and

tune the VISCED policy recommendations (D3.9) in their final version, taking the policy
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Flexibility is probably a key asset towards sustainability as it permits virtual school to adapt to a

while maintaining their

In that respect, the fact that these experiences have grown up rather autonomously and with scope

for experimentation contribute to their capacity to consolidate strengths and work on weaknesses

From case studies to policy recommendations and elaboration of success factors

which are the key critical factors

recommendations

contributed to the VISCED reflection on

how the policy making level could support virtual schooling so that it could fully contribute to match

current challenges of European education systems. The analysis has thus been key to develop and

tune the VISCED policy recommendations (D3.9) in their final version, taking the policy
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Annex 1 – Case study grid

Part 1: General Information

Name of the case (School):

Website

Address (town, region, country):

References

Other links to online materials

(videos, photo’s, documentation, etc.)

Contact name and role of the

interviewed person(s)

VISCED Partner/author:

Type of school

Part 2: Description

Background

Current situation

Number and age range of students

7, WP3 Case studies
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Case study grid

Address (town, region, country):

(videos, photo’s, documentation, etc.)

Public

Private

Result of a Public/private partnership

Additional comments: _____________________

- When was the school established?
- What was/were the reason/s for establishing a

virtual/distance/online school?
- What specific need(s) was it aimed to address?
- Who were the main intended beneficiaries

How has the school evolved till now? Have
beneficiaries changed over time?

Number and age range of students
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Public/private partnership

Additional comments: _____________________

When was the school established?
What was/were the reason/s for establishing a

What specific need(s) was it aimed to address?
Who were the main intended beneficiaries

evolved till now? Have
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today

Profile of students

Number and profile of staff

Staff recruitment and CPD

Part 3: Pedagogy

Learning site(s)

Learning method(s)

Learning support

Part 4: Impact

Learning outcomes

7, WP3 Case studies
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Are they full-time or is this number based on course
enrolment numbers?
What is that make-up of f/t to p/t?) (Historical
trend?)

Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching

staff: students caseload)

Does the school have a specific staff recruitment
philosophy/policy? Does it differ depending on the
category of staff?

How does the school support staff development?

Where do students do most of their studying? (Host
school? Home? Other?)

Where do staff do most of their teaching? (School?
Home?)

What is the main teaching method? (Fully online?
Blended? Defining characteristics/qualities?)

How is teaching articulated (by subject, cross subject
through project work, both)

Are students grouped into classes? Or are they all
individual learners? In the latter case is
promoted? If so, how?

Are there classes timetabled? Are students self
directed learners?

What tools are used? If more than one tool is used,
how are they combined? (Learning platform?
CD/DVDs? Tele?, web 2.0?, mobile?)

What is the role (if any) of tutors or any other

facilitator?

What are the results for students in terms of learning
outcomes and how do these compare with physical
schools?
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time or is this number based on course

up of f/t to p/t?) (Historical

Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching

recruitment
philosophy/policy? Does it differ depending on the

does the school support staff development?

Where do students do most of their studying? (Host

Where do staff do most of their teaching? (School?

teaching method? (Fully online?
Blended? Defining characteristics/qualities?)

How is teaching articulated (by subject, cross subject

Are students grouped into classes? Or are they all
peer learning

Are there classes timetabled? Are students self-

What tools are used? If more than one tool is used,
how are they combined? (Learning platform?

at is the role (if any) of tutors or any other

What are the results for students in terms of learning
outcomes and how do these compare with physical
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Qualifications

Examination and testing features

Inspection regimes

Part 5 – Organisation and management

The school and the national

education system

Funding

Financial management

Part 6 – Sustainability and transferability

How is sustainability ensured and

how do you plan to maintain it?

What are the critical factors for

sustainability

Do you consider that the experience

of your school could be replicated

somewhere else?

Additional comments

7, WP3 Case studies
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What is the retention rate of students (or the
way round- what is the drop-out rate of students?

Are formally recognised qualifications provided?

Are obtained qualifications recognised at
local/national/EU/world level?

Examination and testing features
What are the examination and testing regimes and
how do these compare with physical schools?

What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes?
(Are there any inspection reports and/or
evaluations? Who carries the inspection and
evaluation activities out?)

Organisation and management

How does the school stand with respect to the
national education system?

What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding
search/management and in terms of curricula)

How is sustainability of the school ensured? (public
funding, private funding, students fees)

How are students funded? (Public? Private?)

How much does the school cost annually

What costs the most: teachers, technological
support, renting of spaces etc.

Sustainability and transferability

How is sustainability ensured and

how do you plan to maintain it?

What are the critical factors for

What are the plans for the future? (And what are the
barriers to/enablers for these?)

Do you consider that the experience

of your school could be replicated
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What is the retention rate of students (or the other
out rate of students?

Are formally recognised qualifications provided?

Are obtained qualifications recognised at

n and testing regimes and
how do these compare with physical schools?

What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes?
(Are there any inspection reports and/or
evaluations? Who carries the inspection and

How does the school stand with respect to the

What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding
search/management and in terms of curricula)

How is sustainability of the school ensured? (public

How are students funded? (Public? Private?)

How much does the school cost annually

teachers, technological

What are the plans for the future? (And what are the
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Annex 2 – Interview Grid

Name of school:

Address (town, region, country):

Website:

Contact name and role:

VISCED Partner/author:

Headline description of the school: KS? Size? Reach?

References (where relevant)

A. Background

1) When was the school established? How has it evolved till now? (We need to pick out relevant factors in
its history and evolution e.g. did it begin as a correspondence school? A radio or TV school?)

2) What was/were the reason/s for establishing a virtual/distance/online school? What specific need(s)
was it aimed to address?

2 a)Who were the main intended beneficiaries
learners? Supplemental learners requiring catch
e.g. languages? And the profile now? (Is it still the same target cohort?)

2b) has the aim changed over time?

3) Current number of students? (Are they full
numbers? What is that make-up of f/t to p/t?) (Historical trend?)

4) Number and profile of staff? (Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching
caseload?)

B. Pedagogy

6) Where do students do most of their studying? (Host school? Home? Other?)

7) Where do staff do most of their teaching? (School? Home?)

8) What is the main teaching method? (Fully online? Blended? Defining cha

How is teaching articulated (by subject, cross subject through project work, both)

7, WP3 Case studies
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nterview Grid

Headline description of the school: KS? Size? Reach?

1) When was the school established? How has it evolved till now? (We need to pick out relevant factors in
e.g. did it begin as a correspondence school? A radio or TV school?)

2) What was/were the reason/s for establishing a virtual/distance/online school? What specific need(s)

2 a)Who were the main intended beneficiaries – dispersed rural learners? Excluded learners? Ex
learners? Supplemental learners requiring catch-up courses? Supplemental learners for specific courses
e.g. languages? And the profile now? (Is it still the same target cohort?)

3) Current number of students? (Are they full-time or is this number based on course enrolment
up of f/t to p/t?) (Historical trend?)

4) Number and profile of staff? (Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?) (Teaching staff: students

6) Where do students do most of their studying? (Host school? Home? Other?)

7) Where do staff do most of their teaching? (School? Home?)

8) What is the main teaching method? (Fully online? Blended? Defining characteristics/qualities?)

How is teaching articulated (by subject, cross subject through project work, both)
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1) When was the school established? How has it evolved till now? (We need to pick out relevant factors in
e.g. did it begin as a correspondence school? A radio or TV school?)

2) What was/were the reason/s for establishing a virtual/distance/online school? What specific need(s)

rural learners? Excluded learners? Ex-pat
up courses? Supplemental learners for specific courses

time or is this number based on course enrolment

staff: students –

racteristics/qualities?)
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9) What tools are used? If more than one tool is used, how are they combined? (Learning platform?
CD/DVDs? Tele?, web 2.0?, mobile?)

10) Are students grouped into classes? Or are they all individual learners? In the latter case is peer
learning promoted? If so, how?

11) Are there classes timetabled? Are students self

C. Staff recruitment and CPD

12) Does the school have a specific staff
category of staff?

13) How does the school support staff development?

D. Impact, inspection.

14) What are the results for students in terms of lear
physical schools?

How and when are students assessed?

What are the examination and testing regimes and how do these compare with physical schools?

What is the retention rate of students (or the other way rou

Are formally recognised qualifications provided?

Are obtained qualifications recognised at local/national/EU/world level?

15) What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes? (Are there any inspection reports
evaluations? Who carries the inspection and evaluation activities out?)

E. Future

16) What are the plans for the future? (And what are the barriers to/enablers for these?)

Organisation, management and funding

How does the school stand with respect to the national education system?
How are students funded? (Public? Private?)

What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding search/management and in terms of curricula)
How is sustainability of the school ensured? (public funding, private fu
How much does the school cost annually

F. Interviewee reflections – free text

7, WP3 Case studies
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9) What tools are used? If more than one tool is used, how are they combined? (Learning platform?

ents grouped into classes? Or are they all individual learners? In the latter case is peer

11) Are there classes timetabled? Are students self-directed learners?

staff recruitment philosophy/policy? Does it differ depending on the

13) How does the school support staff development?

14) What are the results for students in terms of learning outcomes and how do these compare with

How and when are students assessed?

What are the examination and testing regimes and how do these compare with physical schools?

What is the retention rate of students (or the other way round- what is the drop-out rate of students?

Are formally recognised qualifications provided?

Are obtained qualifications recognised at local/national/EU/world level?

15) What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes? (Are there any inspection reports
evaluations? Who carries the inspection and evaluation activities out?)

16) What are the plans for the future? (And what are the barriers to/enablers for these?)

Organisation, management and funding

espect to the national education system?
How are students funded? (Public? Private?)

What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding search/management and in terms of curricula)
How is sustainability of the school ensured? (public funding, private funding, students fees)
How much does the school cost annually
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9) What tools are used? If more than one tool is used, how are they combined? (Learning platform?

ents grouped into classes? Or are they all individual learners? In the latter case is peer

recruitment philosophy/policy? Does it differ depending on the

ning outcomes and how do these compare with

What are the examination and testing regimes and how do these compare with physical schools?

out rate of students?

15) What are the regulation and/or inspection regimes? (Are there any inspection reports and/or

16) What are the plans for the future? (And what are the barriers to/enablers for these?)

What is its level of autonomy (in terms of funding search/management and in terms of curricula)
nding, students fees)
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Annex 3 – Mini-case study grid

VISCED Mini case study grid

Part 1: General Information

Name of the case (School):

Website

Address (town, region, country):

References

Other links to online materials (videos,

photo’s, documentation, etc.)

Contact name and role of the

interviewed person(s)

VISCED Partner/author:

Type of school
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case study grid

country):

(videos,

Public

Private

Result of a Public/private partnership

Additional comments: _____________________
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Public/private partnership

Additional comments: _____________________
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Part 2: Description

Please describe when the school was established, its initial aims and target groups (if
available) and how it has evolved till now

Number and profile of students (if

available)

Number and profile of staff (if available)

Part 3: Pedagogy

Please describe:
- How learning takes place (fully on
- Whether collaborative or self
- What learning support tools
- What is the role (if any) of learning facilitators

Part 4: Impact

Please describe:
- Whether the school provides formally recognised qualifications
- What kind of examination procedures are adopted
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Please describe when the school was established, its initial aims and target groups (if
available) and how it has evolved till now

Number and profile of students (if
Age range, full time/part-time

Number and profile of staff (if available) Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?)

(Teaching staff: students caseload)

How learning takes place (fully on-line, blended)
Whether collaborative or self-directed learning is enhanced
What learning support tools are used
What is the role (if any) of learning facilitators

Whether the school provides formally recognised qualifications
What kind of examination procedures are adopted
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Please describe when the school was established, its initial aims and target groups (if

Teaching staff? Support staff? F/t to p/t?)


